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Executive Summary
From 2200BC Ballon Hill was a focal point for burial in the southeast of Ireland. It is one of the only
known barrow cemeteries in the region and appears to have been one of the most important burial
sites during the early Bronze Age period on the island of Ireland. With limited information on works
carried out during the 19th century and the available Lidar data and cartographic and aerial
photographic evidence, there appears to be at least three burial monuments on the hill with a
minimum of 24 early Bronze Age funerary pottery vessels (arguably this minimum number could be
stated as 39) and a minimum of 28 burials.
This is all the more impressive considering the only works carried out on the hill to retrieve these
pottery vessels were conducted over 160 years ago and long before scientific methods of
archaeological excavation were adopted. The vessels retrieved were held in private collections for
70-80 years and were donated to the British Museum in 1920 and the National Museum of Ireland in
1928. A razor-knife and two pebbles recovered from a cist, and thought lost, were donated to the
Old Carlow Society in 1997.
To put the number of funerary pottery vessels in context, we find the Mound of the Hostages on the
Hill of Tara, one of the best known early Bronze Age cemeteries in Ireland, found to contain 37
pottery vessels and a minimum of 28 burials (Mount 2013). The Mound of the Hostages was
professionally excavated by Professor Seán P. Ó Ríordáin and Professor Ruaidhrí de Valera (both of
UCD) with the results of the excavation published by Dr. Muiris O’Sullivan (UCD) in 2005.
The Ballon Hill Archaeology Project (BHAP) was set up in 2012 to investigate the archaeology of
Ballon Hill. The first phase of works (2013-2014) has provided analysis of the assemblage of known
artefacts held in the British Museum, the National Museum of Ireland and Carlow County Museum.
It has also reviewed available Lidar data, cartographic and aerial photography sources and related
this to three 19th century accounts of works on the hill. The result of this was the identification of a
large burial mound on the northern end of the hill, a 30-40m enclosure on the top of the hill and a
large enclosure approximately 160-120m enclosing the southern portion of the summit of the hill. It
has also found that the extant funerary pottery vessels from the hill, and by association the burial
activity, date to the period 2200-1500BC with a concentration around 1970BC.
The outcome of the BHAP Phase 1 is that three burial monuments appear to have been constructed
on the hill during the early Bronze Age, with a large hilltop enclosure probably constructed in the
late Bronze Age. We can be in no doubt that Ballon Hill was a burial site of national importance
during the early Bronze Age (2200BC-1500BC) and possibly later.
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1. Introduction
Situated towards the middle of the relatively flat expanse between the Blackstairs and Wicklow
mountains to the east and the Castlecomer plateau to the west, Ballon Hill is a conical shaped hill
aligned northwest-southeast in otherwise unremarkable topography. Rising to only 130m above sealevel, the surrounding countryside elevates the hill into a topographical focal point. This low yet
prominent hill appears to have attracted considerable attention in the early Bronze Age, from at
least 2200BC, when it was chosen as a burial place. It appears at least three burial monuments were
constructed on the hill during this period with numerous other burials placed over much of the hill.
Many of these burials were interred with specially made pottery vessels. These vessels were highly
decorated with intricate designs expertly applied over controlled zones. The recovered pottery
assemblage is one of the largest in Ireland, all the more impressive considering the vessels were
excavated over 160 years ago by, what are in hindsight, very crude means. The numbers of
destroyed and missing vessels and, hopefully, vessels that may remain in the ground on Ballon Hill
may be many multiples of the current extant assemblage. It is clear that much of the top of Ballon
Hill served as a burial site, all the available evidence indicates this burial activity reached its zenith
around 2020-1920BC.
There are a minimum of 24 pottery vessels from Ballon Hill we can account for. All date to the early
Bronze Age (2200-1500BC). There is also evidence for a minimum of 28 burials, although the true
number is undoubtedly many times this. The hill appears to have been the subject of attention
throughout the Bronze Age and later again in the medieval period. By the time of the Down Survey
(1656-1658), in the mid-17th century, Ballon Hill was covered in coarse grassland and remained out
of private ownership, suggestive it was held in particular regard both locally and regionally. At some
point between the Down Survey and the 1850s, Ballon Hill moved into private ownership. By the
1850s it was in the possession of the Lecky family of nearby Ballykealy House. It appears that in the
years leading up to 1853 quarrying and tree planting had begun on the hill. These activities resulted
in the unearthing of urns across the hill.
In 1853, J. Richardson Smith, the brother-in-law of the then owner of Ballykealy House, John James
Lecky, began ‘diggings’ on Ballon Hill to try to recover some so-called ‘crocks’, ‘pans’ or urns that he
had heard were being discovered on the hill (Graves 1853; O’Neill 2006). Accounts of ‘workmen’
finding and breaking up to 11 of these in one day appears to have inspired Smith to spend the
greater part of the summer of 1853 at Ballykealy House organising diggings on the hill. He uncovered
several pottery vessels during the summer and returned again in December 1853 to resume the
works which continued until late January 1854. Smith returned again on the 21 st of July 1855 to carry
out further works over the next two weeks. In 1867 a short account of further works was published.
These appear to have been organised by John James Lecky (O’Neill 2006).
The result of these works was one of the largest assemblages of Bronze Age pottery vessels found
anywhere in Ireland. Charles Mount (2013, 189) writing on the large assemblage of Bronze Age
pottery vessels recovered from the Mound of the Hostages at Tara, states that ‘The pottery alone is
one of the largest collections ever found in Ireland, possibly surpassed only by the poorly recorded
nineteenth-century excavation of the cemetery at Ballon Hill, Co. Carlow’.
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While grave goods other than pottery vessels are extremely rare during the Bronze Age in Ireland,
one cist on the hill was found to contain, along with two pottery vessels, a razor-knife and three
specially chosen small smooth pebbles (see Figure below).
Figure 2 Photo of Razor-knife (CMM07 85B) and 2 of 3 pebbles (CMM07 85C & D) in bespoke display case
found in a cist on Ballon Hill: Photo courtesy of Carlow County Museum

The assemblage uncovered in these 19th century diggings became quite dispersed. The majority
remained in Ballykealy House and were donated to the National Museum of Ireland (NMI) in 1928
(Mahr 1930). Three of the pottery vessels appear to have made their way to Devon, England and
were donated to the British Museum in 1920 by Norman D. Smith, son of J. Richardson Smith. It was
not clear where these three pottery vessels had originated and it was not until the late 1950’s that
Brendan Ó’Ríordáin recognised these pottery vessels as from Ballon Hill (Ó’Ríordáin 1959). The
whereabouts of the razor-knife and pebbles was also unknown and were thought lost. It transpired
that these artefacts had remained in private hands until 1997 when they were posted, quite
unexpectedly, from East Sussex in southeast England, to the Old Carlow Society (O’Neill 2006).
While it was clear from the 19th century publications that there were monuments on Ballon Hill, the
references to these were unclear and confused. References to the ‘walls of troy’, an ‘old-rath’, a
circle of stone ‘upright and in great circle’ and ‘large and curious entrenchments’ only serve to
confusingly whet ones appetite.
On foot of all this disparate information, preliminary discussions were held in early 2012 on the
possibility of carrying out research on the artefacts and monuments of Ballon Hill. The Ballon Hill
Archaeology Project (BHAP) was initiated to examine the archaeological significance of Ballon Hill
and to present the story of the hill so that it can be placed within its proper context in the regional
and national tapestry of the archaeology of Ireland.
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2. Background
2.1 The project
Following preliminary discussions during the first half of 2012, this project was initiated during the
autumn of that year. The primary interest of these preliminary discussions was the impressive
assemblage of artefacts and bone that had been recovered from Ballon Hill during the mid to late
19th century and the tantalizing potential of Ballon Hill to represent a burial ground of national
importance during the Bronze Age (approx. 2400-600 BC). An initial article was published by Pat
O’Neill in the 2006 edition of Carloviana. This was followed some years later by another article in the
2012 edition of Carloviana by Nial O’Neill. When the project was initiated, these two articles set out
the base and general research agenda for the Ballon Hill Archaeology Project. The project continues
to be coordinated by Nial O’Neill, Deirdre Kearney and Pat O’Neill.
Following preliminary studies and an initial visit to Ballon Hill it became clear that the depth and
breadth of archaeological research required for Ballon Hill was not something that could be achieved
in one year. Subsequently, it was decided that Phase 1 of the project needed clearly defined
research boundaries. To begin this project we would first need up-to-date analyses of the pottery,
human bone assemblage and metal artefacts from Ballon Hill which were held by the National
Museum of Ireland, the British Museum and Carlow County Museum. This would help to begin to
put the archaeology of Ballon Hill in context and steer the BHAP is the right direction for subsequent
phases. Phase 1 also involved the analysis of available Lidar, cartographic and aerial photographic
sources. There were abundant references to earthworks on the hill in three published accounts of
works carried out on Ballon Hill in the 19th century and it was hoped that aerial photographs could
help to initially identify these. For Phase 1, the focus would also be on the earthwork monuments on
the top of the hill and although the human remains and pottery discovered under Cloghan-naMarbhan (located immediately north of the hill) are treated in this report; Cloghan-na-Marbhan and
any other monuments below the top of the hill will form part of future studies.
The research agenda was formed, the tasks for Phase 1 were defined and grant aid was gratefully
received from the Carlow County Development Partnership with matching funding provided by
Carlow Historical and Archaeological Society.

2.2 Antiquarian writing
In the mid-19th century an article and two ‘proceeding’ accounts were published in the ‘Transactions
of the Kilkenny Archaeological Society’ in 1853, the ‘Proceedings and Transactions of the Kilkenny
and South-East of Ireland Archaeological Society’ in 1855, and in the ‘The Journal of the Kilkenny and
South-East of Ireland Archaeological Society’ in 1867. These accounts were based on the works
carried out by J. Richardson Smith (1853-4 and 1855) and by a John James Lecky (1867). The article,
published in 1853, although penned by Reverend James Graves, was based on accounts of works
carried out on the hill by J. Richardson Smith. James Graves based the article on an earlier article by
Reverend William Turner (1853), journals supplied by J. Richardson Smith and at least one visit to the
hill at this time. The three published accounts provide fascinating descriptions of explorations on the
hill, and they contain some useful information, but they read as though these explorations were, in
essence, treasure hunting. We should not doubt that the works carried out were well intentioned
and in keeping with the approach to archaeology at that time, but it is quite certain that
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considerable damage was done to the archaeological remains on the hill as a result. From a modern
perspective, the description of beds of charcoal and pits with bone being disturbed to check solely
for pottery or other artefacts shows a disregard for the archaeological remains in a quest for
treasure.
Although officially published in 1853, the article by Graves describes works carried out in 1854 and
therefore seems likely that volume 2, number 2 was, in fact, published in 1854 or even 1855. A
possible date of 1855 seems likely as Graves refers in the article to a visit he made to Ballon Hill in
June 1854.
To imagine and understand the works carried out on the hill as published in the mid-19th century we
can follow the descriptions given by Graves and Lecky.
We are told that the works began at the so-called Cloghan-na-Marbhan or the stone of the dead.
Three human skeletons were found underneath it ‘huddled together in a small space’. At a further
depth four large granite blocks were overturned to reveal a ‘bed of charcoal’ and broken urns of
‘four distinctive patterns’. At a later unspecified date, but possibly June 1854, more vessels were
uncovered ‘at the end of the boulder stone, externally’ (Graves 1853, 297).
The works next moved to the top of the hill. Here, we are told, a ‘large bed of charred wood and
burned bones was struck on, two feet under the sod’.
Then in the ‘neighbouring quarry’ search was made in spots where the “bearing” had remained
undisturbed’ and that a highly decorated urn was found embedded in sand here.
After this, works moved on to the ‘site of the old rath’. Graves curiously remarks here that ‘here
digging proved most difficult, as it was paved with great blocks of stone, set on end, and fitting close
together’ (ibid.). We are told large quantities of bone and charcoal was observed between the
stones and underneath the ‘pavement’ half an urn and fragments of two others were found. Still on
the site of the old rath, ‘a great layer of burnt bones and charcoal’ was revealed. A cist c. 0.6m x
0.3m orientated north/south was soon discovered and was noted as containing an urn of very
elaborate pattern. Another urn , in an inverted position, and found to have sod or earth place in its
mouth to prevent the bone it contained from falling out, was also unearthed.
According to Graves (1853), a five-sided chamber was next discovered. However, he states that this
was in the course of further investigation and it is not clear whether this was at ‘the site of the old
rath’ or not. This chamber was filled with sand and held, near its base, 3 pebbles arranged in a
triangle and surrounded by burnt bone. Above these was a large inverted pot. Over this again was a
small vase. Near the top of the burial chamber was a small portion of a bronze blade.
Digging was continued ‘by the rath’ and here two large cists were discovered. One contained an
inverted urn more than 0.33m in height and almost completely full of bone. A third cist was also
found, this example was recorded as 0.97m long, 0.71m wide and 0.46m deep. Work was stopped at
this point for a number of months.
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In December 1853 work was again resumed at ‘the north side of the rath where most of the urns
were found in June and July last’. With ‘negative’ results here Smith now ‘tried the west, or upper
side of the rath’. Here he found traces of ‘great fires, and two very deep pits’. He also uncovered an
urn here ‘seven inches high, of a curious pattern, and ornamented by six raised hoops’. He continues
over the next few days finding ‘deep beds of charcoal’, ‘many more pits’ and portions of pottery
vessels.
On the 9th of January 1854 we are told a large cist was found on the ‘upper side of the rath’. With
the cist containing only bone and charcoal, the covering flag was replaced.
He goes on to remark that a great number of the cists and pits he recovered contained only animal
and bird bones and no human remains. A small number of other vessels are found by ‘the men’
working ‘by themselves’ in the ‘rath’. Towards the end of the 1853 article, Graves writes ‘in one
place a well-like circular hole, faced with large stones, three feet in diameter and five feet deep, was
found. This hole contained quantities of charcoal mixed with bones, and amongst them a fragment
of a remarkably large human jaw bone’ (p.302). Graves does not provide any details as to where this
‘well-like circular hole’ was uncovered.
In 1855 J. Richardson Smith sent details of further works on the hill which were published in the
Proceedings and Transactions of the Kilkenny and South-East of Ireland Archaeological Society Vol. 3,
No. 2, pp 374-75. Here he recounts explorations at the south side of the rath at the top of the hill, at
the west side and near the top of the hill where he ‘tried many places’. He goes on to tell us that at
about ‘ten yards from the masonry at the top of the hill’ discovery was made of a skeleton lying
west/east, with the feet at the eastern end. No skull was present and he remarks that the body must
have been interred without the head as ‘the shoulder joints coming close to an upright quarry stone;
the collar bones were in their places, and unbroken; the body was stretched out’. He tells us that
there was an ‘up-cut’ on the inside left femur (or thigh bone) and that he removed the remains and
preserved them with gelatine. We are told he went on to check around the spot where the body was
found but nothing was discovered.
We are told that many ‘beds of bones and charcoal only’ were found through ‘trials on other spots’.
Also that, ‘in one spot’ a circular stone-lined pit contained, amongst other bone, a ‘remarkably large
human jawbone’. The pit measured 0.91m in diameter and 1.52m in depth.
In 1867, John James Lecky sent a letter which was published in The Journal of the Kilkenny and
South-East of Ireland Archaeological Society, in New Series, Vol. 6, No. 1, pp 209-10. Here, we are
told that new works were carried out on Ballon Hill and that several cists were uncovered. These
were smaller than those previously found and contained burnt bone and no pottery. No indication is
given of where on the hill these works were carried out. He tells us that these cists are irregular in
shape- approaching circular to oval and are 0.46-0.61m in diameter. He also found ‘sunken pits’
understood to be where the bodies were burnt.
In this letter he also tells us that he has had two of the cists reconstructed near Ballykealy House and
‘fixed in the same position in which they were on the hill’. A third cist ‘in which was found two urns’
was restored ‘exactly as it was, and in the same spot’ on the hill.
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2.3 A general introduction to the Irish Bronze Age and Bronze Age burial
Around 2400BC a new era began to dawn on the island of Ireland. Knowledge of metalworking
began to seep into the conscience of the inhabitants of Ireland. This move away from a reliance on
stone implements for tools and weapons was an important milestone in the development of the
human race as it allowed for increased efficiency in cutting implements, making tasks easier and
providing better tools to shape peoples surroundings.
At first, the metal artefacts produced were comprised of copper, a relatively soft metal and not
exactly a vast improvement over the efficiency of stone. However, knowledge of bronze spread
relatively quickly and it was soon evident that the addition of tin to copper produced a far superior
metal to copper alone. The earliest evidence from metalworking on the island of Ireland comes from
the south-west in the form of copper mines, notably Ross Island, Co. Kerry (O’Brien 2004). Of course,
it was not just the material for tools and weapons that changed, personal ornaments and other
sacred and profane items also began to be made in metal.
Along with this change we also see clear changes in other aspects of life, manifested in new
monument types. The Bronze Age also heralded the construction of standing stones, stone circles
and stone alignments. These may have had various functions such as territorial markers, focuses of
ritual activity, etc. Of course no mention of archaeological monuments dating to the Bronze Age
would be complete without the ubiquitous burnt mound or Fulacht Fia. These were earth cut and
water filled pits or troughs that had heated stones placed in them to heat water and appear to have
been variously used for cooking, bathing, cloth dying, soap production and possibly for beer
production. After repeated use, a mound of heat-affected stone and other burnt material
accumulated and, as a result, these monuments are recognised by the mound of this accumulated
burnt material. Often referred to as pyrolithic technology, the use of heated stones in heating water
had been seen as a Bronze Age phenomenon. However, recently this phenomenon has clearly been
shown to have begun in the late Mesolithic period (4500BC-4000BC) with a growth in use during the
Neolithic period (4000BC-2500BC) (Hawkes 2013). However, it was during the Bronze Age that we
see the widespread use of pyrolithic technology.
Also during the Bronze Age we find the circular of oval structure or house as the preferred building
layout. These structures have even been shown to have consistency across the proportions of
layouts (see Tierney and Johnston 2008). However, little published work has been carried out on the
many hundreds of Bronze Age structures that have been uncovered in the last 10-15 years. A more
in-depth and complete picture of Bronze Age structures in awaited.
Among the most enigmatic monuments of the prehistoric period of Ireland were the megalithic
monuments of the Neolithic period. The passage tombs at Newgrange and Knowth, Co. Meath, the
portal tombs at Kernanstown or Brownshill, Co. Carlow and Poulnabrone, Co. Clare, court tombs at
Audleystown, Co. Down and Creevykeel, Co. Sligo and wedge tombs at Labbacallee, Co. Cork and
Proleek, Co. Louth are among Ireland’s best known archaeological sites. Construction of these
monuments required large investments by communities and were so well constructed that, without
any bonding material, many have survived four to six millennia down to the present day. Against this
backdrop, the burial monuments we find in the Bronze Age are somewhat overshadowed by their
illustrious predecessors. However, if we look closer there is much of interest in the burials occurring
in Bronze Age Ireland. While we find reuse of monuments from the preceding Neolithic period such
14

as a Baunogenasraid, Co. Carlow (Raftery 1974), and new burial monuments also developed. The
best known of these was the barrow (comprising several variants) and the cairn. Barrows were earth
built and could be bowl, bell, disc or saucer shaped with variants within these also (see Figure
below).
Figure 3 Barrow typology (after Ashbee 1960; Howarth 2009)

The cairn was constructed through the accumulation of stone into a mound covering one or more
burials. Also occurring were so-called ‘flat’ cemeteries, here no covering mound of earth of stone or
any other associated earthworks (such as a boundary fosse) occurred.
Burials themselves were placed into either simple pits dug into the ground or in stone lined pits or
cists (often rectangular in shape) set into the ground. The remains interred in these pits and cists
could be either burnt (often referred to as cremated burials) or unburnt burials.
Arguably the most striking aspect of the burial tradition of the Bronze Age and that which has
received much attention is the profusion of finely made and highly decorated pottery vessels that
accompanied many burials in Bronze Age Ireland. These pottery vessels come in many variants but
are generally categorised as bowls, vases or urns depending on their shape and size (Brindley 2007).
The bowl variant, as their name suggests, were bowl shaped and often 8cm to 15cm in height
(Waddell 2000, 141). The external surface is almost always highly decorated with impressed
ornamentation. These bowls are further subdivided by this ornamentation into simple, bipartite,
tripartite and ribbed bowls. According to Waddell (2000, 141) ‘the principal designs are zones of
parallel horizontal lines, chevrons in false relief, short vertical or oblique lines, often forming a
herringbone pattern’. The vast majority of these bowls have been found in funerary, as opposed to
domestic, contexts.
The vase pot is often of similar height to the bowls at 11cm to 16cm. Two variants of the vase pot
are most common, the bipartite and tripartite vase based on the structure of the pots decoration.
The vast majority of vases have decoration covering the entirety of their external surface. This
15

decoration is often impressed with principal motifs of herring-bone pattern, zones of vertical or
oblique short lines and filled triangles (Waddell 2000, 145). Again, the vast majority of these pots
have been uncovered in funerary contexts.
The urn comes in 2 (or arguably 4) variants including the collared urn and cordoned urn (Kavanagh
1976; Waddell 2000, 149-56). The collared urn derives its name from a concave neck with a collared
rim immediately above. Many collared urns feature decoration on the collar and above. These pots
tend to be found predominantly in the northern half of the country and from funerary contexts. The
majority are recovered from pits as opposed to cists and commonly accompany cremated bone. The
cordoned urn is distinguishable by the addition of cordons or ‘raised ribs’ applied to their external
surfaces. Decoration on these pots is often found on a portion of the upper external body only.
Similar to the collared urn, they are predominantly found accompanying cremated bone and in pits.
Two other pot types are sometimes included in the urn category. The first are the so-called vase urns
and are distinguishable by being between 20cm and 30cm in height and having a notably thicker and
coarser fabric than vases (Waddell 2000, 146). These pots are commonly found in both pits and cists.
When found in cists, the majority of cists tend to be polygonal as opposed to rectangular and placed
in an inverted position. The second of these two pot types sometimes included in the urn category is
the encrusted urn. They are referred to as encrusted due to the ‘encrusted’ or applied ornament on
their external surfaces (Waddell 2000, 148). These pots are often quite large (with a rim diameter of
over 32cm) and well ornamented. The encrusted urn is most commonly found inverted and in pits or
polygonal cists.
An important element of Bronze Age Ireland was the proliferation of bronze axes. Two important
studies on the typological differences in bronze axeheads and the chronological development were
carried out by Peter Harbison (1969) and Colin Burgess (1980). With considerable overlap in their
respective typologies the general development of the axehead has represented a much relied on
relative dating method for Bronze Age Ireland. The earliest forms of axehead were made in copper
and tended to be flat and almost trapezoidal in shape with thick butts. As the Bronze Age progresses
we see the sides of axes beginning to curve, butts thinning out and generally having broader cutting
edges relative to the width of the shaft. Towards the end of the early Bronze Age (circa. 1700BC) we
see flanges appearing on straight and parallel sided axeheads. By the middle Bronze Age (circa.
1500BC to 900BC) axeheads show further development with the appearance of wing-flanged short
axes and the first attempts at socketed axeheads, side loops also begin to appear. By the late Bronze
Age (900BC to 600BC) the socketed axe proper appears and was an important typological
development demonstrating the increasing sophistication of the metalworker and metalworking
skills. Other artefact types that appear in the Bronze Age include, amongst others; dirks, rapiers,
swords, spearheads, daggers, shields, sickles, chisels and gouges.
In the middle to late Bronze Age sheet metal begins to appear and is most dramatically represented
by the fine cauldrons from this period. Also made in sheet bronze was the earliest known musical
instrument in Ireland- the horn. Horns from this time come in both end-blown and side-blown
variants and were often highly decorated.
Also, in other metals, notably gold, we observe increased ability to produce ever more intricate
artefacts. We find lunulae, torks, earrings, gorgets and bracelets among others demonstrating the
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ability of the metalworker, a level of skill only surpassed in the early medieval period, approximately
1400 years later.
Towards the end of the Bronze Age we see the first appearance of the hillfort. This was a large
enclosure with dimensions often over 150m and, as the name suggests, placed on hill tops. These
enclosures dwarf any other enclosure type of this period and we have to go back some two and half
millennia to the early/middle Neolithic period to find enclosures of comparable size. Construction of
these enclosures was a large investment and would have required a considerable population group
to resource and carry out the work involved. Whether they were large communal gathering places,
centres of ritual activity or defendable positions for large groups is unclear. What their construction
does suggest is that large groups of people came together to create these enclosures, whether this
was through coercion, community cohesion or a signal that wealth and power resided in a select few
is unclear. However, as the curtain comes down on the Irish Bronze Age we see evidence of
increased community sizes, possibly signalling uncertainty and increased socio-economic disruption.
The following period, the Iron Age, is often referred to as the ‘dark ages’ of Irish prehistory and with
the ‘dark ages’ impending for the inhabitants of late Bronze Age Ireland one can only wonder if the
final centuries of the Bronze Age were overshadowed with a sense of foreboding.

2.4 The general Bronze Age of County Carlow
The range of monuments found across the landscape of County Carlow represents significant Bronze
Age activity in the county. From the gold torcs found in Coolmanagh to the hillforts at Ballinkillen
and Knockscur/Killoughternane, we find significant Bronze Age activity. The number of known sites
in the county dating to the Bronze Age has increased significantly following land improvement works
in the second half of the 20th century and, most especially, resulting from infrastructural works
during the so-called Celtic tiger years. As a result, the Bronze Age in Carlow is represented largely by
excavated sites across the county rather than visible monuments. Other monuments such as
standings stones and rock art may date to this period but without further research, this has yet to be
clarified.
As stated above, the burnt mound or Fulacht Fia is one of the more prolific Bronze Age monuments
found nationwide and 40 have been recorded in Carlow. While many of these monuments have
been destroyed through agricultural activity, a large number have survived as burnt spreads and the
remains of them can still be found beneath the topsoil.
Of the many burnt mounds excavated during recent infrastructural works on the Carlow By-pass,
some were of notable interest. The NRA archaeological report (NRA Archaeological Discoveries
N9/N10) describes a burnt mound at Ballyburn Lower which had a large funnel-shaped depression
and a double ring of stake-holes along the slope. This suggested that the site was roofed and gives
evidence to another theory for the use of these monuments-that they were sweat houses or saunas.
A burnt mound site at Ballybar Lower had a sluice feature to regulate the water flow and it is
thought to have been used in medieval times (Dunne 2007). Finally at Busherstown (Dunne 2007), in
one quarter of the burnt mound there was also a large funnel-shaped depression, as at Ballyburn
Lower. In the depression there was a wooden platform supported by wooden stakes, possibly for
easy access to the water.
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The large number of burnt mounds in the county would suggest a large population and therefore
settlements. Despite this, there have only been four Bronze Age houses discovered and excavated in
Carlow.
These four Bronze Age round houses were found during the excavations on the Carlow by-pass
(Dunne 2007). Two were uncovered in Rathcrogue and two in Tinryland. These 4 houses were
constructed by the placing of upright wooden stakes and posts and are represented in the
archaeological record by stake and post holes in the ground (Dunne 2007). Bronze Age structures or
houses are rarely found outside construction works. The tell-tale signs of their existence are only
possible to see once topsoil has been stripped and we can be in no doubt that there are many more
as yet undiscovered Bronze Age houses in Carlow.
Assigning a standing stone to a particular archaeological period is difficult and their representation is
unclear but Ryan (2006) states that the general consensus is that they date to the early Bronze Age.
These monuments are stand alone and may have been associated with burial rituals or could simply
be land markers (Conry 2006). None of the standing stones in County Carlow have been excavated
and it is impossible to give them a more precise date. The locations of the majority of standing
stones in Carlow are in lowland areas though at least four are found on the Blackstairs Mountains
and Conry (2006) states that the majority of the standing stones are granite and are standing upright
on a granite underlay. The most visibly impressive standing stones in the county are the grooved
standing stone in Ardristan (CW013-013) and the pair of standing stones in Rathglass (CW013-018)
one of which has ogham on it, possibly a later, early medieval, addition.
The presence of Rock Art in County Carlow is more evidence of prehistoric activity in the area. It
possibly dates from the Neolithic, however it is generally thought to belong to the Bronze Age but it
is impossible to definitively date these monuments (Waddell 2006). Many of them seem to be
isolated in the landscape but as can be seen with the rock art discovered recently at Knockmore,
Ballymurphy it is not always isolated (Corlett & Mulligan 2007). It is in sight of other rock art
locations, Rathgeran (CW023-013) and Crannagh (CW023-027) (Ellis 1999) (Corlett & Mulligan 2007).
Chris Corlett of the National Monuments Section carried out a survey of rock art in South Leinster
which shows that approximately half of the known rock art in the surveyed area is found in County
Carlow. There are thirty-eight examples listed in the Record of Monuments and Places (RMP) for
County Carlow. Many of the stones are no longer in their original locations, their function is
unknown but it has been suggested that they formed part of a sacred landscape high above the
secular land below (Conry 2006).
Another Bronze Age site in the area is in Rathgall, County Wicklow. Rathgall (WI 037-016) is 3 miles
east of Tullow, Co. Carlow on the Wicklow side of the border between Carlow and Wicklow. This site
is an impressive multi-vallate hillfort and is a multi-period site having been in use from the Neolithic
period into the medieval and post-medieval periods. However, its main period of use was in the
middle-late Bronze Age (Archaeology Ireland 2010).
The Bronze Age period of use was extensive and there is evidence for the production, use and
importation of high status items of bronze, glass, gold and amber as well as substantial quantities of
Late Bronze Age coarseware pottery (Archaeology Ireland 2010)
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It is worth noting that Rathgall is located approximately 10 miles NNE of Ballon Hill, it is probable
that these two sites are contemporaneous.
There are two hillforts listed in the RMP of County Carlow, Knockscur (CW019-065) and Ballinkillen
(CW019-027). These sites were discovered during the analysis of aerial photography as part of the
compilation of the predecessor to the RMP- the Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) (Condit &
Gibbons 1986).
Knockscur Hillfort is univallate (one bank/fosse), sub-circular in plan and is located above the 240m
contour line. The enclosure is dissected by two modern field fences and a section of the rampart is
destroyed. There is evidence of cultivation in the interior of the site and there is no definite
evidence of occupation (Condit & Gibbons 1986).
Ballinkillen Hillfort is sub-circular in plan and located above the 120m contour line. It is bivallate
meaning its rampart consists of a double bank with intervening ditch or fosse. There is no surface
evidence in either hillfort to suggest a settlement but this may have been removed through
agricultural activity (Condit & Gibbons 1986).
These are the only two recorded hillforts in County Carlow and it is interesting to note that they are
within sight of each other.
Figure 4 View from Ballinkillen hillfort to Knockscur hillfort

Condit & Gibbons (1986) stress the importance of the discovery of these hillforts, as they identified,
for the first time, Iron Age settlement in the county. Hillforts are rare and while it was generally
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accepted that they dated to the Iron Age it is now recognised that their construction began during
the late Bronze Age and continued into the Iron Age (Waddell 2000).
Probably the most illustrious evidence of Bronze Age activity in County Carlow comes from the high
number of burials, burial monuments and associated artefacts. This will be discussed in the next
section.

2.5 Bronze Age burial in County Carlow
A number of Bronze Age burials have been discovered in County Carlow. Mount (1997) states that
most Carlow sites have been found around the rim of the Tullow Lowland and along the River Slaney
and in the Valley of the River Barrow. This distribution has changed with the discoveries from
excavations on the Carlow M9 By-pass.
The number of Bronze Age burial monuments listed in County Carlow on the National Monuments
Services Records of Monuments and Places is substantial. There are barrows (22), cairns (53), flat
cemeteries (10), cist burials (16) and burials (12). While most of these burials/burial monuments
date to the Bronze Age, it is possible some may date to other periods.
A number of Bronze Age burials were discovered during the 19 th and 20th century with articles
published on several of these. These articles provide us with invaluable information from a time
when details of discovery were often not scientifically recorded.
One of the earliest recorded a burial uncovered at Ballybit (CW004-058), just outside the village of
Rathvilly on the Lisnevagh Estate. The exact date and location of the discovery is unknown but there
is an article in the Carlow Sentinel about its discovery in November 1861. A vessel was found under
a ‘granite boulder, weighing nearly 2 tons…about four feet from the surface’ (JRSAI, 1862). Waddell
& Ó’Ríordáin (1993) describe the vessel (SA 1928:628) as ‘decorated with incised lines and short
lines of comb impressions’.
Figure 5 Illustration of Ballybit Bowl SA 1928:628 (Waddell & Ó'Ríordáin 1993)

Another early article was published by Vigors in 1889. This publication detailed Vigors findings from
the summer of 1884 when he was asked to examine ‘an ancient grave’ in the townland of Wells,
close to the village of the Royal Oak, in County Carlow (CW016-037). The field containing the burial
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was described as level and under cultivation with no sign of a mound. Vigors (1889) described this
burial as having three stone lined chambers “the longest direction of which was north and south in
their longer axis”. The three chambers were stone-lined, had capstones and were approx. 10 cm
below the surface. Waddell & Ó’Ríordáin (1993) describe the contents of the three chambers – one
contained an urn and some bones another contained a bowl and some possibly unburnt human
bones and the third contained the unburnt bones of a child. The bowl is described as a tripartite
bowl with ‘decorated with comb-impressed and false relief ornament; there is a cruciform or star
shaped design on the base. This bowl is now on display in Carlow County Museum (CCM 02-177).
There is no record of the mentioned urn.
Figure 6 Wells Tripartite Bowl CCM 02-177: Carlow County Museum

In 1955 during the construction works at Carlow Sugar Factory at Strawhall a flat cemetery (CW002004) was uncovered. The discovery was made when a bulldozer clipped the neck of an urn buried
about two feet below the surface (Carloviana 1955). Due to curiosity and further investigation
another two urns were uncovered. Carloviana (1955) reports that Dr. Raftery of the National
Museum of Ireland was informed of the finds and he arrived to examine them. Raftery estimated the
date of the urns to be 700 B.C. (late Bronze Age) and observed that “there are no startling features
to the urns” and that “they conform to type” (Carloviana, 1955). One of the urns crumbled, the
other two are in the possession of the National Museum of Ireland. Two of these vessels are
classified as encrusted urns while the third is a vase urn (Kavanagh 1973, 533-4; Brindley 2007, 106).
After Brindley (2007) both encrusted urns and vase urns generally date to 2000-1700BC.
Baunogenasraid, located between Carlow and Tullow, was professionally excavated by Barry Raftery
of UCD in 1969. Raftery (1974) found that the monument at Baunogenasraid (known locally as
Baunoge) was constructed in the Early Neolithic period and contained a single burial, a
Linkardstown-type cist. It was then re-used as a small cemetery in the Early Bronze Age.
The mound was constructed as a tumulus around the Neolithic cist with the mound expanded during
the Bronze Age phase of activity. Raftery (1974) states that the remains of at least 11 individuals
were found in the secondary mound but there was considerable disturbance by tree root activity,
rabbit activity and bulldozing activity. The excavation of the mound revealed that all of the burials
were more than 1 m below the surface of the upper mound. As a result of the extensive disturbance
in the mound only ten of the eleven burials were identifiable and seven of these were concentrated
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towards the centre with three found towards the edge of the mound. Raftery found that
construction of one of the burials involved the disturbance of an earlier burial and states that this is
clear evidence that the mound was used as a cemetery over a period of time.
Grave goods discovered at Baunoge came mainly from the Neolithic single burial in the centre of the
mound. These included a decorated Neolithic pottery vessel, a perforated toggle-like object and a
bone pin. Of the eleven Bronze Age burials three of them had grave goods. Burial I had a necked
bipartite bowl (NMI 1969:727), Burial V had a flint knife of plano-convex type and Burial VI had a flint
scraper (Raftery 1974).
Figure 7 Illustration of Baunogenasraid Necked bipartite bowl NMI 1969:727 (Waddell & Ó'Ríordáin 1993,
174)

A cist in Sliguff (CW019-004) was excavated in 1974 (Ryan 1974, 21-4). Sliguff is located
approximately 5km south of Muine Bheag on the Carlow-Kilkenny border. The description on the
NMS RMP database is ‘Short rectangular cist (int. dims. c. 0.8m x c. 0.5m; orientation NE-SW)
contained crouched inhumation, head to N with bowl on side in front of face. Waddell & Ó'Ríordáin
(1993) list the pottery vessel as a tripartite bowl (NMI 1974:26) accompanying the crouched skeleton
of a young adult male in a short cist.
In more recent times, the excavations on the Carlow N9 By-pass produced a number of Bronze Age
burials. At Ballybannon five ring-barrows were uncovered, some containing cremations (Dunne,
2007). Scattered around the ring-ditches were more cremations, one with a complete pottery vessel
and other cremations were found at Busherstown, Russellstown, Ballyhade, Moyle Big, Ballybar
Upper and Ballybar Lower (Dunne 2007).
The burials at Ballybar lower are noteworthy. They can be classed collectively as an unenclosed flat
pit cemetery of Bronze Age date (Hackett 2007). One of the burials in this cemetery contained more
than 2kg of cremated bone; this is rare in prehistoric cremations (Hackett, 2007). Hackett (2007)
describes the careful treatment of this burial and another similar adjacent burial and suggests that
they belong to individuals of who were of high status within the community. Analysis of one of the
burials suggests that the individual had been wearing copper alloy jewellery at the time of cremation
(Hackett 2007). This burial also included a pair of miniature tanged arrowheads. These arrowheads
were made of locally sourced stone, and were not designed for use. Hackett (2007) surmises that
these miniature arrowheads were symbolic representations deposited post-mortem to denote
importance and social standing.
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This is just a sample of the Bronze Age burials and their associated artefacts that have been
discovered in County Carlow. Prior to the discoveries from infrastructural works after 1993, only 32
Bronze Age funerary pottery vessels in total were treated by Kavanagh (1973) in her work on
encrusted urns, Kavanagh (1976) on cordoned and collared urns and by Waddell & Ó'Ríordáin’s
(1993) in their seminal work on bowls and vases. It is notable that 19 of these 32 were from the
Ballon Hill assemblage.
There has been a number of Bronze Age artefacts discovered in Carlow without an associated burial.
These finds include a palstave, spearheads, arrowheads, axeheads, swords and bone pins among
others. While some of these are in the Carlow County Museum, the majority are stored in the
National Museum of Ireland.
One of the most impressive Bronze Age artefact discoveries in County Carlow was of two gold torcs
found on a farm just outside Rathvilly. Two gold torcs were found in the townland of Coolmanagh
Upper, County Carlow. In 1971 a field known as ‘the bog’ was drained by laying pipes in trenches
every 5 meters across the field and in spring 1972 the field was ploughed for the first time (Manning
& Eogan 1979). The torcs were discovered in 1978 after deep ploughing and Manning & Eogan
(1979) suggested this ploughing was responsible for turning up the two torcs.
Of the two torcs, one was a flanged torc with the second a ribbon torc. The flanged torc suffered the
most damage and Manning & Eogan (1979) surmised that although the ribbon torc was originally
placed above the flanged torc, ploughing turned these over and subsequent harrowing damaged the
flanged torc more extensively.
The find consists of two gold torcs, the first an untwisted three-flanged torc (NMI 1978:338)
weighing 9 ½ ounces and the second a ribbon torc (NMI 1978:339) weighing 2 ¼ ounces (Manning &
Eogan 1979).
Manning & Eogan (1979) believe that both artefacts were deposited in what appears to be damp
land on the edge of a swamp about 1,000 B.C. Both torcs can be paralleled among the Irish series of
torcs but this was the first time both examples had been found together.
For a full list of all archaeological objects, including Bronze Age artefacts, found in County Carlow
refer to Gibbons, E.K. (2005) Objects from County Carlow in the National Museum of Ireland
Commissioned by Carlow County Museum.
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3. Cartography and aerial photography
A number of cartographic sources were utilised in this Phase of the BHAP. These included the Down
Survey (1656-1658), the 1st edition (1840) Ordnance Survey map (Sheet no. CW013), the 3 rd edition
(1907) Ordnance Survey maps (Sheets CW013-14 & CW013-15). In addition, electronic aerial
photographic sources were accessed including Google Earth and Bing Maps.

3.1. Down Survey
In March 1649 Oliver Cromwell was commissioned to lead an army to Ireland to gain control of the
Island on behalf of the English commonwealth. Cromwell’s forces landed near Dublin in August 1649
and carried out a brutal campaign which ended in 1652. In order to facilitate the transfer of land
from Irish Catholics to English settlers, William Petty, the then surgeon-general of the English army,
was commissioned to carry out a detailed survey of the Island of Ireland. This was to be the first such
survey on a national scale anywhere in the world. The survey became known as the Down Survey
and was carried out in the years 1656-1658. Surviving extracts of the Down survey have been
collated, scanned, digitised and made available by Trinity College Dublin (http://downsurvey.tcd.ie/).
The maps were drawn at county, barony and parish levels with accompanying descriptions of Barony
and Parish.
The Down Survey provides a fascinating insight into the area around Ballon Hill in the mid-17th
century. On the county map of Carlow we see Ballon Hill clearly marked with a cross on top (see
Figure below).
Figure 8 Extract from Down Survey map of County Carlow

The barony map displays more detail and provides landowner information. Ballon Hill is represented
on the Barony of Forth map as follows:
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Figure 9 Extract from Down Survey map of the Barony of Forth

While at parish level, Ballon Hill is shown as follows:
Figure 10 Extract from Down Survey map of the Parish of Ballon

On both the barony and parish maps we see that no landowner is listed and that Ballon Hill is
referred to as coarse pasture. We also clearly see a church marked. The Terrier or accompanying list
of landowners with associated land holding sizes and land condition/use clearly shows that Ballon
Hill was not in private ownership at this time.
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Figure 11 Extract from Down Survey Terrier

With the religious symbol on the county map, the church illustrated on the Barony and Parish maps
and that the hill was not in private ownership it appears likely that Ballon Hill was of particular
religious or spiritual importance in the mid-17th century.

3.2 The 1st edition Ordnance Survey map
The Ordnance Survey was established in 1824 and was commissioned to carry out a survey of the
entire island of Ireland. The primary purpose was to update land valuations for land taxation
purposes. The mapping was recorded at a scale of 6 inches to 1 mile (1:10560) and was completed in
1846. Ireland was again the first country in the world to have been mapped in such detail.
In 1839 Ballon Hill was mapped and in 1840, the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map for Carlow was
published. This provided, for the first time, unprecedented detail of land divisions, natural and
manmade features including some archaeological monuments and altitudes or height above sealevel. The map of Ballon Hill displays quite different field boundaries than we see today and has two
wells marked, St Bridget’s towards the southern end of the hill and Tobereruagh located near the
northern end of the hill. Both are marked as ‘now dry’ in 1839.
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Figure 12 Ballon Hill on 1st edition OS map

3.3 The 3rd edition Ordnance Survey map
The 3rd edition of Ordnance survey maps were produced in the early years of the 20 th century with
that for Ballon Hill published in 1907. These maps were drawn at a scale of 25 inches to one mile
(1:2500) and were based upon the 1st edition maps. On this many features including archaeological
monuments were added. Field boundaries were updated from the 1 st edition maps and buildings and
structures were also updated. The 3 rd edition maps also provided detailed area measures down to
individual fields. Both wells marked on the 1st edition appear again and it is clear that there were a
lot of trees planted on the hill since the late 1830s. Interestingly, just north of the hill we find ‘Urns
found AD1853’ where Cloghan-na-marbhan occurs.
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Figure 13 Ballon Hill on 3rd edition OS map

3.4 Google Earth and Bing maps
Online digital mapping has improved greatly in the last 10 years and now offers another avenue of
research for archaeologists. These resources provide an important addition in archaeological
research as aerial views can show differences in growth patterns of grasses and crops or colouring of
soils that can indicate the presence of earthworks of historical and archaeological significance.
While Google earth is a valuable resource, in the case of Ballon Hill no features of possible
archaeological significance are visible. On the other hand, Bing maps display more detail for Ballon
Hill and evidence of earthworks on the hill is evident. This will be discussed in more detail later.
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4. Lidar data
Lidar or Light detection and ranging is a technique that generates high-resolution elevation data
derived from a special airborne instrument that samples the underlying ground height using the
return time of a laser pulse across a swathe of land. The data are automatically geo-referenced by
means of an on-board receiver linked to a Global Positioning System (GPS) provided by earthorbiting satellites. Sample points are typically interpolated at 2m horizontal intervals, with a vertical
error range of only 10-15cm which compares very favourably with conventional vertical
photography. This provides a reasonably accurate means of gathering 3-dimensional co-ordinates of
the ground surface to produce Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) (Lambrick 2008).
While Lidar surveys have been carried out in different parts of the country for different purposes, its
use in archaeological investigations is a relatively new phenomenon (see Shaw and Corns 2011 for a
discussion of this). The BHAP sought out possible sources of acquiring Lidar data for Ballon Hill and
was kindly furnished with data by the Office of Public Works (OPW) through Carlow County
Museum. This Lidar data formed part of a survey carried out by the OPW into flood prone areas and
was gathered at 2m intervals. Ideally, for archaeological investigations the data would be gathered
at 0.5 m intervals or less to highlight obscure or ephemeral earthworks. While utilising ≤0.5 m data is
ideal, the BHAP were delighted to get access to the data provided by the OPW. This would provide
insights into possible monuments not discernible at ground level. The OPW data was kindly
processes by Dr. Steve Davis (University College Dublin) and by Eimhear O’Brien (University of
Limerick).
The data clearly shows the topography of Ballon Hill and its immediate surroundings in fascinating
detail (see Figure below).
Figure 14 Lidar data for Ballon Hill area: Courtesy of the OPW
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However, a cautionary note needs to be sounded here. While Lidar data is at its most informative on
flat land, the shape and slope of Ballon Hill does not lend itself to the greatest benefits that can be
achieved in producing DTMs using Lidar data. Nevertheless, while it became clear that there were
two distinct heretofore unknown enclosures to the west of Ballon Hill, there appeared to be an
enclosure approximately 40m in diameter at the highest point on Ballon Hill.
The Lidar data was utilized to produce a cross section of this possible enclosure and it became clear
that, to our delight, there was an enclosure here evidenced by a clear bank. This can be seen in the
Figure below (see South Feature Profile)
Figure 15 Cross sections of enclosures on Ballon Hill

This is a new addition to our archaeological knowledge on Ballon Hill and its position on the hill
suggests this may have been the centre or focus point of activity on the hill at some point. It has yet
to be determined if this was during the Bronze Age.
The evidence for the north feature (RMP CW013-067) is relatively convincing on the Figure aboveNorth feature profile, but much clearer on Figure 14 (above) and Figure 16 (below).
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5. The monuments
5.1 The ‘old rath’
In the 19th century published material there are numerous references to an ‘old rath’ on the hill. We
are told that some of the best pottery vessels were recovered from this earthwork. As the reader is
aware, a ‘rath’ commonly refers to, what is called in the archaeology sector, a ringfort. Ringforts or
early medieval enclosed settlements are an early medieval phenomenon dating primarily to the 6 th
to 11th centuries AD. The majority of these are circular to oval in plan and in the region of 20-60m in
diameter. The enclosing element consists of an earthen bank with external ditch/fosse and
examples of univallate (one bank and ditch/fosse), bivallate and multivallate (3 or more) occur
across the country. The ringfort is among the most common archaeological monument on the Island
of Ireland with no less than 116 examples in County Carlow alone. The term ‘rath’ is also sometimes
used to describe a relatively similar monument to the earth built ringfort- the cashel. The cashel is
often, again, circular to oval, of similar dimensions to the ringfort but instead constructed in stone.
There are 15 recorded examples in County Carlow.
What is clear from the antiquarian writings is that the monument referred to as the ‘old rath’ was in
fact a burial mound (CW013-067). In reference to the digging that was carried out in the ‘rath’, we
are told that The ‘site of the old rath was then examined…The excavation was carried on to the
depth of six feet, bones being still found at that depth, but no urns’ (Graves 1853, 297-8). Bones
found at a depth of six feet and with several cists, pits and Bronze Age funerary pottery vessels
uncovered, we can be in no doubt that this monument represents a burial mound. Whether this was
a burial mound constructed in the Bronze Age or one reused in the Bronze Age and constructed in
the Neolithic period cannot be ascertained from the information currently available.
Figure 16 Ballon Hill aerial photograph with location of the 'old rath'
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In taking a closer look at the present topology of the hill and cross referencing this with the
antiquarian writings, it appears that the ‘old-rath’ is located at the northern end of the hill. While
there are several references to the rath and to different parts of the rath, J. Richardson Smith
remarks in 1855 that he tried ‘the south side of the rath at the top of the hill’. This suggests that the
rath is to the north of the top of the hill. If we look at the available aerial photographs of Ballon Hill
an enclosure approximately 60m in diameter is evident.
Here we see a clear bank, circular in plan and approximately 60m in diameter.
An east-west cross-section of this monument, derived from the available Lidar data, clearly suggests
it is a mound also:
Figure 17 Cross section of probable burial mound

From the antiquarian writings, it is evident that the burial mound referred to as the ‘old rath’
contained numerous burials in both pits and cists. In the 1853 publication the rath accounted for at
least 5 cists and 8 pottery vessels. It is unclear how many burial pits were uncovered and many more
of the cists and pots referred to in this article may have been located in the ‘old-rath’ but, based on
the descriptions given in the article, we cannot be certain. On present evidence, it does appear
relatively convincing that this was the location of the ‘old-rath’ and this was, in fact a Bronze Age
burial mound. However, a geophysical survey, possibly followed by targeted archaeological testing
would be required to confirm this interpretation.

5.2 Burial monument on the eastern slope of the hill
The RMP file CW013-071002, located at the eastern side of Ballon Hill, lists a circular enclosure
delineated by a bank approximately 16m in diameter. This is reported as having had a large stone or
boulder at the centre of this enclosure. The file also tells us of local reports of urns possibly found
here and ashes or cremated bone found in a trench immediately north of this enclosure. It is difficult
to say with any certainty what this monument was; however, if urns were found here and there was
an enclosure delineated by a bank it is entirely conceivable this was also a Bronze Age burial
monument or barrow. Further work including a geophysical survey and targeted archaeological
testing would be required to ascertain the nature of this monument.

5.3 The ‘new’ enclosure on the top of the hill
The 19th century publications also refer to works being carried out at or close to the top of the hill.
In the 1853 publication we are told that a ‘large bed of charred wood and burned bones was struck
on, two feet under the sod’ (Graves 1853, 297). In the 1855 publication, J. Richardson Smith writes
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that on the 26th of July 1855 he ‘Went near the top of the hill; tried many places; generally found the
rock close beneath the sod; at last found a spot with deeper soil; there were relics of fires, large
quantities of charcoal, pieces of burnt bone, and fragments of urns of three patterns’ (p.375)
suggesting Bronze Age burial here. There is also reference to a quarry being opened up on the top of
the hill in the 1853 publication. Interestingly, here we are told that a quarry man recounted that he
had broken 11 urns found close together in these quarry works. Such a concentration of funerary
pottery vessels or urns indicates the presence of a Bronze Age cemetery on the top of the hill.
Figure 18 Ballon Hill with new enclosure highlighted

On receipt of the Lidar images kindly prepared by Dr. Steve Davis at UCD, it became clear that there
was an enclosure at the very top of the hill. It appears as though this enclosure is circular in plan and
approximately 40 m in diameter. In looking at the available evidence it appears as though this may
also have been a barrow1.
Following this Eimhear O’Brien produced a cross-section of the enclosure from the available Lidar
data and this shows a banked enclosure with surviving banks of between 1 m and 2 m.

1

Please see section 2.3 above for a discussion of the term ‘barrow’
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Figure 19 Cross-section of newly identified enclosure on top of the hill

Is this the surviving remnants of a Bronze Age barrow? On the present evidence it appears likely.
In the 1855 publication J. Richardson Smith tells us that about 10 yards from the masonry 2 at the top
of the hill a skeleton was found. This skeleton was fully laid out but was interred without the head.
In supporting this observation, Smith tells us that the upper portion of the skeleton was close to a
quarry stone and with the shoulders articulated, it appears clear that this interpretation of a
decapitated skeleton having been buried here is correct. We are also told that the skeleton was laid
out east-west, with the feet to the east. This appears to suggest a Christian-era burial. It is
noteworthy that the Down Survey Map (1655-1658) for County Carlow has a clear indication that
Ballon Hill was of some religious or spiritual note with a cross displayed on the hill (see Figure 8
above) and the hill itself remained commonage lands.
Interestingly, the Down Survey also lists no owner of Ballon Hill at this time, suggesting the hill was
public land.
In the 1853 publication, Graves tells us that on the summit at that time stood a pile of modern
masonry. Although any trace of this masonry, at least above ground, is now gone, the aerial
photographs available from the Ordnance Survey of Ireland also show a small mound of rubble or
masonry on the hill to relatively recently. In living memory this mound of stone was referred to as
the ‘old tower’ (pers. Comm. PJ Blanche of Ballon Hill, Co. Carlow). Was there then a small tower or
building, possibly a small oratory, built on the summit of the hill? If so, was this decapitated burial
contemporary with and deliberately buried in or beside this ‘tower’?
At the top of the hill, it appears as though there was a Bronze Age burial monument circular in plan,
approximately 40m in diameter and delineated by a bank. This may have been followed in more
modern times by a small religious structure with at least one associated burial. Further work
including, but not limited to, geophysical survey and perhaps targeted archaeological testing would
be required to test this interpretation.

2

There had been masonry or stone at the very top of the hill and was referred to locally as the ‘old tower’
(pers comm PJ Blanche). As evident in aerial photographs of the hill, this masonry survived until quite recently.
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5.4 The large enclosure
Following a review of the available aerial photographs for Ballon Hill combined with the historic
mapping, there appears to be a large enclosure approximately 160m north-south by 120m eastwest.
The 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map of Ballon Hill (sheet no. 13) shows a curving field boundary at
the southern and western extent of the summit of the hill (see Figure below)
Figure 20 Extract from 1st edition OS map

By the time of the production of the 3rd edition OS map (1907) we find that this field boundary has
been modified (see Figure below). The northern end of the curving field boundary has been replaced
with a linear layout.
Figure 21 Extract from 3rd edition OS map
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The curving nature of this field boundary as appearing on the 1 st edition OS map appears suspicious
as field boundaries tend to be linear and more often than not change direction with right-angles or
close to right-angles. However, while this may be indicative of a field boundary respecting an older
enclosing element not based on common field boundary delineation, it is not necessarily evidence in
itself of a field boundary based on an archaeological monument. If we next inspect the available
aerial photographs of Ballon Hill we find an indication of a similar boundary on the eastern and
northern side of the summit of Ballon Hill (see Figure below).
Figure 22 Aerial view of Ballon Hill with possible location of hillfort enclosure ditch

This indication, while faint, is quite convincing as it does appear to continue east and north from the
southern end of the curving line of the field boundary on the 1st edition OS map. As this curving line
continues north (this portion can also be seen on the 1 st edition map as another field boundary) it
does appear to curve back west and south to where we saw the northern end of the curving line on
the 1st edition OS map.
Based on the available information, it appears as though the summit of Ballon Hill was enclosed by a
relatively large monument, and combined with the probable smaller enclosure identified from Lidar
data situated inside this larger enclosure, an explanation for the term ‘the walls of troy’ used to
describe Ballon Hill in the 19th century writings. This term ‘walls of troy’ may well have referred to
concentric enclosing elements on the hill and, as such, the BHAP appears to have identified two
concentric enclosures. It must also be borne in mind that these two enclosures may date to very
different archaeological periods.
The large enclosure, based on its dimensions, its location and the archaeological periods
represented in the assemblage of artefacts from the hill is most likely a hillfort. Hillforts date to the
late Bronze Age and Iron Age and, with this, we have evidence suggesting activity on Ballon Hill at
this time. This will be discussed in more detail later.
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6. Pottery
6.1 Overview of the pottery assemblage
The pottery assemblage from Ballon Hill is undoubtedly of major national importance. Very few sites
have produced such a large collection of highly decorated pottery and it indicates the significance of
Ballon Hill as a burial place during the Bronze Age.
Dr. Eoin Grogan and Helen Roche were commissioned by the BHAP to assess the pottery as a
complete assemblage with a focus on Ballon Hill as a burial site3. In all, 23 vessels were identified
that date from approximately 2200BC to 1500BC. Several types of pottery were identified including 4
bowls, 11 vases, 2 vase urns, 1 collared urn and 3 cordoned urns. Following Anna Brindley’s
important work ‘The Dating of food vessels and urns in Ireland’ published in 2007, we now have
approximate date ranges for these different types.
Table 1 Pottery types and date ranges

Pottery type
Bowls
Vases
Vase urns
Collared urns
Cordoned urns

Date range
2200-1800BC
2150-1700BC
2000-1700BC
1730-1500BC
1730-1500BC

This appears to suggest that Ballon Hill was utilised as a burial ground over at least a 700 year period
and demonstrates continuity of use throughout the earlier part of the Bronze Age.
In taking a closer look at the 23 vessels we see that 16 of the vessels have survived intact or
substantially intact:
Table 2 Summary of the pottery from Ballon Hill held in the NMI and BM
Catalogue number

Type

Date

Condition

Illustration in
Graves 1853

SA 1928:438

Bipartite bowl

2200-1800BC

Intact

Not illustrated

SA 1928:430

Tripartite bowl

2200-1800BC

Intact

Plate 1:2

SA 1928:435

Tripartite bowl

2200-1800BC

Intact

Plate 2:10

SA 1928:437

Tripartite bowl

2200-1800BC

Intact

Not illustrated

SA 1928:439

Ribbed vase

2150-1700BC

Intact

Not illustrated

SA 1928:431

Plain vase

2150-1700BC

Intact

Plate 1:4

SA 1928:432

Bipartite vase

2020-1920BC

Intact

Plate 1:5

SA 1928:433

Bipartite vase

2020-1920BC

Intact

Plate 2:8

SA 1928:434a

Bipartite vase

2020-1920BC

Intact

Plate 2:9

SA 1928:436

Bipartite vase

2020-1920BC

Intact

Plate 2:11

3

Details presented in this chapter on the pottery from Ballon Hill is derived from the report produced by Dr.
Eoin Grogan of behalf of the BHAP- please see Grogan & Roche 2014a for details.
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Catalogue number

Type

Date

Condition

Illustration in
Graves 1853

SA 1928:447

Bipartite vase

2020-1920BC

Fragments

Not illustrated

BM 1920 11-9,2

Bipartite vase

2020-1920BC

Intact

Plate 1:1

BM 1920 11-9,3

Bipartite vase

2020-1920BC

Intact

Plate 2:7

BM 1920 11-9,4

Bipartite vase

2020-1920BC

Intact

Plate 3:13

SA 1928:440
SA 1928:443
SA 1928:446

Tripartite vase
Vase urn
Vase urn

1920-1830BC
1850-1800BC
1800-1700BC

Intact
Fragments
Intact

Not illustrated
Plate 2:6
Not illustrated

SA 1928:441

Collared urn

1730-1500BC

Partial

Not illustrated

SA 1928:442

Cordoned urn

1730-1500BC

Partial

Not illustrated

SA 1928:445

Cordoned urn

1730-1500BC

Fragments

Not illustrated

SA 1928:444
SA 1928:434b
Group II

Cordoned urn
Unknown
Unknown

1570-1500BC
Unknown
Unknown

Intact
One sherd
Illustrated but not preserved

Plate 1:3
Not illustrated
Plate 3:12

The surviving assemblage from Ballon Hill is, surprisingly, in very good condition. This is all the more
unexpected considering it was excavated in the 1850s and the pottery spent approximately 70 years
in private hands throughout the second half of the 19 th century and the first two to three decades of
the 20th century. Portions of the assemblage were donated to the British Museum in London in 1920
and the National Museum of Ireland in 1928. One of the vessels was damaged during a bombing raid
on London during World War II 4.
The most common pottery type in the assemblage is the bipartite vase with 8 vessels of this type.
The bipartite vase has been closely dated by Brindley (2007) to 2020-1920BC and suggests that
Ballon Hill was a hive of funerary activity at this time. The majority of other vessels including the
bowls, the tripartite, ribbed and plain vases all overlap in date with the bipartite vase and, based on
the surviving assemblage, implies that Ballon Hill experienced its zenith of burial activity in the
decades around 1970BC.
The assemblage displays considerable prowess in the manufacture, decoration and finish of the
vessels and indicates that there may have been specialist pottery makers at this time. It may also be
conceivable that specialists were further subdivided with experts in the manufacture of the vessels
and those with the artistic skills to decorate the pots so elaborately.
In a large proportion of the vessels, the decoration is expertly applied with complicated designs in
controlled zones. Many of the pots exhibit a range of decorative skills with varying design motifs,
applied with expert precision (see especially SA 1928:438, 430, 434a and 440).
Fifteen of the vessels date to the period 2200-1800BC and nine of these show considerable similarity
in their dimensions. With ranges from 16.5-11.1cm in diameter and 12.1-9.7cm in height for nine of
the vessels dating to this period, there appears to be a prevailing attitude on the size of funerary
pottery vessels at this time.

4

The British Museum was struck with incendiary bombs on several occasions during 1940 and 1941 including
the 18th and 23rd of September 1940 and 10-11th of May 1941.
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6.2 The surviving pottery from Ballon Hill
This section will detail a brief description of the surviving pottery assemblage from Ballon Hill. For a
fuller description please see Grogan & Roche 2014a. The accompanying illustrations are taken from
Waddell & Ó’Ríordáin (1993), Brindley (2007) and Graves (1853).
Please note that pottery illustrations are not to scale

Bipartite bowl (SA 1928:438)
This vessel is a bipartite bowl dating to 2200-1800BC. It has survived
intact. It was noted that the vessel had considerable external wear
suggesting it may have been used prior to placement in its burial
context. It has a maximum diameter of 13.4cm and a height of 9.8cm.

Tripartite bowl (SA 1928:430)
This vessel is a tripartite bowl dating to 2200-1800BC. It has survived
largely intact but has undergone some reconstruction work. This vessel
is a particular type identified as having a notable concentration in the
southeast. It has a maximum diameter of 13cm and a height of 11.7cm.

Tripartite bowl (SA 1928:435)
This is a tripartite bowl dating to 2200-1800BC. It has survived intact but
has had some minor repair work applied. The vessel has a slightly
distorted shape and it has been suggested by Grogan & Roche (2014a)
that this probably occurred after deposition. It has a maximum diameter
of 13.3x12.8cm and maximum height of 11.3cm.

Tripartite bowl (SA 1928:437)
This is also a tripartite bowl dating to 2200-1800BC. This vessel is largely
intact and survives in four large pieces. It is 11.4cm in maximum diameter
and 9.7cm in height
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Ribbed vase (SA 1928:439)
This vessel is slightly unusual with four applied horizontal ribs on the upper
portion of the body. This pot dates to 2150-1700BC. It has a maximum
diameter of 16.4x17.4cm and height of 16.5cm

Plain vase (SA 1928:431)
This is a plain vase and has survived largely intact. The walls of the vessel are of
notable thickness and Grogan & Roche (2014a) note that this thickness
combined with the irregular shape of the rim suggests careless manufacture. It
measures 13x13.6cm in diameter and 13.5cm in height.

Bipartite vase (SA 1928:432)
This is the first of eight bipartite vases from Ballon Hill and dates to 20201920BC. It has survived intact and has lugs applied to the external body. It
measures 13x13.5cm in diameter and 10.8cm in height.

Bipartite vase (SA 1928:433)
This is the second of eight bipartite vases from Ballon Hill and dates to 20201920BC. It has survived intact but has a notably distorted shape at 13.1x12.2cm
in diameter. It measures 10.1cm in height.

Bipartite vase (SA 1928:434a)
This bipartite vase has survived substantially intact and dates to 2020-1920BC.
It is of particular quality in its manufacture, finish and decoration. It measures
14.6cm in maximum diameter and 10.8cm in height.
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Bipartite vase (SA 1928:436)
This bipartite vase has also survived substantially intact and again dates to
2020-1920BC. It has been partly restored and its shape appears to have been
distorted in the grave. It measures 16.5cm in maximum diameter and 12.1cm in
height.

Bipartite vase (SA 1928:447)
Although in fragments, the majority of this bipartite vase is accounted for and also
dates to 2020-1920BC. The maximum diameter of this vessel is 16.5cm. Grogan &
Roche (2014a) note that the decoration is of particular quality. Based on the
illustration in Waddell & Ó’Ríordáin (1993, 253) this vessel is approximately 13cm
in height.

Bipartite vase (BM 11-9, 2)
This vessel survives intact but has been partly restored and again dates to 20201920BC. The vessel is housed in the British Museum (BM) in London (one of
three pots donated to the BM in 1920) and is recorded as having suffered fire
damage during World War II. It measures 13.1cm in maximum diameter and
11.7cm in height.

Bipartite vase (BM 11-9, 3)
This vessel survives intact but again has been partly restored and dates to 20201920BC. It is housed in the British Museum in London. It measures 11.1cm in
maximum diameter and 11.4cm in height.

Bipartite vase (BM 11-9, 4)
This miniature bipartite vase survives intact and in very good condition. It dates to
2020-1920BC and has five evenly spaced lugs on the external body. This vessel is
also housed in the British Museum in London. It measures 9cm in maximum
diameter and 6.7cm in height.
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Tripartite vase (SA 1928:440)
This vessel is a tripartite vase and has survived largely intact. It dates to 19201830BC and displays particularly good decoration on the entirety of the
external surface. It measures 17.8cm in maximum diameter and 15.4cm in
height.

Vase urn (SA 1928:443)
This vessel is also a vase urn and dates to 1850-1800BC. It survives broken
but complete and measures 19cm in diameter and 20.8cm in height.

Vase urn (SA 1928:446)
This particularly large vessel is a vase urn and dates to 1800-1700BC. It
measures 29.5cm in diameter and 34.5cm in height.

Collared urn (SA 1928:441)
This vessel is a collared urn and parts of the neck and rim have been
restored so that now it survives as a complete circumference. It dates to
1730-1500BC and measures 25.5cm in maximum diameter with the
surviving portion measuring 12.9cm.
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Cordoned urn (SA 1928:442)
This vessel is a cordoned urn and only a heavily restored portion of the
neck and rim survive. It dates to 1730-1500BC. It measures 32cm in
diameter and has a surviving height of 7.8cm.

Collared urn (SA 1928:445)
This collared urn survives as a heavily restored portion of the neck and rim. It
dates to 1730-1500BC and measures 25cm in diameter with a surviving height
of 5.8cm.

Collared urn (SA 1928:444)
This well-made collared urn survives largely intact and dates to 1570-1500BC. It
measures 34.5cm in diameter and 32.3cm in height.

Sherd from pottery vessel (SA 1928:434b)
Although included in the habitat with SA 1928:434a; Grogan & Roche (2014a) have recognised this
sherd as being from another vessel and noted that ‘Shallow scored lines on the external surface
appear to represent a lattice pattern’.

Pottery sherd (not in collection)
A pottery sherd illustrated in Graves 1853 on Plate 3 number 12. This was not
included in the collection of pottery from Ballon Hill in the NMI and BM. Grogan
& Roche (2014a) note that ‘the engraving (in Graves 1853) shows what appears
to be an even top surface, possibly a simple rim, and a gently convex body. While
requiring considerable caution this may indicate a simple bowl’.
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6.3 The pottery in the 19th century publications
In all, a minimum number of 21 vessels are described in the 19 th century accounts of works on the
hill. The following table presents all references to pottery found throughout the 19 th century
publications as well as the location, whether it was found in a cist or pit, the condition of the pottery
when found and whether there is a direct reference to bone. Vessel numbers are assigned where the
accounts clearly describe a vessel. It should be noted that where finds of pottery refer to broken
pottery of different decoration or ‘distinct patterns’ found together, we cannot be sure if this
represents more than one vessel and as such these references are counted as one vessel.
Table 3 Pottery vessels described in the 19th century publications

Vessel

1

2

3
4

5

6
7
8

9

10

11

12

Description in 19th century
writings
broken urns of four distinct
patterns. A 'considerable depth'
under covering stones
a fine urn was found embedded
in sand, but it could not be
preserved
fragile remains of fictile vessels
were turned up at the end of
the boulder stone externally
fragments of urns of three
patterns
an urn was found, laid on its
side in the sand it was quite
hard and perfect, and presents
an ornamental pattern of much
interest
half of an urn was found under
stone pavement
fragments of two others (1 of 2)
Under stone pavement
fragments of two others (2 of 2)
Under stone pavement
an urn of very elaborate
pattern, which, from having
been squeezed in on one side
while soft, would appear to
have been placed in the cist in
an unbaked state
an urn, above thirteen inches in
height, quite hard, and in great
preservation
an urn seven inches high, of a
curious pattern, and
ornamented by six raised hoops
the most perfect and beautiful
urn yet found. It is impossible
to give an idea of the rich
beauty of the patterns which
adorn this splendid work of art.
In shape it differs from all the
others, resembling two urns,

Location

Cist/pit

Condition
when
found

Associated with
bone

Cloghan-namarbhan

Unclear

Broken

No

Cloghan-namarbhan

Unclear

Broken

No

Cloghan-namarbhan

Unclear

Broken

No

Near the top
of the hill

Pit

Broken

Yes

Neighbouring
quarry to the
top of the hill

Unclear

Intact

Yes

Old-rath

Unclear

Semi-intact

No

Old-rath

Unclear

Broken

No

Old-rath

Unclear

Broken

No

Old-rath

Cist

Intact

No

Old-rath

Cist

Intact

Yes

Old-rath

Pit

Intact

No

Old-rath

Cist

Intact

Yes
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Vessel

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Description in 19th century
writings
one placed on the top of the
other
very large urn filled with bones
and charcoal. The condition of
this vessel was so fragile that
nothing remains but a trayful of
fragments.
large urn was uncovered,
resting in an inverted position,
and quite perfect. The sod, or
scraugh, which had been used
to cover the mouth of the
vessel, and prevent the bones
which it contained from falling
out, still held together. This urn
is rudely decorated with an
impressed chevron pattern, and
two nearly equidistant raised
hoops or rings: it measures
fifteen and a-half inches in
height, and nearly fourteen
inches in width
Near it (vessel 14 above)
another was found another of
large size, and strong pottery,
but broken.
fictile vessel about the size of a
large tea-cup Found in cist with
vessel 17
larger urn inverted, of less
striking form and ornamental
design (compared to vessel 16
above) Found in cist with vessel
16
found the rim of an urn of a
very handsome pattern. It
stood reversed, but that
portion of it which had been
uppermost was gone; as the rim
seems too solid to have
decayed away, this interment
was probably disturbed before.
a rotten fragment of an urn
very large fictile vessel filled a
large tray with the fragments of
the urn, which are in too
mutilated a condition to be ever
put together; but there can be
no doubt it was the largest yet
found.
found two pieces of pottery of
the same description as the
urns formerly found.

Location

Cist/pit

Condition
when
found

Associated with
bone

Old-rath

Unclear

Broken

Yes

Unclear

Pit

Intact

Yes

Unclear

Unclear

Broken

No

Unclear

Cist

Intact

Yes

Unclear

Cist

Intact

Yes

Unclear

Unclear

Semi-intact

Yes

Unclear

Unclear

Semi-intact

No

Unclear

Unclear

Broken

No

Unclear

Unclear

Broken

No
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In the 19th century accounts of works on the hill we find a minimum of 21 vessels mentioned. Within
this number there were 11 described as recovered intact or partially intact with 10 broken at the
time of discovery. It is interesting to note that 12 intact pots were illustrated in the 1853 publication,
yet only 11 are described in text, indicating that Graves was either not privy to information
surrounding the uncovering of all the vessels or he failed to include accounts of this in the 1853
publication.
It is also notable that while 10 broken vessels or part thereof were uncovered in the 1850s, only 3
broken vessels are accounted for in the extant assemblage in the NMI and BM. At least 7 broken
vessels are unaccounted for.
The 19th century writings provide clear locations for 13 of the pots including:


Cloghan-na-marbhan



Near the top of the hill



Neighbouring quarry to the top of the hill



Old-rath

By far, the most prolific location of these 13 was the ‘old-rath’ with 8 vessels. Three were found at
Cloghan-na-marbhan with one each ‘near the top of the hill’ and the ‘Neighbouring quarry’ (to the
top of the hill). Precisely where the remaining 8 vessels were uncovered is unclear.
Whether the pots were contained in pits or cists, is for the most part, unclear. The circumstances of
discovery of only 8 vessels included information on this with five recovered from cists and 3 from
pits.
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7. Metal artefacts
In all, there are 9 metal artefacts associated with Ballon Hill5. Eight of these are held in the NMI,
Kildare Street, Dublin while one is on display in Carlow County Museum.
Table 4 Metal artefacts associated with Ballon Hill

Catalogue number

Artefact type

Date

Reference

CMM07 85B

Razor-knife

1800-1400BC

SA 1928:451

Spearhead

1600-1500BC

SA 1928:454
SA 1928:453
SA 1928:452

Sword
Socketed bronze axe
Decorated socketed
bronze axe
Bronze sickle
Shaft-hole iron axe
Shaft-hole iron axe
hammer
Rowel spur

900-800BC
950-800BC
750-700BC

Grogan & Roche 2014a; Grogan &
Roche 2014b
Eogan 1964; Burgess 1980; Grogan &
Roche 2014b
Eogan 1965; Grogan & Roche 2014b
Eogan 2000; Grogan & Roche 2014b
Eogan 2000; Grogan & Roche 2014b

900-600BC
1000-1400AD
1000-1400AD

Grogan & Roche 2014b
Grogan & Roche 2014b
Grogan & Roche 2014b

17th century AD

Grogan & Roche 2014b

SA 1928:457
SA 1928:455
SA 1928:456
SA 1928:458

The eight metal artefacts in the possession of the NMI formed part of the Lecky collection donated
by Colonel Frederick Beauchamp Lecky to the NMI in 1928 (Mahr 1930). The artefact in Carlow
County Museum was donated in 1997 by Mrs. P. Wright of Frant in East Sussex along with 2 small
stones in a bespoke display case (O’Neill 2006). These artefacts, the razor-knife and the two small
stones, are most certainly those found on or after the 23 rd of July 1853 in a five-sided or polygonal
cist as recounted by Graves (1853, 298) and were thought to be lost.
The razor-knife (CMM07 85B) was described by Graves (1853) as a ‘thin lamellar javelin-head, or
dagger-blade of bronze’ and has been variously referred to as a dagger since. The razor-knife had
one blade and may have functioned similar to a pen-knife today (Grogan & Roche 2014a). These
artefacts ‘are the most common non-ceramic grave offerings in the Irish early to middle Bronze Age’
(ibid. p.12). They are more often than not associated with cordoned urns and with male burials
(Kavanagh 1991). In total, 46 of these have been found in Ireland (Waddell 1990; Mount 2013).
Grogan & Roche (2014a) highlight a similar grave context as the Ballon Hill razor-knife at Knockast,
Co. Westmeath. Here a razor-knife was associated with vase and a vase urn amongst some cremated
bone (grave no. 14). These razor-knives generally date to the early to middle Bronze Age (c. 1800–
1400BC) (Grogan & Roche 2014a) with this example probably falling towards the earlier end of this
date range considering the two pottery vessels (BM 11-9, 4 and probably NMI1928:439) found in the
same cist.

5

Information in this chapter is derived directly from the reports by Grogan & Roche, as commissioned by the
BHAP, on the artefacts from Ballon Hill (Grogan & Roche 2014a; Grogan & Roche 2014b)
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A bronze sword (SA 1928:454) was included in the Lecky collection. This was a short leaf-shaped
sword with the tang and hilt terminal, unfortunately, not preserved. The blade is broken about onethird of the length from the tip with the break appearing to be ancient. The sword measures 0.32kg
in weight and survives at a length of 37.5 cm with the blade 33.5cm long (Grogan & Roche 2014b). In
1965 George Eogan published his seminal work on the bronze swords of Ireland with this example
categorised as a type 4 sword based on features such as the blade ridges, ricasso and slim blade
shape. While Eogan (1965) has suggested a late Bronze Age date range of c. 750–600 BC; more
recent research indicated an earlier (but still late Bronze Age) range of c. 900–800 BC for this type
(Needham et al. 1997). While the type 4 sword is quite a common type nationally, very few have
been found in the south-east of Ireland. Two other surviving examples were recovered from the
River Barrow in County Carlow.
Two bronze socketed axes were included in the Lecky collection. The first of these (SA 1928:453) was
a plain bronze axe. This axe has a profile approaching rectangular in shape with a flattened oval
cross-section. It has a single loop and Grogan & Roche (2014b) remark that it is generally of poor
quality. The axe is presently 5.7cm in length with a cutting edge of 4.6cm and weighs 0.11kg. Based
on Eogan’s (2000) typology, this axe is a class 9d and dates to 950-800BC. The majority of these axes
have been found in the northern half of the country (Grogan & Roche 2014b). The second axe (SA
1928:452) was a decorated axe and was of better quality. Grogan & Roche (2014b) remark that it
was ‘well-cast but poorly finished’. This axe was rectangular in profile and with a flattened oval
shaped cross-section. The socket, interestingly, had 4 low ridges to better haft the handle. Four
evenly spaced vertical ridges linked by lozenges are seen on the axe, near the cutting-edge. The
present length of the axe is 8.2cm and weighs 0.26kg. In Eogan’s (2000) typology, this axe is
classified as type 17 dating to the late Bronze Age circa 750-700BC.
The bronze sickle (SA 1928:457) included in the Lecky collection probably also dates to the late
Bronze Age. Grogan & Roche (2014b) identify this artefact as the curved tip of a sickle blade with a
low rounded mid-rib. The sickle was well-cast but had damage to the edge and back with the blade
broken in antiquity. The sickle survives to a length of 7.6cm and weighs 0.016kg. Little primary
research has been carried out on these artefacts with only about 30 recorded from Ireland. Grogan
& Roche (2014b) state that “The bronze sickle (S.A. 1928:457) from Ballon Hill is probably, but not
certainly, of late Bronze Age date; it is not possible, for example, to determine the typology of the
sickle but the presence of a midrib and low ridges defining the blade are suggestive of this date”.
An iron shaft-hole axe (SA 1928:455) and an iron shaft-hole axe hammer (SA 1928:456) were
included in the Lecky collection (Mahr 1930). The shaft-hole axe has a straight upper edge which
rises slightly to the cutting edge and a concave lower edge with the blade expanding to a broad,
concave, cutting edge. The shaft-hole is oval in cross-section with the butt concave in shape. The axe
is 15.6cm in length and weighs 0.5kg. The shaft-hole axe hammer has a straight upper edge, a
concave lower edge with a broad, gently concave cutting edge. The butt is flat and the axe has its
shaft-hole located towards the centre of the axe. The axe measures 15.6cm in length and weighs
0.63kg. The Ballon Hill axes fit into Bourke’s (2001) Class 12 which has a significant number of Irish
parallels. Class 12 iron axes, and similar types, appear to have a broad date range of c. 1000–1400AD
(Grogan & Roche 2014b).
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A rowel spur (SA 1928:458) in excellent condition was also included in the Lecky collection. It has
been described by Grogan & Roche (2014b) as “Gently curved heel bands (with a gently rounded
lozenge-shaped cross-section) to fit below the wearers ankles with an obliquely-angled figure-ofeight terminal. An elaborate complete buckle with chamfered edges is attached to the lower loop on
one side but the corresponding strap end has not survived. There is a long, gently S-shaped, tang
with a five-pointed rowel that still rotates freely”. This artefact is 16.5cm long and weighs 0.114kg.
This type of spur dates to the 17th century AD (ibid.).
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8. Unburnt human bone
The graves of the Bronze Age provide a wealth of information about the burial rites of the time.
Both unburnt burials and cremation were popular ways of disposing of the dead and while many
graves contain the remains of one individual, it is not uncommon to find the remains of more than
one individual per grave (Waddell 2000). Corpses were often placed in a crouched position, though
more often than not lying on their sides.
Disarticulated skeletons have been found in graves of the Bronze Age. In these cases it seems that
these copses were not immediately placed in burials. Instead they were first stored elsewhere for a
period of time until they were thoroughly de-fleshed and then buried. Perhaps the body was allowed
to decay naturally but there is a theory that the process was hastened by exposure to the elements
or to carrion birds that de-fleshed the body (Waddell 2000).
The cremation of copses on a funeral pyre was also a common custom but it is not known why some
people were cremated and others buried unburnt.
The 19th Century excavations at Ballon Hill uncovered a significant number of burials, both
cremations and inhumations. The cremated (burnt) human bone is discussed in the following
chapter.
The BHAP commissioned Caoimhe Ní Thóibín to carry out an analysis of the extant unburnt bone
discovered on Ballon Hill6 held in the Cultural Resources Centre, Swords, Co. Dublin. These bones
were donated to the National Museum of Ireland by Colonel Frederick Beauchamp Lecky in 1928.
We know from the 19th century publications that the extant assemblage is only a small
representation of what was discovered on Ballon Hill.
The Results
Osteological analysis includes an assessment of preservation, minimum number of individuals (MNI),
age at death, gender and stature. It also examines the remains for evidence of trauma, disease and
occupational stress markers.
The preservations of the bones were assessed using a grading system of five categories: very poor,
poor, moderate, good and excellent. Of the 9 bone fragments in storage 8 of them were in a
moderate state preservation and one was very poor – See Table below (Ní Thóibín 2014).

6

Details presented in this chapter on the unburnt Bone from Ballon Hill are derived from the report produced
by Caoimhe Ní Thóibín on behalf of the BHAP – please see Ní Thóibín 2014 for details.
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Table 5 Summary of the disarticulated remains (Ní Thóibín 2014)
Registration Number
Identification
No. of Fragments
SA 1928:459
Left Tibia
1
SA 1928:465
Occipital
1
SA 1928:461
Left Parietal (2)
1
SA 1928:462
Left Fibula
1
SA 1928:463
Left Parietal (1)
1
SA 1928:464
Right Parietal
1
SA 1928:465
Skull fragment-(chipped
1
from Occipital)
SA 1928:466
Left Tibia (part of the tibia 1
above)
SA1928:460
Left Femur
1

Adult
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Juvenile
-

Preservation
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Very Poor

*

-

Moderate

*

-

Moderate

The MNI represented by these remains are 2 individuals. This has been determined by the presence
of one adult left Femur, left Tibia, left Fibula, right parietal, occipital, two left parietals and an
unspecific, minute skull fragment (Ní Thóibín 2014). The presence of two left parietals indicates the
presence of two individuals.
The assessment of age relies on the development and degeneration of bones and teeth. Due to the
absence of the pelvis and skull/mandible (Ní Thóibín 2014) age could only be determined by the
complete fusion of the femur, tibia and fibula and produced a minimum age of 25+ years.
A sex assessment relies on the presence of the skull and pelvis; of the bones present for analysis the
tibia and femur could have potentially produced suitable metric data. However, due to poor
preservation of the articular aspects of the bones reliable measurements were not possible (Ní
Thóibín 2014). The gender of these bones could not be ascertained.
Stature is estimated via the complete long bones. However none of the long bones were in a suitable
state of preservation, therefore measurement could not be taken and stature could not be
estimated.
While the preservation of the majority of the bones was moderate there was also moderate to
extreme damage (Ní Thóibín 2014). The left femur (SA 1928:460) had a cut mark at the distal end of
the shaft – this is considered to have happened after death as there is no evidence of healing, it may
have happened during excavation. There is no evidence of disease or trauma on this bone.
The left tibia (SA 1928:459 & SA 1928:466) had moderate damage to the proximal epiphysis7 with a
post-mortem break. This break was repaired with glue – this probably occurred when the bones
were catalogued into the NMI, as this practice is no longer recommended. There was no evidence of
squatting facets, disease or trauma evident (Ní Thóibín 2014).
The left fibula (SA 1928:462) had complete damage to the proximal epiphysis. This is likely postmortem damage. There was no disease or trauma evident to this bone (Ní Thóibín 2014).
7

The end of a long bone that is originally separated from the main body by a layer of cartilage but later
becomes united to the main bone through ossification.
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Moderately damaged fragments of the left parietal (1) (SA 1928:463) and the left parietal (2) (SA
1928:461) elements of skull were identified. These skull fragments had no disease or trauma evident
(Ní Thóibín 2014).
A fragment of the right parietal (SA 1928:464) element of the skull with moderate damage was
identified. There was no disease or trauma evident to this skull fragment (Ní Thóibín 2014).
A fragment of the occipital (SA 1928:465) element of the skull was identified with moderate damage.
It is possible that this damage happened after death. There was no disease or trauma evident to this
skull fragment (Ní Thóibín 2014).
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9. Burnt human bone
The cremated human remains in the extant assemblage from Ballon Hill are undoubtedly a very
small percentage of what was uncovered during the 19th Century excavations. The only excavations
that occurred on Ballon Hill were carried out long before scientific excavation techniques were
employed and certainly before the value of cremated remains could be appreciated. They were
thought to be worthless dust and were often thrown away, with valuable information being lost
(Buckley 2014).
There were a number of vessels donated to the National Museum of Ireland (NMI) by Colonel
Frederick Beauchamp Lecky in 1928 and some cremated human remains were also given to the NMI
at this time8. The exact source of these burnt human remains is unknown, only that they were
uncovered on Ballon Hill during the 19th Century excavations.
The Cremation Process
Cremation is a type of funerary rite where the body is burnt on a pyre leaving only bone. When all
that is left of the human remains are fragments of bone, then it is important to derive as much
information as possible from them in order to gain knowledge of the cremation ritual as well as of
the individuals themselves (Buckley 2014).
Buckley (2014) describes an efficient cremation as one in which all the organic content is burnt off
and only the inorganic part of the bone remains. The inorganic part generally re-crystallizes to form
a more stable structure resulting in warping of the bone and this occurs in temperatures above
700◦C. The re-crystallization means that fully cremated remains survive for millennia in a well
preserved condition.
Analysis of burnt human bone
Each fragment of bone is examined and identified if possible. The degree of identification of
fragments is generally dependent on fragment size and the minimum number of individuals present
can then be determined by the numbers of specific skeletal elements.
The Results
Laureen Buckley was commissioned by the BHAP to carry out an analysis of the cremated human
bone from Ballon Hill. The following paragraph details the results of this analysis.
The total weight of the bone donated to the NMI was 132g. This is much less than the expected
800g – 1200g from a full adult cremation (Buckley 2014). Due to the circumstance of the excavation
and the later donation to the NMI we can’t know if these remains are from one urn or are a random
sample of larger fragments of bone from the site, for the same reason it cannot be said that these
8

Details presented in this chapter on the Burnt Bone from Ballon Hill are derived from the report produced by
Laureen Buckley on behalf of the BHAP – please see Buckley 2014 for details.
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remains were a token deposit as it probably does not represent the full cremation deposit. Often, if
cremated remains were collected during 19th century excavations only the larger pieces were
recovered, this may account for the small sample collected from Ballon Hill.
Included in the cremated remains were twelve large individual fragments and 39 small fragments.
The bone was mainly white or grey in colour indicating that all or nearly all of the organic part of the
bone had been burnt off. This means the bone was fully or efficiently cremated. Buckley identified
89% of the sample, this high identification rate is due to the large fragment sizes and this seems to
be because the more identifiable bones or portions of long bones were collected at the expense of
smaller fragmentary bones, such as the bones of the hands and feet. The sample included fragments
of the skull, humerus, ulna, radius, lower arm, femur, fibula and long bone.
Buckley (2014) states that the minimum number of individuals represented in this assemblage is
one, as there is no overlap of any of the bone fragments. There was not enough information to
determine sex.
It is possible that the remains may be from one individual; however, without knowing the
circumstances of discovery, we cannot conclude this. While there is no information as to whether
the bone found accompanied by pottery vessels was burnt or unburnt, there are 5 references to
burnt bone unaccompanied by pottery vessels (see Table 5 below). Unfortunately this is the extent
of the available information in the 19th century publications.
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10. Other grave goods
On or shortly after the 23rd of July 1853, a cist was uncovered on the hill, the capstone was removed
and a bronze razor-knife (CMM07 85B) was found near the surface. The cist was filled with sand and
on removing the sand a miniature urn was uncovered. Below this a larger urn, inverted, was
uncovered and on lifting this vessel ’three small smooth pebbles’ were found placed in a triangular
position. Graves (1853) tells us that ‘of the pebbles one was white, one black, and the third (which is
much smaller than the other two) of a greenish tinge, spotted with a darker shade’. Of these three
small, naturally water-rolled pebbles, the white (CCM07 85D) and black (CCM07 85C) examples are
on display in Carlow County Museum, the third pebble remains lost (O’Neill 2006).
The white pebble (CCM07 85D) has been described by Grogan & Roche (2014a) as a ‘rounded, discshaped and light cream-brown in colour with a smooth, almost polished, surface; it has a flattened
oval cross-section. Despite the fine surface this appears to be a naturally water-rolled pebble,
possibly of quartzite.’ It is 32.96mm in length, 34.15mm in width, 12.37mm thick and weighs 21g.
The black pebble (CCM07 85C) has been described by Grogan & Roche (2014a) as ‘spherical with an
extremely smooth, almost polished, surface; it has an oval cross-section slightly flattened on one
face. Despite the fine surface this appears to be a naturally water-rolled pebble.’ It is 36.12mm in
length, 28.47mm in width, 19.99mm thick and weighs 29g.
On the basis of Graves’ description, and the size of the empty compartment, the third pebble may
have had dimensions of c. 45 x 24mm (Grogan & Roche 2014a).
‘Small smooth pebbles have been reported in association with a number of early Bronze Age burials.
These include a ‘white’ pebble (40 x 30mm) from grave 1 in a flat cemetery at Martinstown, Co.
Meath, with a single bowl or vase sherd (Prendergast and Lucas 2011, 360–61); a D-shaped yellow
quartz pebble from an encrusted urn burial in the Mound of the Hostages cemetery at Tara, Co.
Meath (burial 34, 32mm diameter, O’Sullivan 2005, 185); and a polished stone from cist 3 in the flat
cemetery at Donaghmore, Co. Meath (Roche 1995), with bowl sherds.’ (Grogan & Roche 2014a)
It appears likely that these natural, but attractive, stones were picked up because of both their
strikingly smooth surfaces and distinct colour.
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11. Discussion
Though imperfectly recorded, the accounts of works on Ballon Hill in the mid to late 19th century,
combined with research carried out during Phase 1 of the BHAP, has uncovered considerable
information on the monuments, artefacts and dating of archaeological activity on Ballon Hill. It
appears prudent to discuss the findings of the research of BHAP in chronological order. While the
present evidence for archaeological activity on the hill centres on the years 2200-1500BC, or the
early Bronze Age, there is also have evidence of activity in the middle Bronze Age 1500BC-900BC and
the late Bronze Age/early Iron Age or 900-600BC.
The possible Christian-era burial, as well as the iron axe and axe hammer (SA 1928:456 & 457) dating
generally to 1000-1400AD (Grogan & Roche 2014b), and the evidence that there was a religious
structure on the top of the hill, tentatively suggests activity during the medieval period also (circa.
600-1650AD). The Down Survey map indicates activity on the hill in the mid-17th century.
These periods, along with their evidence of archaeological activity, will now be discussed in more
detail.

11.1 Early Bronze Age
Around 2400BC metal working began to be introduced into Ireland. This was a momentous change in
the socio-economic environment of the island. This new material could be shaped or induced into
objects only limited by the imagination and was a profound change from the reduction of suitable
pieces of stone into desired artefacts. At this time also came a new burial tradition of interring
individuals in cists or pits. The construction of large megaliths (portal, passage and court tombs) in
the preceding Neolithic period gave way to wedge tombs, stone circles, stone alignments and
apparently isolated standing stones. Burial mounds from the preceding Neolithic period were
sometimes reused and many new earthwork burial monuments were constructed. One of the more
fascinating elements of the new burial traditions of the early Bronze Age was the manufacture of
highly decorated ceramic vessels that accompanied many burials. Ballon Hill was certainly a focal
point in this new burial tradition of the early Bronze Age.
Bronze Age burial earthwork monuments or barrows are located across the country with 22 in
County Carlow (www.archaeology.ie accessed 25/02/2014) including an example on Ballon Hill (RMP
CW013-071001) discussed below.
During this period on Ballon Hill we have evidence of activity for the construction/use of at least one
burial mound, two possible ring-barrows (including RMP CW013-071001) and a number of other
burials. Twenty-three funerary pottery vessels from Ballon Hill dating to this period are held in the
NMI (20 vessels) and the BM (3 vessels). Beyond the pottery, the only grave goods uncovered were a
bronze razor-knife and 3 pebbles. As the most definitive evidence of early Bronze Age activity arises
from the pottery assemblage, this will be discussed first.
11.1.1 Pottery
Twenty-three pottery vessels recovered from Ballon Hill are held in the NMI and BM. Of these, 17
have been dated to 2200-1700BC while 4 are dated to 1730-1500BC (Grogan & Roche 2014a),
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indicating that Ballon Hill was a focal point for burial and associated activity during the early Bronze
Age. The remaining two vessels display insufficient detail to assign a date.
The 19th century writings indicate that most vessels (8 in total) were recovered from the ‘old-rath’.
As discussed, the ‘old-rath’ was clearly a burial mound. While all the pottery vessels in the extant
assemblage date to the early Bronze Age, it is not clear whether all 8 described as uncovered from
the ‘old-rath’ were early Bronze Age in date. Only three of the recovered 8 vessels are identifiable in
the extant assemblage (to varying degrees of certainty). The eight specific references to pottery
uncovered at the ‘old-rath’ in the 19th century publications, as well as evidence for a possible link to
the extant assemblage, are as follows:
1) The first of these was ‘half of an urn…found under stone pavement’
No information exists to indicate if this vessel may be part of the extant assemblage.
2) fragments of two others (1 of 2) Under stone pavement
No information exists to indicate if this vessel may be part of the extant assemblage.
3) fragments of two others (2 of 2) Under stone pavement
No information exists to indicate if this vessel may be part of the extant assemblage.
4) an urn of very elaborate pattern, which, from having been squeezed in on one side while soft,
would appear to have been placed in the cist in an unbaked state.
The description of this vessel in Graves (1853) appears to indicate that a vessel ‘squeezed in
on one side while soft’ was of a distorted shape and therefore giving Richardson Smith the
impression it had been squeezed in. Grogan & Roche (2014a) identified six vessels with a
notably distorted shape including SA 1928:431, 432, 433, 434a, 435 and 439. Of these only
three SA 1928:432, 434a and 435 could be described as being of ‘very elaborate pattern’.
Although, it should be noted that some considerable caution is required with this
interpretation.
If one of SA 1928:432, 434a or 435, (a tripartite bowl and two bipartite vases), was this
vessel referred to in Graves (1853) it was recovered from a cist in the burial mound and
dates to 2200-1800BC.
5) an urn, above thirteen inches in height, quite hard, and in great preservation
It appears likely that this vessel referred to in Graves (1853) is the vase urn SA 1928:446. It is
the only vessel in the assemblage ‘above thirteen inches in height’ or 33cm. It is notably just
above 13 inches or 33cm at 34.5cm. If this is one and the same vessel, this vase urn was
uncovered in a cist in the burial mound and dates to 1800-1700BC.
6) an urn seven inches high, of a curious pattern, and ornamented by six raised hoops
Although Grogan & Roche (2014a) very cautiously suggest this may refer to SA 1928:439, a
ribbed vase, the precise details given by Graves (1853) was of ‘six raised hoops’ whereas
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ribbed vase (SA 1928:439) has four ribs and the seven inches in height (or 16.5cm) is notably
smaller than the height of 17.8cm of the ribbed vase. It appears that this pottery vessel, as
described in Graves (1853), is not in the extant assemblage.
7) the most perfect and beautiful urn yet found shape it differs from all the others, resembling
two urns, one placed on the top of the other.
This vessel has been identified by Grogan & Roche (2014a) as likely the tripartite vase SA
1928:440 with a date of 1920-1830BC. This vessel ‘resembling two urns, one on top of the
other’ was recovered from a cist within the burial mound.
8) very large urn filled with bones and charcoal. The condition of this vessel was so fragile that
nothing remains but a trayful of fragments.
No information exists to indicate if this vessel may be part of the extant assemblage.
In the 1853 publication, Graves writes on page 298 that digging was carried out in the rath. He then
states in the next sentence ‘In the course of further investigation a five-sided chamber was found’
and goes on to describe the uncovering of the cist with the two pots, the razor-blade and the three
stones or amulets. If we infer ‘in the course of further investigations’ as further investigations in the
rath is open to interpretation. Ó’ Ríordáin (1959, 32) read this as referring to excavations in the rath
as he writes “In the course of further investigation (on the site of the rath) a five-sided chamber was
found” (sic).
Two pottery vessels were uncovered in this cist. We know the first was pottery vessel (BM 1920 11–
9, 4), a small bipartite vase dating to 2020-1920BC as it was referenced in Graves 1853. This was
found above the second vessel which is referred to as a ‘larger urn inverted, of less striking form and
ornamental design’ (Graves 1853, 298). There are three vessels in the extant assemblage ‘of larger
size’ including the two vase urns (SA 1928:443 and 446) and the ribbed vase (SA 1928:439). While
the vase urn (SA 1928:446) has already been interpreted as coming from another cist, the second
vase urn (SA 1928:443) has been dated by Brindley (2007) as 1850-1800BC. With the ‘larger urn
inverted, of less striking form and ornamental design’ found below the bipartite vase dating to 20201920BC we would expect the lower vessel to either predate the upper vessel or be contemporary.
The possibility that the upper vessel was removed for insertion on the lower vessel has also to be
considered. However, it seems more probable that the lower vessel was contemporary with the
upper vessel. It seems unlikely, therefore, that the lower vessel was the vase urn (SA 1928:443)
dated to 1850-1800BC and post-dating the upper vessel. The ribbed vase, on the other hand, has
been dated to 2150-1700BC and overlapping in date with the small bipartite vase (BM 1920 11–9, 4)
found above. It seems probable then, that the ribbed vase (SA 1928:439) was the second vessel in
this cist.
Found towards the top of the cist containing these two vessels and above this second or upper
vessel (BM 1920 11–9, 4) was the aforementioned razor-knife (CCM07 85B). Such artefacts have a
general date range of 1800-1400BC (Grogan & Roche 2014a) and considering the dating of the
vessels in the cist, and although the majority of these have been found in early to middle Bronze Age
contexts (Kavanagh 1991), it seems likely this razor-knife dates nearer to 1800BC and may also be
early Bronze Age in date.
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Graves (1853, 297-8) describes some of the findings of excavations into the rath and begins the next
sentence with ‘As the digging proceeded’. This appears to suggest that he is still referring to
excavations into the rath, but as this is not clearly stated, we cannot be certain on this. In this
sentence he describes how a
‘large urn was uncovered, resting in an inverted position, and quite perfect. The sod, or
scraugh, which had been used to cover the mouth of the vessel, and prevent the bones
which it contained from falling out, still held together. This urn is rudely decorated
with an impressed chevron pattern, and two nearly equidistant raised hoops or rings: it
measures fifteen and a-half inches in height, and nearly fourteen inches in width’
He refers to a particular illustrated vessel in the publication and with this we know that he is
referring to one of the collared urns (SA 1928:444) dating to 1570-1500BC.
Grogan & Roche (2014a) have identified another of the collared urns (SA 1928:441) as the vessel
found on 2 January 1854. Here the 1853 publication (p.300) tells us that digging resumed (after a
break since the 24th of December last) and in this ‘found the rim of an urn of a very handsome
pattern. It stood reversed, but that portion of it which had been uppermost was gone; as the rim
seems too solid to have decayed away, this interment was probably disturbed before. The part of
the urn, which remained, was filled with large bones and charcoal’. As the term ‘resumed digging’ is
used it is not clear where this digging on the 2nd of January took place. The diggings on the
preceding days of the 23rd and 24th of December appears to have been conducted in the rath and if
‘resumed digging’ refers to resumed digging in the rath is unclear.
None of the remaining vessels in the extant assemblage can be identified in the 19th century
publications, however tentatively.
While many of these interpretations are quite provisional based on the information currently
available what we can state is that Ballon Hill saw burial activity at least during the period 19201570BC. This date range is based on the only two pottery vessels that are cross-referenced in text
with the accompanying illustrations. The first of these (Graves 1853, 298) is the small bipartite vase
(BM 1920 11–9, 4) dated to 2020-1920BC and the second (ibid.) is one of the collared urns (SA
1928:444), dated to 1570-1500BC.
The remaining pottery vessels in the extant assemblage all date to the period 2200-1500BC with a
concentration, based on the frequency of bipartite vases, around 1970BC.
Many of the vessels in the extant assemblage have had repair work carried out and some have even
been completely reconstructed since they were unearthed in the 19 th century. However, it is
interesting to note that Grogan & Roche (2014a) have recognised that two of the pottery vessels
have notable external wear and appear as though they were not new when interred. These include
SA 1928:438, a bipartite bowl and SA 1928:435, a tripartite bowl. This suggests that these vessels
were made some time before they formed part of the funerary rite. Did the individual for whom this
funerary vessel was made choose the vessel or instruct the decoration? Although it is impossible to
know, the possibility that the individual who had this vessel interred as part of their funerary rite
was aware of the vessel or handled it cannot be discounted.
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11.1.2 Old-Rath or burial mound
Four possible earthwork monuments on Ballon Hill have been presented in Section 5 above. The first
of these, the so-called ‘old-rath’, was clearly a burial mound. While Graves (1853) notes the ‘site of
the old rath was then examined…The excavation was carried on to the depth of six feet, bones being
still found at that depth, but no urns’ (p.297-8). It is also instructive that Graves refers to this
monument as an ‘old-rath’ suggesting there was a surrounding bank. In the 1855 account J.
Richardson Smith remarks that he tried ‘the south side of the rath at the top of the hill’ suggesting
the ‘old-rath’ was located towards the northern end of the top of the hill. As part of the research
carried out by the BHAP, a monument was recognised on the northern end of Ballon Hill with a clear
circular bank. A cross-section (Figure 17) of this monument taken from the available Lidar data
indicates a mound like structure and combined with the location and topographical information just
discussed, it appears as though this monument is the ‘old-rath’. The evidence all suggests that this
monument is a burial mound at least 1.8m high with a surrounding bank and approximately 60m in
maximum diameter. This burial mound may be classified as an embanked bowl barrow, although
further research is required to refine this interpretation. The National Monuments Service of the
Department of the Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht was informed of this finding. The file was
updated and the location for CW013-067 was moved to this circular monument in March 2013.
The ‘old-rath’ features considerably in the 19th century writings with references to pits, cists, pottery
vessels, burnt spreads, cremated bone and a pavement being uncovered. A detailed examination of
these writings show at least 8 pottery vessels and 7 burials unaccompanied by pottery vessels. Of
the pottery vessels, only three have a reference in the 19 th century publications as having or
containing bone. This suggests that a minimum of 10 burials were interred in this burial mound. Of
these 10 burials plus the five pottery vessels without recoded bone, 5 were placed in cists, 3 in pits
and in the case of the remaining 7, it is unclear if they were uncovered in pits or cists.
In all but three of these 10 burials, it is unclear whether the human bone uncovered was burnt or
unburnt. In the case of three burials unaccompanied by pottery, Graves (1853) tells us that the
bones uncovered were burnt.
From the topographical evidence for a mound present here on Lidar data and the circular bank
clearly visible on aerial photographs and though a site visit, it appears that we have an embanked
bowl barrow 60m in diameter containing a minimum of 10 burials with activity dating to the early
Bronze Age and possibly later.
The mound itself was described as ‘paved with great blocks of stone, set on end, and fitting close
together’ (Graves, 1853, 297). In the next sentence he refers to these blocks of stone collectively as a
‘pavement’ and tells us that much charcoal and bone was between and below this pavement.
Interestingly we are told that digging was continued to a depth of six feet with bones still found at
this depth. On the 17th of January 1854, J. Richardson Smith remarks that ‘From indications I have
seen to-day I conceive that there may be another layer of urns in the rath, under a second or lower
pavement’ (Graves 1853, 301). Is there then a second or lower pavement? Does this indicate that
the mound was constructed in at least two phases? Or were these indications interpreted from the
uncovering of a central or primary cist or cists at the base of the burial mound? Tantalising as it may
be to think there is a second or lower pavement sealing and protecting undisturbed burials below,
there is no reliable evidence for this at present.
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11.1.3 Barrows
Two more of the four monuments on the hill may also date to the early Bronze Age and, based on
the evidence currently available, may be barrows (see Section 2.3 above for an introduction). The
first is a possible barrow monument (CW013-071002) currently listed as a ring barrow in the NMS
files (accessed 20-02-14). This interpretation is based solely on recorded local reports that pottery
vessels similar to those found across the hill were uncovered in or near a small banked monument
on the eastern slope of the hill. Further evidence to investigate this has not been uncovered as of
yet.
The second of these barrow monuments that may date to this period may be an embanked
enclosure approximately 30-40m in diameter located at the very top of the hill. This was evidenced
in the Lidar data acquired as part of this project (Figure 14) and a cross-section of this location
(Figure 15 & 19) appears to show that the banks have survived to a height of between 0.5 and
1.5m. We are also told that prior to the explorations carried out by Richardson Smith in 1853-4, a
quarry-man unearthed pottery vessels found close together in “the quarry opened on the top of
the hill’ (Graves 1853, 297). Whether the banked enclosure is contemporaneous with the pottery is
unclear. Graves (ibid) also states that at the top of the hill a “large bed of charred wood and burned
bones was struck on, two feet under the sod” and presents the possibility that there was a pyre-site
here.
The National Monuments Service of the Department of the Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht was
informed of this finding and the file for CW013-068 was updated and moved slightly to this circular to
oval monument in March 2014.
11.1.4 Other locations
The 19th century publications also refer to three other locations where pottery vessels were
uncovered. The first of these was under the large boulder stone known as Cloghan-na-marbhan.
Here at least three vessels were uncovered and from the brief descriptions given:


broken urns of four distinct patterns. A 'considerable depth' under covering stones



a fine urn was found embedded in sand, but it could not be preserved



fragile remains of fictile vessels were turned up at the end of the boulder stone externally

It appears as though these were also Bronze Age funerary pottery vessels. Given that all the
surviving pottery vessels in the extant assemblage are early Bronze Age in date, it is postulated here
that the vessels uncovered at Cloghan-na-marbhan were also of this date.
The second location where we are explicitly told pottery was uncovered was ‘near the top of the
hill’. At this location ‘fragments of urns of three patterns’ (Graves 1855, 375) were uncovered.
Although the description refers to ‘three patterns’ it is possible that these fragments were, in fact,
from one vessel.
The third location was the ‘neighbouring quarry to the top of the hill’ Here ‘an urn was found, laid on
its side in the sand it was quite hard and perfect, and presents an ornamental pattern of much
interest’ (Graves 1853, 297).
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While Cloghan-na-marbhan is certainly of much interest, this monument will be dealt with in more
detail in Phase 2 of the BHAP, it is clear that this boulder stone was of some considerable
importance during the early Bronze Age and possibly later. It is far from clear if the inhumation
burials uncovered under the stone were of Bronze Age date or later. The other two find spots
indicate that burial on Ballon Hill during the early Bronze Age was not isolated to the burial
monuments already discussed and the hill, in general, served as a Bronze Age cemetery.
11.1.5 Cist and pit burials
Across the hill we have burials in both cists and pits. The true numbers for these is impossible to
establish, however, there are a number described in the 19th century publications.
In all 10 cists are mentioned with five containing pottery vessels and five without. Of these 10, five
were uncovered within the burial mound with the remaining five of unclear location. Ten pit burials
are also described (to varying degrees of detail) with three containing pottery and seven without. Of
these 10 pit burials, three were found in the burial mound, three under Cloghan-na-marbhan, one
near the top of the hill and three with insufficient details for an interpretation of their locations.

11.2 Middle Bronze Age
Evidence for activity at this time rests primarily with the Bronze side-looped spearhead (SA 1928:
451) included in the Lecky collection (Mahr 1930, 74). This spearhead has been described by Grogan
& Roche 2014b as:
an elongated triangular blade with a low rounded midrib. A slight ridge runs along the blade
edges and as a rounded feature at the blade base. The thin-walled cylindrical socket narrows
gradually towards the base and flares slightly at the edges. Two, low, rounded loops with
lunate openings occur 13mm above the socket mouth. The spearhead was neatly cast and
most of the flashing, apart from within the loops, has been well-smoothed. It is in good
condition with some slight damage to the blade. There is no evidence for edge sharpening, or
wear within the loops.
Ramsey (1995) has dated side-looped socketed spearheads to the early to middle Bronze Age
transition or 1600-1500BC. It is interesting to note that Graves (1853, 298) states that “although
bronze spear-heads of the usual form have been frequently found in the neighbourhood, two of
which, dug up near the base of the hill, are in Mr. Leckey's possession” (sic). It seems likely,
therefore, that this is one of the two spearheads referred to but more definitive proof has not been,
to date, revealed.
The dating of this spearhead to 1600-1500BC indicates that the spearhead could have overlapped
with the cordoned and collared urn burials.
It is entirely conceivable that some or many of the burials disturbed in the 19th century date to this
period. Burials during the middle Bronze Age tended to be unaccompanied by pottery or other grave
goods and, as such, are not ascribable to the middle Bronze Age without the use of a dating method
such as radiocarbon dating.
The true extent of activity during the middle Bronze Age is far from clear and much work is needed
to further develop an insight into Ballon Hill at this time.
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11.3 Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age
Four artefacts in the Lecky collection (Mahr 1930) date to this period including a sword (SA
1928:454), two socketed axes (SA 1928:452 & 453) and a bronze sickle (SA 1928:457) (Grogan &
Roche 2014b).
These artefacts would, certainly, have been prestige items in Bronze Age Ireland; the presence of the
sword, in particular, suggests a local elite. The artefacts are discussed in detail in Grogan & Roche
2014b (Appendix 2) and it is noteworthy that the sword and two socketed axes are dated closely to
900-750BC and the late Bronze Age sickle indicates activity on or near Ballon Hill at this time.
It is interesting to note, in the context of the newly identified large enclosure on Ballon Hill (see
section 5.4 above), that the dating of these artefacts overlaps with the dating of many hillforts in
Ireland. Waddell (2000, 354) lists several hillforts dating to this period including Dún Aonghasa, Inis
Mór, Co. Galway, Rathgall, Co. Wicklow and Freestone Hill, Co. Kilkenny.
While, combining the evidence from the 1st edition OS map with the available aerial photographs, it
does appear that there is a large enclosure on the summit of Ballon Hill. This suspected enclosure is
approximately 160m NW-SE by 120m NE-SW and encloses an area of 3.73 acres or 1.51 hectares.
This is comparable to the inner rampart of the hillfort at Mooghaun, Co. Clare believed to date to
1260-930BC (Grogan 1995).
If the interpretation that there is a large enclosure on Ballon Hill is correct, there is evidence for
activity in the medieval period and this enclosing element may date to this period. However,
ascribing it to the late Bronze Age seems far more likely as this interpretation is supported by a
number of pieces of information. It’s location on a hill top, its dimensions comparable to or in the
range of other late Bronze Age hillforts and the presence of the sword, sickle and two axeheads
demonstrating activity on or near Ballon Hill during the late Bronze Age strongly suggests this
interpretation.
Based on the evidence currently available, we can say the possibility that there is a hillfort on Ballon
Hill dating to the late Bronze Age seems likely but further investigation is required to definitely test
this supposition.
The National Monuments Service of the Department of the Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht was
informed of this finding. A new RMP file was created (CW013-124) in March 2014 with the
monument provisionally classified as a hilltop enclosure.

11.4 Medieval period
There is no evidence at present to suggest activity on Ballon Hill from approximately 500BC until the
beginning of the early medieval period (c.600AD). The skeleton uncovered at the top of the hill, as
previously discussed in section 5.3, was interred without the head. The fact that the skeleton was
aligned east-west indicates that it may have been a Christian-era burial (post-600AD). More
definitive proof for activity on or near the hill is demonstrated by the iron axe and axe hammer (SA
1928:456–57) dating to the period 1000-1400AD (Grogan & Roche 2014b) donated to the NMI as
part of the Lecky collection. As iron axes/axe hammers were utilised both as tools and weapons
(some were possibly also prestige items) it is not possible to ascribe a use or function for these
items.
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11.5 17th century AD
Also part of the Lecky collection was a late medieval iron rowel spur (SA 1928:458). A spur is a piece
of horse-riding equipment worn by the rider on the heels of the riding boots for directing the horse
to move forward or laterally. Early forms of spurs were equipped with a straight prong and were
known as prick spurs. In the later medieval period the spur evolved with the prong being replaced by
a rotating wheel, referred to as a rowel spur.
While the rowel spur in the Lecky collection dates to the 17 th century, interestingly, Grogan & Roche
(2014b) remark that ‘the excellent condition suggests that this may be an heirloom rather than a
chance discovery. It could certainly date to the period around 1649 when the Ballykealy estate was
granted to the Lecky Family’. This rowel spur is in very good condition and ‘has gently curved heel
bands, to fit below the wearers ankles, with a figure-of-eight terminal. An elaborate complete buckle
with chamfered edges is attached to the lower loop. There is a long, gently S-shaped (‘swan neck’),
tang with a five-pointed rowel that still rotates freely today (ibid. 8)
The Down Survey map of Ballon Hill indicates that there was activity on Ballon Hill during the mid17th century. Here we see a church or religious building clearly marked on the hill on the county,
barony and parish maps. The county map is instructive as it shows a religious building on top of the
hill as opposed to the barony and parish maps which appear to only generally indicate a religious
building or church on or near the hill.
It is also instructive that the Down Survey Terrier does not list a land owner for Ballon Hill at this
time indicating that the hill has remained common land. It appears the hill had remained common
into the 19th century as Graves (1853, 296) remarks ‘the hill having been until lately a common... The
fact of the hill having been formerly a common, should not be lost sight of, as it tends to show that
some feeling prevailed in the neighbourhood as to the sacredness of the spot’.
In reference to the top of the hill, Graves (ibid.) states ‘On the summit, where now stands a small
pile of modern masonry’ suggesting there may have been a small building here. If there were, it
seems unlikely it was anything other than a structure of religious or spiritual function and may be
the church/religious building illustrated on the Down Survey maps. It is notable that the east-west
aligned burial was uncovered ‘about ten yards from the masonry at the top of the hill’ (Graves 1855,
375). Was this burial associated with the structure on the top of the hill? It seems likely but any solid
evidence of this has yet to be uncovered.

11.6 Minimum number of pottery vessels and burials
While there were clearly numerous burials uncovered on the hill, it would be misguided, certainly at
this stage, to put a figure on this. What we can do is to comb through the 19 th century publications
and cross-reference this with the extant skeletal assemblage to determine, as far as possible, a
minimum number of burials. In ascertaining the minimum number of burials recorded on Ballon Hill
from the 19th century writings we will begin by determining the minimum number of pottery vessels
followed by the minimum number of burials unaccompanied by pottery vessels. Although these
pottery vessels are almost exclusively found in burial contexts, not all the vessels found at Ballon Hill
have bone recorded as interred with them. Therefore, in ascertaining the minimum number of
burials we can only count those with bone. As noted above, Bronze Age burials were interred both
with and without pottery vessels.
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In many cases, establishing minimum numbers requires some interpretation with terms such as
‘many’ and ‘several’ interpreted here as a minimum of 2 or 3, depending on descriptions given by
the authors of the 19th century publications. In some instances, deriving minimum numbers requires
interpreting several sentences of information given around the circumstances of discovery and
resulting actions by the excavators.
11.6.1 Minimum number of pottery vessels.
Two approaches were taken to calculate the minimum number of vessels from Ballon Hill. The first
works through the 19th publications and cross relates this to the extant assemblage. The second
takes a more parsimonious approach. However, both approaches achieved identical numbers.
In the first method we will deal first with the intact vessels followed by the semi-intact or partial
vessels and then the broken pottery vessels.
While there are 16 intact vessels in the extant assemblage, there are 12 intact vessels illustrated in
Graves 1853 yet there are only eight intact vessels described in Graves 1853. All 12 illustrated are
accounted for within the 22 vessels in the extant assemblage and six of the eight described can be
accounted for in the extant assemblage to varying degrees of certainty. Of the two described that
cannot be accounted for, one may be in the extant assemblage but one is clearly not (Vessel 11 in
Table 3 above). Thus, at a minimum, there are 16 intact extant vessels and one unaccounted for
giving a number of 17.
Of the semi-intact/partial vessels, there are two in the extant assemblage but three described in the
19th century publications. With this, we have one unaccounted for, hence 17 intact vessels plus one
semi-intact provides a minimum of 18 intact and semi-intact vessels.
In the 19th century publications there are 10 broken vessels described but of the five broken in the
extant assemblage one is accounted for as an intact vessel in Graves’s illustrations in 1853. This
leaves a possibility of the 10 referred to in the 19th century publications, four could be included in
the extant assemblage but, therefore, six are not. With this we have 18 intact/semi-intact plus six
broken vessels giving a minimum number of 24 vessels.
In the second method we will add the extant assemblage of 22 plus the fragment illustrated in
Graves 1853 on plate 3 number 12 that is clearly not in the extant assemblage giving 23. Of the 21
references to pottery uncovered in the 19th century (see Table 3) only one presents enough
information for us to identify that this vessel (reference no. 11 in Table 3) is not present in the extant
assemblage. Thus, with method 2 we also have a minimum number of vessels of 24.
In Graves 1853 we are told that the explorations were carried out following the uncovering and
destruction of pottery vessels during tree planting, quarrying and other works on the hill “Large
numbers of fictile vessels had been destroyed in planting the trees with which the hill is now
partially covered” (Graves 1853, 297). Therefore, we are aware that there were more vessels, other
than those uncovered during the works carried out by Richardson Smith and Lecky. References are
made to numerous vessels and to capture this information, this report suggests that it would be
prudent to add the numbers referred to in the 19th century publications as a minimum number of
vessels:
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“One man said he had smashed four perfect urns in a day, another (a quarry-man)
reported that he had broken eleven found close together in the quarry opened on the top
of the hill.” (ibid)
If we take this as a minimum of 15 vessels then 24 intact/semi-intact/broken plus 15 provides an
overall minimum number of vessels of 39. However, it seems likely there were many more than this.
While 24 serves as an absolute minimum number of vessels, a figure of 39 is cautiously presented
here.
11.6.2 Minimum number of burials unaccompanied by pottery vessels
The following table lists references to burial contexts unaccompanied by pottery vessels. In many
instances it is unclear whether the bones uncovered represented more than one individual. In these
cases, the remains are counted as one individual, thus providing a minimum number of individual
burials unaccompanied by pottery/pottery vessels.
Table 6 Burial contexts without pottery vessels

Burials
1

2

3

?

4
5
6

7
8

9

10

Description in 19th century
Location
writings

Cist/pit
/other

Comments

Pit

Inhumation burial

Pit

Inhumation burial

Pit

Inhumation burial

Top of
the hill

Pit

Unclear whether this represents cremation
burial or a possible pyre-site

three human skeletons were
found beneath it (Cloghan-namarbhan) 1 of 3
three human skeletons were
found beneath it (Cloghan-namarbhan) 2 of 3
three human skeletons were
found beneath it (Cloghan-namarbhan) 3 of 3
A large bed of charred wood and
burned bones was struck on, two
feet under the sod.
uncovered a skeleton, lying east
and west, the feet towards the
east.

Cloghannamarbhan
Cloghannamarbhan
Cloghannamarbhan

Top of
the hill

Unclear

Inhumation burial

surrounded by pieces of burnt
bones
Great quantities of burned bones
and charcoal appeared between
the stones
The excavation was carried on to
the depth of six feet, bones being
still found at that depth

Top of
the hill

Unclear

In reference to the inhumation burial
(Number 4 above)

Old-rath

Unclear

Burned bones were uncovered between the
stones of a covering ‘pavement’

Old-rath

Unclear

A great layer of burned bones
and charcoal

Old-rath

Unclear

large hollow space, the bottom
being filled with burned bones
found many more pits, with
many bones and deep beds of
charcoal (1 of 2)

Old-rath

Cist

Although Graves remarks that these were of
large size and mostly of animals, it appears
highly likely that human remains were
included

Old-rath

Pit

‘Many more pits, with many bones’ are
counted as a minimum of two burials
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Burials

Description in 19th century
Location
writings

Cist/pit
/other

Comments

11

found many more pits, with
many bones and deep beds of
charcoal (2 of 2)

Old-rath

Pit

‘Many more pits, with many bones’ are
counted as a minimum of two burials

12

The cist contained only large
bones and charcoal.

Old-rath

Cist

13

the discovery of many beds of
bones and charcoal only (1 of 2)

14

the discovery of many beds of
bones and charcoal only (1 of 2)

15

A remarkably large human jaw
bone.

16

found pits, small pieces of burnt
bones

17

Trials on
other
spots
Trials on
other
spots

Unclear

‘Many beds’ are counted as a minimum of
two

Unclear

‘Many beds’ are counted as a minimum of
two

Unclear

Pit

A circular, stone-lined pit

Unclear

Pit

Unclear

Cist

Unclear

Cist

Unclear

Cist

Two of these cists
18
Two of these cists
19
Two of these cists

In 1867, Mr Lecky tells us that ‘several cists’
were uncovered and that ‘two of these’
suggesting a minimum of three
In 1867, Mr Lecky tells us that ‘several cists’
were uncovered and that ‘two of these’
suggesting a minimum of three
In 1867, Mr Lecky tells us that ‘several cists’
were uncovered and that ‘two of these’
suggesting a minimum of three

An examination of the three 19th century publications provides a minimum number of burials
unaccompanied by pottery vessels at 19, however; we can be in no doubt that a more accurate
number may be many multiples of this.
11.6.3 Overall minimum number of burials
While there appears to be a minimum of 19 burials unaccompanied by pottery vessels and a
minimum of 24 pottery vessels, we cannot say with certainty that the 24 vessels represent 24
burials. Therefore we must relook at the details given in the 19 th century writings. In all there are 21
references to pottery being uncovered in the 19th century writings. However, it is only in the case of
nine of these that bone is specifically mentioned. It is very likely that the presence of bone did not
always get recorded or make it into the 19th century publications as the focus was clearly on the
pottery vessels and other grave goods. However, as bone is mentioned just in the case of nine of
these 21 references to pottery being uncovered, we can only count as nine the minimum number of
burials accompanied by pottery/pottery vessels.
The table below presents the overall minimum number of burials
Table 7 Minimum number of burials

Burial habitat
Pottery
Unaccompanied burial
Total

Number
9
19
28
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It is impossible to read the 19th century accounts and not derive the sense that there were far more
than 28 burials on the hill, perhaps multiples of this number. However, this also demonstrates the
extent of the poorly recorded nature of these 19th century diggings.

11.7 Ballon Hill and its place in the Irish Bronze Age
In total, there are 23 Bronze Age burial mounds listed as RMPs in County Carlow with two of these
occurring on Ballon Hill. Of the 21 other burial mounds in County Carlow (11 mound barrows, 1 bowl
barrow, 3 ring-barrows and 6 unclassified barrows) it is notable that 14 of these are within a 12km
radius of Ballon Hill (www.archaeology.ie accessed 22/03/2014). Six of the remaining seven are close
to the River Barrow in the Muine Bheag/Leighlinbridge area with one example in the townland of
Agharue, north of The Butts.
Indeed, of the 14 burial mounds within a 12km radius of Ballon Hill, and excluding the ring-barrow in
Ballon townland <1km east of Ballon Hill, all are within a 4-12km radius of Ballon Hill. This is a
notable concentration of Bronze Age burial mounds and suggests that the hill was not only a burial
site in itself but may have also attracted burials, along with the Rivers Burren and Slaney, to its
general hinterland. It may also be a possibility that these burials, in being placed within the
hinterland of the hill, were also being placed what might have been an acceptable and respectful
distance away.
Overall, other than those on Ballon Hill, there are 22 recorded cists in county Carlow. Sixteen of
these are individual cist burials and 6 are part of flat cemeteries. Other than one in Strawhill
immediately north of Carlow Town, all occur in two distinct areas, northeast of Ballon Hill and again
near the River Barrow in the Muine Bheag/Leighlinbridge area. It is notable that the BHAP have
interpreted a minimum of an additional 10 located on Ballon Hill. It is also significant that the only
burial mound or barrow in County Carlow with a recorded cist is the so-called ‘old-rath’ on Ballon
Hill.
As regards pottery vessels, in the seminal work on Bronze Age funerary pottery by Waddell and
Ó’Ríordáin (1993) and by Kavanagh (1973; 1976) we find, other than pottery from Ballon Hill, only 13
vessels from all of County Carlow. In County Kilkenny there were 22 listed, Wexford there were 23,
Wicklow 30, Kildare 30 and Waterford 16. There have undoubtedly been additions to these numbers
since; however, with a minimum of 24 vessels from Ballon Hill now known, this puts into perspective
the importance on Ballon Hill as a burial site in a local and regional setting.
Dealing first with the burial mound on Ballon Hill, we find a minimum of 5 cists recorded with 3
containing pottery vessels, 3 pits with one containing a pottery vessel and a further four references
to pottery vessels. We also find a minimum of 10 references to bone. This indicates there were a
minimum of 8 pottery vessels and 10 burials in this burial mound. It is difficult to say with any
certainty what the true number of cists, pits and burials may be. For instance, it is entirely
conceivable that the polygonal cist containing the two pottery vessels, razor-knife and small stones
(Graves 1853) and the cists uncovered by Lecky (1867) were also found in the burial mound. But with
insufficient information in the 19th century publications it is impossible to state this with any
certainty. However, with a minimum of 5 cists, this burial mound features favourably in comparison
nationally. On a national perspective we find that there are only six burial mounds in Ireland with
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more than five recorded cists (Mount 2013, 186 fig. 1) indicating the density of cists in the burial
mound on Ballon Hill. This, again, is all the more impressive as five of the other six burial mounds
were professionally excavated in the 20th century.
Of the 42 other cemetery mounds and cairns identified by Mount (2013) as being investigated and
reported sufficiently well to discuss in detail, only 16 contained both pits and cists (p.186). Of these
42, the average number of burials was just under six.
In setting Ballon Hill as a site into the tapestry of Bronze Age Ireland, it is difficult to ascribe it a
particular place or draw relevant comparisons. While it undoubtedly produced one of the largest
Bronze Age funerary pottery assemblages in Ireland, other large sites such as the burial mounds at
Knockast, Co. Westmeath (Hencken and Movius 1934) and Mound of the Hostages, Tara (Ó’Ríordáin
1955; Mount 2013) or the flat cemeteries at Edmondstown, Co. Dublin (Mount and Hartnett 1993)
and Templenoe, Co. Tipperary (Doody 2009) are not comparable to Ballon Hill as sites. Ballon Hill
was clearly a cemetery complex incorporating both cemetery mound(s) or earthworks and graves
without covering mounds. It is also located on a hill with only Freestone Hill, Co. Kilkenny (Raftery
1969) with its cairn and later hillfort as a comparable site. Indeed, the location and setting of
Freestone hill as well as the construction of a later hillfort also resembles the proposed sequence of
events on Ballon Hill. The site was excavated in the late 1940s by Dr. Gerhard Bersu, then Professor
of Archaeology at the Royal Irish Academy. Owing to resource constraints, he excavated a sequence
of test pits across the hill recovering 8 pottery vessels and 18 burials as well as numerous flint and
bone artefacts. Freestone hill is located only some 25km to the southwest of Ballon Hill and it seems
likely that there was some influence between these two sites.
That being said, Dr. Bersu found burial evidence in or immediately beside the focal burial
monument; whereas at Ballon Hill there were burials in at least 3 separate locations. This included
the so-called ‘old-rath’ or burial mound, the top of the hill and the ‘neighbouring quarry to the top of
the hill’ (not counting the very unhelpful references to burials found following ‘Trials on other
spots’). Ballon Hill was more than a cemetery mound or flat cemetery, and not fitting into any term
or type-site used at present, it appears prudent to refer to it as a hilltop cemetery complex.
While Mount (2013, 184) has identified over 900 Bronze Age burial sites in Ireland, the vast majority
of these have a dozen or less graves. Mount (1997) found that the average number of burials
reported in cemeteries in the southeast of Ireland to be just four. Waddell (1990) took a
representative sample of 150 Bronze Age burial sites with reasonably well recorded information and
found the following relationship between the number of sites and number of graves. The research
carried out by BHAP found a minimum of 28 burials at Ballon Hill.
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Figure 23 Waddell (1990, 28) Sample of number of sites and graves (n=150)

This shows only 4 sites with more than 20 graves. Another recently excavated site at Templenoe, Co.
Tipperary was found to contain 57 pit burials (Doody 2009). To these five, we can add Ballon Hill
with its minimum of 28 burials.
The impressive pottery assemblage at Ballon Hill also sets it apart from most other Bronze Age burial
sites, not just in sheer numbers but also in variety. The minimum number of 24 Bronze Age funerary
vessels being one of the largest assemblages on the island of Ireland, Ballon Hill and Edmondstown,
Co. Dublin (Mount and Hartnett 1993) are the only sites in Ireland to contain bowls, vases and
cordoned and collared urns in the same cemetery.
Ballon Hill is a unique site not only in its numbers of burials and pottery vessels, but also in the
variety of pottery vessels, it’s setting on a hilltop, the variety of burial monuments and with an
associated large enclosure. The only other site with a recorded large enclosure earthwork, although
a later addition, surrounding some or part of the burial activity is at Freestone hill, Co. Kilkenny. All
of these findings demonstrate the exceptional importance and the extraordinary nature of Ballon
Hill as a burial site in Bronze Age Ireland.
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12. Conclusions and further work
The BHAP set out to gather all of the disparate information on Ballon Hill and begin to understand
the extent of the archaeological remains, the dating of the activity, the sequence of events and to
place Ballon Hill in its rightful place as a Bronze Age burial site of national importance. The project
found that there were an absolute minimum of 24 pottery vessels and arguably a minimum of 39
found on Ballon Hill. It also found that there is evidence for a minimum for 28 burials when the true
number is undoubtedly many multiples of this.
Three earthwork monuments were identified on the hill including the location of a 60m diameter
circular enclosure that appears to be the so-called ‘old-rath’. The ‘old-rath’ was clearly a burial
mound that contained a minimum of 5 cists, 3 burial pits, 8 funerary pottery vessels and 10 burials.
The second monument was a 30-40m circular to oval enclosure at the top of the hill. This was
probably also a Bronze Age burial monument, possibly an embanked barrow; however, this
interpretation remains quite tentative at present. The third monument was an enclosure
surrounding the southern portion of the top of the hill and is approximately 160m north-south and
120m east-west. This enclosure probably represents a hillfort and may be late Bronze Age in date
but again this interpretation remains quite tentative. It is important to note that further work is
required to test and refine these interpretations.
The pottery assemblage was found to date to the period 2200-1500BC with a concentration around
2020-1920BC. This appears to suggest that Ballon Hill was primarily a burial site dating to the early
Bronze Age; however, as the middle and late Bronze Age progresses it becomes quite uncommon for
any grave goods, including pottery, to be interred along with the remains. It is entirely conceivable
that many of the pits and burial deposits that were described in the 19 th century publications were
middle to late Bronze Age in date.
While much has been revealed as a result of Phase 1 of the BHAP, much work remains. This includes
but is not limited to:









Further work on Cloghan-na-marbhan
Locating the cists moved to Ballykealy house as described in the 19 th century publications
Geophysical survey
Acquiring and processing detailed Lidar data for Ballon Hill
The possibility of acquiring Richardson Smith’s or Lecky’s diaries of works on the hill
Genealogical search of J. Richardson Smith, Norman D Smyth and descendants
Researching the possibility that the large enclosure (RMP CW013-124) is the inner enclosing
element of a much larger enclosure
Further research into sites, monuments and artefacts from Ballon and its neighbouring
townlands.
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Appendix 1- The pottery report

The prehistoric pottery from Ballon Hill, Ballon, Co. Carlow

Summary
Extensive mid-nineteenth century investigations at Ballon Hill produced a very large assemblage of
early Bronze Age pottery including several intact or near complete vessels. At least 23 vessels are
represented including four bowls, 13 vases, two vase urns, a single collared and three cordoned urns.
The only non-ceramic grave goods recorded, a bronze razor-knife and three smooth natural pebbles,
came from a grave containing a vase and a vase urn. Despite the poor record of burial context and
association this is one of the largest and most important early Bronze Age funerary assemblages in
Ireland and is a very significant addition to the understanding of contemporary settlement in Carlow
and the southeast.

The landscape context
Ballon Hill (130m OD) is a prominent low oval knoll in low, very gently undulating terrain c. 3.5 km to
the west of the River Slaney. Higher ground to the west, south and east places Ballon roughly at the
centre of a wide natural amphitheatre highlighting the hill’s dominance of the local landscape. A
long, low N/S ridge to the west around Nurney that rises in points to over 200m. To the south (8–
12km) are the Blackstairs Mountains on the Carlow-Wexford border with the closer hills of Kilbraugh
(408m), Croaghaun (457m), Greenoge (426m) and John’s Hill (365m), and beyond the peaks of The
Black Banks (640m), Black Rock Mountain (599m) and Mount Leinster (796m). Hilly terrain around
Coolkenna on the opposite side of the Slaney in Wicklow includes prominent hills at Aghowle (400m
and 422m), Barnacashel (318m), Gowle (359m) and Cronelea (358m).
It is clear that Ballon Hill was the principal focus for communities within this enclosed landscape
throughout the early Bronze Age (2200–1600 BC).

Brief history of discovery
Investigations on the hill and hill slopes at Ballon were conducted during late 1853 and early 1854 by
J. Richardson Smith who was then staying with his brother-in-law, John James Palatine Lecky, of
Ballykealey House, Co. Carlow. The work was clearly prompted by a large number of earlier
accidental discoveries of so-called ‘fictile vessels’. Smith carried out extensive works although, in
truth, these were neither controlled nor systematic (P. O’Neill 2006, 38). In all he recovered over
twenty intact or substantially represented vessels. These discoveries excited considerable attention
including the interest of the noted antiquarian the Reverend James Graves (Anon. 1888). Graves
(1852–53) published an extensive account of Smith’s endeavours including extracts from Smith’s
journal. Several of the vessels “were sent by Mr. Smith to the Great Industrial Exhibition of 1853 9,
forming one of the most interesting groups of the many which adorned the Court of Irish Art.”
(Graves 1852–53, 301, note 3) Further work, including during July 1855, was also reported by Graves
9

Held in exhibition pavilions erected on Merrion Square in Dublin (12 May to 31 October). The Ballon Hill material was in
the Hall of Irish Antiquities.
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(1855), while Mr. Lecky (it is not clear if this is John James Palatine Lecky or his son John Frederick
Lecky) also carried out investigations (possibly in July 1866) and, although no pottery was found,
these revealed important funerary evidence consisting of cremation deposits in small cists (Graves
1867).
The bulk of the pottery was donated by Colonel Frederick Beauchamp Lecky to the National
Museum of Ireland, through contact with Liam Gogan, then Assistant in the Irish Antiquities Division,
in June 1928, as well as a small collection of bronzes and other material found in or near Ballon
(Mahr 1930, 73–74). Later research by Breandán Ó Ríordáin (1959) discovered three further vessels
in the British Museum that had been donated by N. D. Smith of Beechcroft, Kilmington, Devon.
In 1997 the Old Carlow Society received, by post, a small bespoke display case containing a
bronze razor-knife and two small smooth pebbles (CCM07 85A-D, see below, and Catalogue: Vessels
13, 17); this has a label signed by J. R. Smith, and probably inscribed in his own hand, indicating that
the contents were from a burial discovered at Ballon Hill on 24 July 1855 (P. O’Neill 2006, 39). The
case and its content are now housed in the Carlow County Museum.

The nineteenth century investigations
It is clear that Richardson Smith followed an eccentric sequence in his investigations frequently
switching from one portion of Ballon Hill to another. A considerable amount of confusion results
from his imprecision in describing the location of, and spatial relationship between, the areas he
excavated (see N. O’Neil 2012). Indeed, the accounts of the work are largely based on Graves’
reading of his diary; a more detailed account supposedly kept by Smith was apparently lost soon
after the works were carried out (“that having lent it to a friend, he has never since got it back.”
[plus ça change!], Graves 1852–53, 299).
Nevertheless, it is apparent that Bronze Age material was recovered from several separate
locations; this included cists with or without pottery and/or direct evidence for burials, as well as
apparently unaccompanied pottery and cremation deposits. Even without detailed records all of this
evidence is consistent with established early Bronze Age funerary traditions (Mount 1995; Grogan
2004). The specific locations from which pottery or burial evidence was recovered include beneath
the large glacial erratic called ‘Cloghan-na-marbhan’ which is located on the lower northern slopes
of the hill (CW013-065-----), on ‘the top of the hill’, in or beside a quarry close to the hilltop (at least
two of these are still identifiable c. 100m to the SSE, and 100m to the northeast), and in and beside
‘the old rath’.
The ‘rath’ was the most prolific location, certainly in relation to the pottery-associated burials.
There are, however, two fundamental questions in relation to this site: where was it located and
what was the nature of the monument? The most convincing location for this site is a circular
enclosure (CW013-67-----) on the lower northern slope of Ballon Hill; this was identified by the
Ballon Hill Archaeology Project and is visible on aerial photography (http://www.bing.com, and
http://maps.osi.ie/publicviewer.ie) as a circular crop mark c. 60m in diameter.

Discovery and context
As noted above J. Richardson Smith’s curiosity was certainly engaged by earlier recovery of
prehistoric pottery vessels at Ballon Hill. Indeed, it is clear that the investigations by Smith revealed
other pottery that has not been preserved. Portions of his diary, published by Graves (1855, 274–
75), make reference to some of this material: on 26 July 1853 he recorded “… and fragments of urns
2

of three patterns; ..”, 28 July “… found two pieces of pottery of the same description as the urns
formerly found”. On 3 January 1854 Smith recorded that “in the afternoon a very large fictile vessel
was discovered beneath the roots of a fir tree, which had grown completely through it in every
direction; got the tree taken down, and filled a large tray with the fragments of the urn, which are in
too mutilated a condition to be ever put together; but there can be no doubt it was the largest yet
found”. Again on 17 January “the men worked again in the rath, and soon discovered a very large
urn filled with bones and charcoal. The condition of this vessel was so fragile that nothing remains
but a trayful of fragments. From indications I have seen to-day I conceive that there may be another
layer of urns in the rath, under a second or lower pavement”. Graves (1852–53, 300–301)
Graves (1852–53, 296–97) suggested that “as far back as the memory of the present generation
reaches, discovery had been made, everywhere over the surface of the hill, of what the peasantry
called "pans" or "crocks," which, containing nothing but calcined bones, were invariably broken,
when the usual did not change the bones into gold. Large numbers of fictile vessels had been
destroyed in planting the trees with which the hill is now partially covered. One man said he had
smashed four perfect urns in a day, another (a quarry-man) reported that he had broken eleven
found close together in the quarry opened on the top of the hill.” Graves (1852–53, 297) also
referred to material found during Richardson Smith’s investigations at “another spot, also, a fine urn
was found embedded in sand, but it could not be preserved. At a subsequent period, when I myself
was present, similar fragile remains of fictile vessels were turned up, at the end of this boulder
stone, externally.”
It is impossible to make an accurate estimate of the actual numbers of vessels discovered both
before and during Smith’s work. However, it is clear that this greatly exceeded the number of extant
pots and may have been at least twice the number.

Primary treatment
According to Graves (1852–53, 302) “in many cases the fictile vessels discovered on Ballon Hill were
merely sun-dried, and mouldered away when exposed to the air10. Most of the urns were but half
baked, and to preserve them Mr. Smith found strong size to be very useful; he dipped the vessels
into the size and then allowed them to dry.” The nature of the ‘size’ used is unknown although both
gypsum and animal gelatine based mixtures would have been common at the time. In
correspondence with Rev. Graves the excavator, J. Richardson Smith, reported (from his diary entry
for 30 July 1855 referring to an inhumation burial) “It coming on to rain heavily in the afternoon,
removed many of the bones; they were in a very fragile state, so I had a quantity of gelatine
dissolved, and steeped them in it, and, on drying, found them quite hard” (Graves 1855, 275). In
view of this suggestions of, possibly extensive, contamination it would be incautious to consider
absorbed residue or Lipid analysis without further research.
No.

Type

Condition

Graves

Other publication

Museum Reg.

1

Tripartite bowl

Intact

pl. 1:2

Ó R + W 1983, 90, no. 121, fig. p182

NMI 1928:430

2

Tripartite bowl

Intact

pl. 2:10

Ó R + W 1983, 90, no. 120, fig. p181; A 1912, fig. 317

NMI 1928:435

3

Tripartite bowl

Intact

—

Ó R + W 1983, 90, no. 122, fig. p182; A 1912, fig. 316

NMI 1928:437

4

Bipartite bowl

Intact

—

Ó R + W 1983, 90, no. 102, fig. p178; A 1912, fig. 315

NMI 1928:438

5

Tripartite vase

Intact

—

Ó R + W 1983, 90, no. 402, fig. p238; A 1912, fig. 541b

NMI 1928:440

6

Bipartite vase

Intact

pl. 1:5

Ó R + W 1983, 90, no. 462, fig. p253

NMI 1928:432

10

This observation on the original firing was incorrect: all of the Ballon Hill vessels are well-fired.

3

7

Bipartite vase

Intact

pl. 2:8

Ó R + W 1983, 90, no. 463, fig. p253

NMI 1928:433

8

Bipartite vase

Intact

pl. 2:9

Ó R + W 1983, 90, no. 464, fig. p253

NMI 1928:434A

9

Bipartite vase

Intact

pl. 2:11

Ó R + W 1983, 90, no. 465, fig. p253

NMI 1928:436

10

Bipartite vase

Sherds

—

Ó R + W 1983, 91, no. 466, fig. p253

NMI 1928:447

11

Bipartite vase

Intact

pl. 1:1

Ó R + W 1983, 91, no. 461; fig. p253; Ó R 1959, 32, pl. I:1

BM 1920. 11–9, 2

12

Bipartite vase

Intact

pl. 2:7

Ó R + W 1983, 91, no. 460, fig. p253; Ó R 1959, 32, pl. I:2

BM 1920. 11–9, 3

13

Bipartite vase

Intact

pl. 3:13

Ó R + W 1983, 91, no. 459, fig. p253; Ó R 1959, 32–3, pl. II:3

BM 1920. 11–9, 4

14

Plain vase

Intact

pl. 1:4

Ó R + W 1983, 91, no. 630, fig. p286

NMI 1928:431

15

Ribbed vase

Intact

—

Ó R + W 1983, 91, no. 609, fig. p283; A 1912, fig. 541a

NMI 1928:439

16

Vase urn

Intact

pl. 2:6

Brindley 2007, 337, no. 13, fig. 158-II

NMI 1928:443

17

Vase urn

Intact

—

Brindley 2007, 337, no. 14, fig. 158-II

NMI 1928:446

18

Collared urn

Rim/collar

—

K 1976, 345, no. 22, fig. 18

NMI 1928:441

19

Cordoned urn

Rim only

—

K 1976, 345, no. 21, fig. 18

NMI 1928:442

20

Cordoned urn

Intact

298, pl. 1:3

K 1976, 358, no. 8, fig. 26; A 1912, fig. 541

NMI 1928:444

21

Cordoned urn

Rim/neck

—

K 1976, 358, no. 9, fig. 27

NMI 1928:445

I

Food Vessel

One sherd

—

—

NMI 1928:434B

II

Food vessel

One sherd

pl. 3:12

—

—

Table 1. The early Bronze Age pottery from Ballon Hill, Co. Carlow

Previous study and publication
The Ballon Hill material has received considerable scholarly attention. Soon after the initial stage of
the investigations Graves (1852–52), in describing some of the circumstances of discovery,
illustrated 13 of the pottery vessels (Nos 1–2, 6–9, 11–14, 16, 21 and 23). In only two instances
(Table 1, Nos 13 and 21), however, was Graves able to identify a direct association between the
pottery and specific burials. Abercromby (1912), in his major foundation study of Bronze Age pottery
in Britain and Ireland, illustrated six examples (Nos 2–5 and 15). The acquisition of part of the
ceramic collection by the National Museum of Ireland was published by Mahr (1930, 73–74) while
research by Ó Ríordáin (1959) identified three further vessels in the British Museum. In her corpus of
Irish collared and cordoned urns Kavanagh (1976) dealt with four Ballon Hill vessels (Nos 18–21),
while in 1984 Longworth, in his study of collared urns in Britain and Ireland, included reference to
the Ballon Hill vessels Nos (his 2218–19). Waddell (1990, 51–53) provided a brief description of the
site and associated ceramics; he also made passing mention to Vessel 21 in his re-assessment of the
Cordoned Urn Tradition (Waddell 1995, 116, fig. 11.2:14). Ó Ríordáin and Waddell (1993), in their
seminal study and corpus of Irish food vessels, described and illustrated 15 of the Ballon Hill pots
while Sheridan (1993) contributed an important section on aspects of the production process,
typology and petrological analysis (the latter including Vessels 1 and 10). Although not dealing
specifically with Ballon Hill Mount’s (1997) comprehensive research into Early Bronze Age burials in
the southeast of Ireland provides a very significant backdrop to the nature and context of the
material. Brindley’s (2007) invaluable assessment of the chronology and typology of Early Bronze
Age pottery makes reference to several of the Ballon Hill pots while also including Vessels 16 and 17
in her Inventory of Irish vase urns. More recently, Pat O’Neill (2006) detailed the sequence of events
from the initial discoveries to the acquisition of the bronze razor-knife, and the publications relating
to Ballon Hill history and archaeology, while Nial O’Neill (2012) has provided a very useful review of
the nineteenth century investigations.

4

The Ballon Hill pottery
Whatever about the particular details of location or association the pottery demonstrates a
continuity of funerary activity starting at the beginning of the Bronze Age (c. 2200BC) with Bowl
Tradition burials, through burials containing vessels of the Vase Tradition (c. 2000–1800BC), to
collared urns and vessels of the Cordoned Urn Tradition (extending to c. 1500BC). Unaccompanied
cremations, including some in small cists, may reflect a continuation of burial into the middle Bronze
Age (after 1600BC; Grogan 2004) although there is no pottery of this date.

The Bowl Tradition
The nineteenth century investigations produced four bowls (Nos 1–4). Regrettably, little is known
about their contexts or grave associations. All four vessels are well-made and of good quality fabric.
Nos 2-4 contain dolerite and occasional mica inclusions; dolerite, and more specifically Tertiary
olivine-dolerite, is one of the most common materials added to Bronze Age ceramic clays and, while
primary deposits occur principally in the northeast of Ireland, outcrops and glacial deposits of this—
and macroscopically similar basalt—occur much further to the south and west (Sheridan 1993, 66).
Thin-sectioning of Vessel 1 (by Professor James Brindley, UCD) revealed a complex admixture of
inclusions (chlorite schist, biotite schist and a small quantity of granite) as well as sandgrade (very
fine) particles of the same material; Brindley (see Sheridan 1993, 67, 72, pl. 4H, fig. 15C) suggested
that while the ultimate sources for these materials are diverse all would have been available in local
glacial drift deposits such as gravels. While the external surfaces were smoothed, generally prior to
decoration, inclusions are occasionally visible. Some abrasion to the base of Vessel 2, and extensive
light wear to the entire external surface and base of No. 4, suggests that neither of these pots was
new at the time of deposition.
Parallels for the form and decorative arrangements of individual pots are provided in the
Catalogue but some general observations can be made here. Scored lines or grooves, animal bone
impressions and false-relief saltire (X-shaped) motifs replicate decoration common on Bowl Tradition
pottery. The combination of panels of vertical and horizontal lines on Vessel 4 was identified by
Sheridan (1993, fig. 20) as common especially in mid- and east Ulster but rare in the southeast
although there are examples from Kilmurry, Co. Kilkenny, and Kerloge, Co. Wexford (Ó Ríordáin and
Waddell 1993, fig. p176:92; Roche 2004, vessel 13).

Regional context
Sheridan (1993, 57, fig. 25) identified Vessel 1 as an example of one of the most distinctive form
of bowl—her globular biconical type. She identified these as having a particular distribution in midand south Leinster. More recent discoveries in Kildare have emphasised the concentration in
Leinster and especially centred in the fertile lowlands between the upper reaches of the Barrow and
Slaney (Fig. 2; Table 2). These include at least six vessels from Moone and examples from Timolin
and Burtown Big (Grogan and Roche 2009a; Brindley 2007, 60; Ó Floinn 1989/90; Cagney and O’Neill
2009; Grogan and Roche 2009b).
Amongst the clustered distribution of early Bronze Age burials in this area the record is
dominated by bowl associations including cemeteries at Graney West, Halverstown, Ploopluck and
another in Moone townland, all Co. Kildare, which also contain unaccompanied crouched
inhumations (Mount 1998; Ó Ríordáin 2002). Pottery, including sherds from two bipartite vases and
five vase urns, came from apparently domestic contexts at Ballymount (McCarthy 2009; Grogan and
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Roche 2009d), as did sherds from a bowl at Ballyvass (Tobin and O’Connell 2009; Grogan and Roche
2010).

Site
County
No.
Type
Ó R+W fig
Ballon Hill
Carlow
1
Tripartite
182:121
Vermount
Carlow
1
Ribbed
213:274
Tobinstown
Carlow
1
Ribbed
Chapelizod
Dublin
1
Ribbed
216:287
Glassamucky
Dublin
1
Bipartite vase
262:512
Graney West
Kildare
1
Ribbed
217:294
Moone
Kildare
5
Tripartite
Moone
Kildare
1
Ribbed
Timolin
Kildare
1
Tripartite
Burtown Big
Kildare
1
Tripartite
Graney West
Kildare
1
Tripartite
189:158
Luggacurran
Laois
1
Ribbed
218:301
Tankardsrock
Louth
1
Tripartite
191:168
Martinstown
Meath
1
Ribbed
221:319
Martinstown
Meath
1
Tripartite
193:178
Fourknocks
Meath
1
Tripartite
221:315
Crowinstown
Meath
1
Tripartite
220:208
Doon
Meath
1
Ribbed
Drudgeon
Tyrone
1
Tripartite
195:193
Altanagh
Tyrone
1
Ballyvadden
Tyrone
1
Tripartite
194:185
Rathbennett
Westmeath 1
Tripartite
201:213
Redmondstown
Westmeath 1
Anomalous bowl
230:363
Bollinready
Wexford
1
Tripartite
203:219
Drumgold
Wexford
1
Tripartite
Kilmichael
Wexford
1
Ribbed
Dillonsdown
Wicklow
1
Tripartite
204:224
No. number of vessels
Ó R+W fig Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, fig. page

Other publication
This report. No. 1
Prendergast 2011b
Cahill 2011b

Grogan and Roche 2009a
Grogan and Roche 2009a
Ó Floinn and O’Connor 2012
Grogan and Roche 2009b

Prendergast and Lucas 2011
Prendergast and Lucas 2011

Barron 2011
Williams 1986

Prendergast and Ó Ríordáin 2011
Grogan and Roche 2013a
Power 2011
Price 2011

Table 2 Biconical bowls (after Sheridan 1993 with additions).

The Vase Tradition
This dominates the Ballon Hill assemblage which produced at least 11 vases and two vase urns;
other pottery (Group I11) may represent a further vase (Table 1). In general these are well-made and
evenly fired vessels and include some fine examples, such as Nos 8, 10 and 13, as well as two
exceptional pots, Nos 5 and 16.
In seven examples (Nos 5, 8, 14–17) angular pieces of crushed dolerite—probably Tertiary olivinedolerite—(generally ≤ 5 x 4mm) formed the sole or principal stone inclusion; three vessels (Nos 6–7
and 9) contained mainly quartz and mica while lesser quantities of sandstone (Nos 7, 9 and 16) and
quartzite (No. 16) occurred in some examples. Chlorite schist from Vessel 5 was also identified in a
bowl (No. 1). Thin-sectioning of pottery from Vessel 10 (by Professor James Brindley, UCD) identified
“Caledonian hornblende-appinite12, most probably obtained from the local drift in pebble form”
11

Group numbers (Roman numerals) refer to sherds of distinctive fabric from a vessel where the overall form is not
identifiable principally due to the absence of sufficient feature (rim/ neck/ shoulder) sherds.
12

As with dolerite and basalt this is a basic igneous rock.
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(Sheridan 1993, 72). The nearest primary source for this material is about 25km to the northeast in
the Kilranelagh-Kiltegan area; Brindley (quoted by Sheridan 1993, 66) suggested that glacial erratics
of hornblende-appinite occur around Ballon Hill and “that if potters were seeking out dark greenish
pebbles for temper – for whatever reason – then this material would resemble the much-used
Tertiary olivine-dolerite.” While it is difficult to draw any very detailed conclusions from this
information it is clear that the Ballon Hill pots were made nearby from locally sourced material.

Vases
The Ballon Hill complex produced at least 11 vases (Nos 5–15) and possibly two further examples
(Groups I–II) (Table 1). Amongst these there is a single tripartite (No. 5) and eight bipartite vases
(Nos 6–13, including a miniature example (No. 13), a plain example (No. 14) and an unusual ribbed
vase (No. 15). Individual comparisons for the pots are provided in the Catalogue.
As noted above the vessels are generally well-made and of good quality fabric. In appearance
some of these are very handsome vessels—Nos 8, 10 and 13—and No. 5 is of exceptional quality.
The somewhat battered Vessel 11 may also have been of very good quality. However, the
production skill is varied: No. 8 for example, while suffering some distortion—to an oval crosssection—after deposition was, despite its appearance, somewhat carelessly made although this was
masked by more careful finishing and finely applied decoration. Other vessels distorted in this way
include No. 6, while Nos 7 and 14–15 have oval sections that appear to be original and these had,
perhaps, lost there more truly circular form during the drying process and prior to firing.
Most of the vessels retain evidence for a fine slurry finish—the application a thin, inclusion-free,
clay wash to the exterior to provide a smooth exterior and mask inclusions appearing on the surface.
On Vessel 9 this has completely worn away exposing the primary surface; it is improbable that this
consistent wear all over the pot could have occurred post-deposition so it is possible that this was
already well-used prior to burial. This type of—non-domestic—wear and abrasion was noted for two
of the Ballon Hill bowls (Nos 2 and four above); at Carrig, Co. Wicklow, a worn and damaged vase
was placed on its side at the bottom of a fine octagonal cist—held in position by a skull fragment—
presumably to hide the damage from mourners (Grogan 1990).

General typology and dating
The main group of bipartite vases (Nos 6–13) share very similar overall profiles. They have generally
short everted rims, rounded bipartite body profiles and flat, unfooted bases. Occasional further
embellishments include applied lugs on Nos 6 and 13, and a prominent, pinched-up rib on the belly
of No. 8. As Brindley (2007, 184–86, fig. 60) has shown this form belongs to the early phase of vase
development (her Stage 1); this has a chronological range of c. 2020/1990–1920 cal. BC. In the
context of the Ballon Hill complex this suggests that this group could overlap in use with all of the
bowls including the biconical example (No. 1).
The elegant, angular tripartite vase (No. 5) was identified by Sheridan (1993, 57, fig. 26) as
belonging to a well-defined group with a concentration on the southeast. These exceptionally fine
pots demonstrate very considerable potting skills and this is reflected in the precision of the
decoration. Indeed, vessels of this high quality offer a plausible argument for the existence of at
least some specialist potters. Vessel 5 belongs to Brindley’s (2007) more developed Stage 2; this has
a range of c. 1920–1830 cal. BC (Brindley 2007, 259–60, fig. 104) although it should be stressed that
few of this type have been dated.
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The plain vessel, No. 15, while probably part of, or at least contemporary with, the Vase Tradition
does not conform with any specific type (Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 91, ‘anomalous vessel’).
There is slightly conflicting evidence from the wider association of broadly comparable pots. A
similar vessel came from Dungonnell, Co. Antrim (Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 85, fig. p286: 628).
An undecorated bipartite vase came from within a cist in a cemetery mound at Termon, Co. Cavan;
this was directly associated with a more conventional bipartite vase (Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993,
93, fig. p283: 607). At Moone, Co. Kildare, a similar plain intact pot was positioned beside the head
of a crouched juvenile inhumation: a contemporary cremation also occurred in the pit grave (Hackett
2009; Grogan and Roche 2009a). The arrangement of the burial and its presence within the Moone
cemetery of bowl associated graves may indicate some affinity with the Bowl Tradition, or at least
within the broader food vessel family. Plain, more tub-like vessels have come from a number of early
Bronze Age sites. At Mitchelstown, Co. Cork, this was associated with a unique ‘face mask’ footed
pot—dated to 1916–1696 cal. BC, UB-6743—post-dated a cordoned urn deposit (Kiely and Sutton
2007; Grogan and Roche 2013b, 315–16).
There are similar problems of affinity and chronology in relation to the unusual ribbed vessel, No.
15 which Ó Ríordáin and Waddell (1993, 91) described as an ‘anomalous vase’. While ribs are a
common feature of vases the very close-set, prominent, angular examples at Ballon Hill are difficult
to parallel. Some affinity with cordoned urns is possible and the sharply undercut ribs can be
compared to similar cordons on a vessel from Killycreen, Co. Antrim (Kavanagh 1976, 356, fig. 25: 5).
However, the filled running chevrons on the inner face of the rim, which can be closely paralleled on
the exterior of Vessel 5, support the argument that this is an unusual vase.

Decoration
With the exception of Nos 7 and 15, where the lower body is undecorated, the undecorated outer
rim of No. 6, and the entirely plain vessel No. 14, the vessels bear all-over external ornament; Nos 5–
12 and 15 also have decoration on the internal face of the rim. As is the case throughout the Vase
Tradition there is a great deal of variation within the Ballon Hill assemblage. Nevertheless, it is
possible to identify appropriate parallels for all of the vessels (see the Catalogue for details).
In general two broad forms of decoration are represented. In the first—Nos 5, 7–9, 11 and 13—
the decoration occurs in tightly arranged, banded horizontal panels; the decoration on these is
usually carefully and evenly applied. The second form is represented by Nos 6, 10 and 12. On Nos 6
and 12 parts of the upper portion of the vessel has narrow, but undefined, bands while the lower is
dominated by vertically arranged decoration of chevrons or opposed filled triangles. The entire
upper portion of Vessel 10 has neatly applied, vertically arranged running chevrons while the lower
has alternating filled triangles. Both decorative forms are widely occurring within the Vase Tradition
and especially on vases and neither appear to be have any discernible regional or chronological
pattern.

Vase urns
There are two vase urns (Nos 16–17) from the cemetery complex but neither the precise location
nor the circumstances of discovery are known. Both appear to have been found intact (see Graves
1852–53, pl. 2:8, for Vessel 16).
Vessel 16 is a very fine pot with an unusual bulbous profile, a short concave neck, pedestal-like
lower body and flat footed base. It has bounded horizontal panels on the rim, neck and upper body;
these are filled with thumbnail (apparently made by an individual with large hands) and whipped
8

cord13 impressions. The lower body has a looser, generally unbounded, arrangement of both
whipped cord and comb14 impressions. Vessel 17 is a much larger, and originally sturdier vessel
(although it is now more fragile), of a more developed type (Brindley’s 2007, Stage 2). The all-over
decoration consists a variety of motifs formed deep stab marks, made perhaps with a piece of
obliquely cut bone, incised lines and whipped cord impressions; these are arranged in generally
unbounded panels.
While neither of the pots is dated Brindley (2007, 204–206, figs 76-I) placed Vessel 16 in her
Stage 1 of vase urn development (1850/30–1800 cal. BC) and Vessel 17 into Stage 2 (1800–1700 cal.
BC). These burials indicate some degree of continuity from the earlier vase phase into a more
developed stage of the early Bronze Age.

Collared urn
Ballon Hill produced a single collared urn, Vessel 18; only the rim and part of the upper neck of this
inverted vessel were recovered (Graves 1852–53, 300) when this grave was investigated, apparently
in the vicinity of the ‘rath’ on 2 January 1854. Decoration consists of both twisted cord and subrectangular bone impressions; motifs include bands of bone impressions and vertical cord lines,
filled alternating triangles and lattice.
This appears to be the only example of this type from county Carlow (Kavanagh 1976) although
there is a small number from the surrounding counties (see Grogan and Roche 2009c, illus. 1).

Cordoned urns
There are three cordoned urns from Ballon Hill (Nos 19–21); while Kavanagh (1976, 345) included
Vessel 19, of which only part of the rim and neck survive, in her corpus of collared urns it is more
probably, based on the rim form and decoration, a cordoned urn. Vessel 20 is almost complete and
there is a substantial portion of No. 21, now in sherds (which had been incorporated into a complete
reconstruction, now broken). Parallels for the individual urns are provided in the Catalogue.
Vessels 19–20 have relatively open twisted cord impressed decoration consisting of a panel of
horizontal lines on No. 19, and horizontal lines and an open chevron pattern on No. 20. Brindley
(2007, 228–29, 290-92, fig. 89) identified these simple motifs as characteristic of her Stage 3 (1570–
c. 1500 cal. BC). Vessel 21 is plain; there are several undecorated cordoned urns including examples
from Kilcroagh, Co. Antrim, Knockast, Co. Westmeath, and Smarmore, Co. Louth, (Williams et al.
1991–92; Hencken and Movius 1934; Lucas 2012). Of these only Kilcroagh is dated (3420±70 BP,
1940–1530 cal. BC, OxA-2673).

Non-ceramic grave goods: the associations with Vessels 13 and 17

13

Whipped cord (or sometimes ‘impressed bound stamps’, Brindley (2007, 337)) are made with a short (c. 10–25mm long)
stick or animal bone wrapped around with fine twine or cord.
14

Short (c. 15–30mm) denticulated tools, like a hair comb, are commonly used to decorate prehistoric pottery; in the case
of this vessel the ‘teeth’ are pointed rather than having the more usual short rectangular imprint.
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The only non-ceramic grave goods from J. Richardson Smith’s investigations came from a single
polygonal cist which also produced vase No. 13 and an ‘urn’ (identified in this paper as vase urn No.
17). When the capstone of this structure was removed it appeared that the cist was filled with fine
sand; a bronze razor-knife (CCM07 85B) came from close to the surface of this fill. Further into the
fill, but at an unrecorded depth, the vase (Vessel 13) was discovered. Although the description is
sparse it appears to have stood upright and contained a small amount of cremated bone. Graves
(1852–53, 298) recorded that a large, intact, inverted vessel—very probably, but not certainly, No.
17—occurred “at a greater depth in the sand” (i.e. than Vessel 13). When this pot was lifted
“beneath it were seen, placed in a triangular position, three small smooth pebbles surrounded by a
few pieces of burned bones, and a little impalpable white powder; of the pebbles one was white,
one black, and the third (which is much smaller than the other two) of a greenish tinge, spotted with
a darker shade” (the black and white pebbles are, respectively, CCM07 85C and D, while the other
‘greenish’ pebble is now lost).
Other than being apparently found in the same grave there is little recorded evidence to
determine the precise relationship between these deposits. Was, for example, the cist re-opened to
insert the vase, and was the razor-knife actually associated this later burial? Or, could all of the items
belong to a single funerary event? An interesting parallel is provided by a burial at Coolnaboy, Co.
Wexford, on the lower reaches of the Slaney valley; here a vase urn was placed inverted on the floor
of a pit while a vase was inverted and rested on the upturned vase urn base (Cahill 2012, fig. 3.213).
The main part of the cremation (that of an adult aged at least 30–35 years, possibly male), and part
of a burnt bronze pin stem, was contained in the vase urn but a very small amount of bone had also
been placed in the vase.
By analogy, therefore, it is possible that the Ballon Hill grave was used on a single occasion for an
elaborate burial ritual. The presence of grave goods, other than pottery vessels, in this grave also
marks it out as special within the Ballon Hill complex although we must accept that within the
standard of expertise available at the time other small artefacts could have been overlooked. Bronze
razors or razor-knives—small-bladed, either single- or double-edge, implements not unlike, perhaps,
a simple, modern, multipurpose blade like a penknife—are the most common non-ceramic grave
offerings in the Irish early to middle Bronze Age (c. 1800–1400BC) and are also a common type in
western and central Europe throughout the Bronze Age (Jockenhövel 1971; 1980). Research on
these in Ireland has described 44 Irish examples and has identified a particular, although not
exclusive, association in burial with cordoned urns and especially male graves (Kavanagh 1991, fig.
25; Waddell 1995); more recently Mount (2013) has referenced two more recent discoveries. In
addition 11 matrices in stone moulds for casting these implements have been indentified; these
include examples from the hoard of stone moulds from Killymaddy, Co. Antrim (Coghlan and Raftery
1961), which also have matrices for side-looped socketed spearheads of the type found in the
vicinity of Ballon Hill and donated by the Lecky family to the National Museum of Ireland in 1928 (P.
O’Neill, 2006; N. O’Neill 2012; Grogan and Roche 2014). This material forms part of the KillymaddyActon Park technological phase at the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age (Eogan 1964, 268–72;
Burgess 1980, 126–29, fig. 3.12).
While corrosion has removed some important features of the Ballon Hill razor-knife it appears to
have had a single blade. A short stump on the butt suggests that it had a tang within which there
may have been one or two rivet holes to aid securing the handle onto the tang. The blade probably
had a broad tang. The object is similar to examples from, for example, Carrowjames, Co. Mayo
(Raftery 1938–39; Kavanagh 1991, fig. 28:20–21), and two others from Kilmore, Co. Westmeath
(Prendergast 1960; Kavanagh 1991, fig. 30:31–32) (see Catalogue for details). As noted above
razors/razor-knives have a particular association with cordoned urns; however, at Knockast, Co.
Westmeath, a grave (no. 14) containing a vase and a vase urn (both inverted) produced a razor from
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amongst the cremated bone (a young adult male) in the vase urn (Hencken and Movius 1934;
Kavanagh 1991, 98, fig. 30:31).
These small-bladed implements have almost universally been accepted as razors as they are
generally too thin to have had any more robust function, and the thin blades can be readily resharpened. “These artefacts are extremely sharp and the metal is very thin. There seems little doubt
that they could have served as razors” (Kavanagh 1991, 85; see also Harding 2008; Mount 2013).
Practical experimentation has confirmed that they certainly could be used for shaving (Kavanagh
1991, 85) but that they were probably not used on an everyday basis. Kavanagh (1991, 87) has
suggested these were not personal grooming tools but that their owners may have acted as a type of
Bronze Age ‘surgeon-barber’ providing special services “to the community in the carrying out of
rituals and funerary rites”.
The three small, naturally water-rolled pebbles (CCM07 85C-D, and a third now lost; see
Catalogue for details) were found beneath the open inverted mouth of the urn (taken here to be
vase urn No. 17) “placed in a triangular position” (Graves 1852–53, 298). The inclusion of pebbles in
early Bronze Age graves has been recorded at several sites including Martinstown, Co. Meath, with a
single bowl or vase sherd (Prendergast and Lucas 2011, 360–61), an encrusted urn burial in the
Mound of the Hostages cemetery at Tara, Co. Meath (O’Sullivan 2005, 185), and a cist in the flat
cemetery at Donaghmore, Co. Meath (Roche 1995), with bowl sherds. It is probable that these
natural, but attractive, stones were picked up because of both their strikingly smooth surfaces and
distinct colour; in particular quartz may have been perceived as having magical or therapeutic
powers.

Burials without associated ceramics
Throughout the accounts by J. Richardson Smith published by Graves (1852–53) he refers to both
cists that contained cremation but no pottery as well as what appear to have been pit burials or
unprotected cremation deposits. For example on 23 June 1853 Smith recorded that “After various
trials on other spots, which resulted in the discovery of many beds of bones and charcoal only, the
work was resumed on the site of the rath, where a great layer of burned bones and charcoal was
lighted on” (Graves 1852–53, 298). Again, on 24 December “found many more pits, with many bones
and deep beds of charcoal—no urns. " (Graves 1852–53, 300) On 10 January 1854 "Commenced
digging again at the upper side of the rath—found a large cist most carefully built, and covered with
a flag. The cist contained only large bones and charcoal. Replaced the covering flag.” (Graves 1852–
53, 300) Later, Lecky recorded finding a number of smaller cists, with maximum dimensions of
around 0.45m, that produced cremations (Graves 1855, 274–75).
Both inhumations and simple cremations without associated grave goods, in cists, pits or
unprotected scatters, are a feature of early Bronze Age funerary traditions and occur as isolated
burials or in cemeteries (Grogan 2004, tables 3–5). For example, of the 10 graves in the cemetery at
Baunogenasraid, Co. Carlow, in a re-used Neolithic mound, only one produced pottery while another
contained a plano-convex flint knife (Table 3; Raftery 1969). These burials included those of both
adults and children. Unaccompanied cremations in pits, but occasionally in small cists as in the reuse of the wedge tomb at Baurnadomeeny, Co. Tipperary, become the norm in the middle–late
Bronze Age. It is possible, therefore, that some, at least, of these types of burial at Ballon Hill reflect
the use of the cemetery into later prehistory.
General discussion
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It is clear, despite the apparent deficiencies in the record, that Ballon Hill was an exceptionally
important focus for early Bronze Age funerary traditions. Although the details are unclear it appears
that there may have been as many as four separate clusters of burials—individual cemeteries—on
the hill and it is appropriate to describe these disparate elements as a cemetery complex. These are
rare but include Fourknocks, Co. Meath (Hartnett 1957; 1971), which is also one of the exceptional
hilltop cemeteries. While there are other exceptions, such as the Hill of Tara (O’Sullivan 2005), most
early Bronze Age burials are not located in prominent locations. The choice of Ballon Hill, and its
protracted use during the early, and possibly into the later part of the Bronze Age denotes a
particular significance, not just for the location but for its prominence within the surrounding
landscape.
The twenty one plus vessels from Ballon Hill is also a very impressive record but there are other
ceramic-rich cemeteries. The Mound of the Hostages at Tara, Co. Meath, produced over 25 vessels
(O’Sullivan 2005). Over 30 pots were recovered from the 24 graves in the cemetery at Cloghskelt, Co.
Down (Flanagan 1974; Waddell 1990, 76, fig. 41; Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 102–103; Brindley
2007, 339), while another antiquarian discovery, on the Hill of Rath, Co. Louth, is reputed to have
involved up to 200 ‘urns’ (Waddell 1990, 111–13). A small number of encrusted and cordoned urns
are preserved (Kavanagh 1973; 1976) while recent excavations within 250m to the east and
northeast have recovered further cordoned urn burials (Duffy 2002).
There have been considerable additions to the record since Mount (1997, 136–37, fig. 28)
enumerated the variety of Bronze Age pottery from the southeast. These discoveries are largely a
result of motorway and ancillary works such as link roads. The major operations in the region—the
N9/N10 and the M11—do not pass close to Ballon Hill but produced very important new data that
help to inform the regional context. Amongst the results is the identification of a significant
cemetery complex in the Moone-Timolin area of county Kildare. New discoveries such as the bowl
dominated cemetery at Moone (see above; Grogan and Roche 2009a) can be added to another bowl
cemetery in the same townland (Ó Ríordáin 2002), a cemetery mound at Timolin (with a plain vase;
Breen 2002), and two isolated burials, one containing, unusually, both bowl and vase pottery, in the
same townland (O Floinn and O’Connor 2011). There are bowl burials in the cemeteries at Wells and
Baunogenasraid, Co. Carlow (Waddell 1990, 54–55; Raftery 1974), and Graney West, Co. Kildare
(Mount 1998). Both bowls and vases were recovered from the mound at Coolgrange (‘Freestone
Hill’), Co. Kilkenny (Raftery 1969), and there is an important vase-dominated flat cemetery at
Paulstown 1, Co. Kilkenny (Roche and Grogan 2009). In addition to these there are significant
numbers of individual burials containing bowls and vases (Fig. 1); the concentration of early Bronze
Age activity in this area, at the southern of a swathe of intensive settlement that stretches through
north Leinster north along fertile fringes of the Wicklow Mountains in Kildare, west Wicklow and
Dublin into east Meath, is particularly evident when viewed at a national level (Grogan and Roche
2009c, illus. 8).
This dense local and regional pattern is further emphasised by other, broadly contemporary,
elements of the Vase Tradition—vase and encrusted urns (Fig. 1; Grogan and Roche 2009c, illus. 9);
the latter is the only major early Bronze Age funerary type not represented at Ballon Hill. This
absence is inexplicable but it is apparent that Ballon Hill is at the southernmost edge of the main
north Leinster concentration with a gap in the burial record to the south between this site and
another focal area in east and south Wexford, and in south Waterford.
In the final stages of the early Bronze Age (c. 1800–1500 BC, and, indeed, later) the funerary
record is increasingly dominated by collared and cordoned urns (Fig. 2). The Ballon Hill collared urn is
one of a small scattering of examples in the region—an area well outside the principal concentration
of this pottery type in the northeast. Cordoned urns are widely represented although the gap in their
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distribution immediately to the south has been emphasised by recent discoveries—at, for example,
Drumgold and Moneytucker (Grogan and Roche 2013c; Roche 2005) in south Wexford.

Conclusions
The cemetery complex at Ballon Hill produced a significant number of impressive early Bronze Age
burials and a spectacular array of fine pottery and is of national importance. However, within the
antiquarian records there are tantalising glimpses of an even more impressive funerary record
located over extensive portions of the hill but apparently concentrated into several discrete
cemeteries. It is imperative that every possible avenue of research should be pursued to further
elucidate this rich representation of Bronze Age communities in the area.
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cInh

b



YA♂

Flat cemetery

Pit

Cr

©



A♀

Pit

Cr

©



?

Strawhall

1

Strawhall

2

Prendergast 2011a

Ó Ríordáin 2011
Cahill 2011a
Prendergast 1945
Urn sh

?
Mount 1998
covering of stones

Tinryland

Single grave

Pit

Cr

v

?

disturbed

MacSween 2009

Tobinstown

Single grave?

?

?

b

?

?

disturbed

Cahill 2011b

Vermount

Single grave

Cist

2Inh

b



2A♀



Prendergast 2011b

Cist cemetery

Cist

?

‘urn’

?

?

3 conjoined cists

Waddell 1990, 54–55

Wells

1a

Wells

1b

Cist

Inh

b

?

?

Wells

1c

Cist

Inh

-

-

inf 1.5

Inh inhumation cInh crouched
Cr cremation
A adult
Number grave number
sh vessel represented by sherds
b bowl
v vase
© vase urn
© encrusted urn
 plano-convex flint knife
fl flint

A♀ adult female
A♂ adult male
ch child
Prot protected burial
© cordoned urn
mv miniature vase

inf infant

Table 3. Bronze Age burials from county Carlow (sources: Waddell 1990; Cahill and Sikora 2011, with
additions).
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CATALOGUE

The thickness refers to an average dimension; where relevant a thickness range is indicated. Vessel numbers have been
allocated to intact vessels or pottery where some estimation of the form of the pot is possible, or where the detailed
evidence of featured sherds (e.g. rims, shoulders), decoration or fabric indicates separate pots. Group numbers (Roman
numerals) refer to sherds of distinctive fabric from a vessel where the overall form is not identifiable principally due to the
absence of sufficient feature (rim/ neck/ shoulder) sherds. Individual sherds that could not be definitely ascribed to either
category are described separately; these may come from further pots that are not, however, included in the calculation of
the minimum number of vessels. Except where specifically stated the inclusions were examined using simple magnification
and in some cases attribution reflects probable, rather than certain, identification; it should be noted that as many of the
vessels were intact close examination of the exclusions was not always possible. Fragments are small sherds (generally less
than 10mm square) where only one surface has survived while crumbs are very small pieces (≤ 5 x 5mm) generally without
surviving surfaces.
Worn: some wear damage to surfaces and edge breaks
Much worn: considerable wear damage
Abraded: very considerable wear resulting in loss of surfaces
Inclusions: low content: less than 15%, medium: 15–25%, high: more than 25%
S sandgrade = very fine particles less than 0.1mm in maximum dimensions
R. rimsherd
N. necksherd
Sh. Shoulder
B. bodysherd
N/A measurement or description not possible

Early Bronze Age Bowl Tradition
Vessel 1. NMI 1928:430
Largely intact but partly reconstructed tripartite bowl (some small portions of the upper part of the vessel are
absent); the reconstruction includes a complete rim to base profile although much of the rim decoration is
obscured. The internally bevelled rim has an angular outward protrusion. The neck is straight and inturned and
the concave belly is defined by rounded, pinched-up ribs. The lower body narrows to an unfooted flat base.
Fine-walled, hard, loose textured fabric with a high content of mainly quartzose greywacke sandstone
inclusions (≤ 5 x 3mm) but with an admixture of chlorite schist, biotite schist and a small quantity of granite
(Sheridan 1993, 72, identification through thin sectioning by Professor James Brindley, UCD). Although wellmade and finished there are numerous inclusions visible on the external surface. Traces of fire blackening
occur on part of the internal rim surface. Colour: orange-brown/black-brown/orange-brown. Neck thickness:
6.74mm; body: 6.82mm; weight: 660g.
Max. external rim diameter: 130mm
Height: 116.7mm.

Max. external body diameter: 156mm

Base diameter: 56.4mm

Internal decoration on the rim top consists of a running chevron defined by two incised lines and combimpressed fill. Oblique scores occur on the outer rim face.
External Two horizontal scored grooves occur immediately beneath the rim. The neck has a panel defined by
false-relief chevron lines created with alternating triangular impressions; this is filled with closely spaced,
vertical comb-impressed lines separated into sections with evenly spaced, false-relief ‘saltire’ (X-shaped)
motifs. The outer faces of the ribs have vertically arranged, closely spaced, scored V-shaped lines forming a
‘herring-bone’ pattern and are emphasised by scored horizontal lines. A panel on the upper part of the body
mirrors that on the neck. The lower body has a band of four horizontal scored grooves occur while a line of
oblique scores occurs on the outer face of the base-angle.
Base A blank incised cruciform motif is defined by four lunate panels with impressed line fills.
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Comment This vessel is of a distinct biconical form previously identified by Sheridan (1993, 57) as having a
particular distribution on the southeast.
Graves 1852–52, pl. 1:2
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 90, no. 121, fig. p182
Sheridan 1993, 57, 72, fig. 25, pls 3–4

Vessel 2. NMI 1928:435
Intact tripartite bowl but with some filler along the rim and vertical cracks; the vessel has been slightly
distorted to an oval profile, probably after deposition. The slightly pointed rim has a steep internal bevel and
occasional but irregular outward expansion. The upright neck is very gently concave and the belly is defined by
two widely spaced pinched-up ribs while the gently convex body narrows gradually to a much abraded but
possibly slightly footed flat base. Externally smooth, compact, loose textured fabric with a medium content of
dolerite and occasional mica inclusions. Colour: orange-brown/N/A/orange-brown. Neck thickness: N/A; body
N/A; weight: 845g.
Max. external rim diameter: 133 x 128.5mm (c. 130.5mm)
Base diameter: c. 71.5mm
Height: 109.15–113.30mm.

Internal decoration The rim bevel has closely-spaced oblique lines of broad toothed comb.
External Most of the surface is decorated with a distinctive square-toothed implement with gradually
decreasing tooth size. The neck and belly have alternating bands of closely spaced vertical and horizontal
applied lines: because of the square tooth comb this is a quite subtle arrangement. These bands are regularly
divided by false relief vertical motifs formed by opposed lunate impressions. On the body there are alternating
bands of vertical and very slightly curved horizontal lines that extend to the foot.
Comment The ornament on this vessel is distinct and unusual but similar treatment occurs on examples from
Butlerstown, Co. Waterford, and Kilcattan, Co. Derry (Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, figs p199:205, p214:280).
Abercromby 1912, volume 1, fig. 317
Graves 1852–52, pl. 2:10
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 90, no. 120, fig. p181

Vessel 3. NMI 1928:437
Largely intact tripartite bowl but partly conserved and now in four pieces; filler has been applied to portions of
both the inner and outer surfaces as well as the rim. The rounded, upright rim has a steep internal bevel. The
gently concave neck is slightly inturned and the gently concave belly is defined by two pinched-up ribs. The
rounded body narrows to a low footed base. Hard, slightly brittle, fabric with a loose texture and a medium
content of dolerite inclusions (≤ 6.3mm) and occasional small mica flecks. The surface has been smoothed but
is uneven in places with protruding inclusions. Traces of a blackened accretion occur on the inner surface and
there is slight sooting on the exterior. Colour: orange-light brown/brown-black/orange-brown. Neck thickness:
7.61mm; body 7.62mm; weight: 520g.
Max. external rim diameter: 114mm

Base diameter: 59mm

Height: 96.7mm.

External decoration Short oblique scores occur on the outer edge of the rim. The neck has a panel of opposed,
broad, flattened, U-shaped impressions bordered, top and bottom, by two lines of wavy, irregular scored
horizontal lines. Two rows of similar opposed U-shaped impressions on the belly fringe a band of broad,
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oblique comb impressed lines. On the upper part of the body are five lines of wavy, irregular scored horizontal
lines. with, beneath, a panel of alternating filled and blank triangles of scored lines. The external face of the
foot has a single row of angular, arc-shaped impressions.
Abercromby 1912, volume 1, fig. 316
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 90, no. 122, fig. p182

Vessel 4. NMI 1928:438
This intact bipartite bowl has considerable external wear. The rounded, everted rim has a convex internal
bevel. The gently convex neck is slightly inturned and a rounded broad rib occurs on the belly. The rounded
body extends to a flat unfooted base. The hard fabric has a loose texture; although few inclusions are visible
on the surface these appear to of dolerite with occasional small mica flecks. Colour: orangebrown/N/A/orange-brown. Neck thickness: c. 8.26mm; weight: 677g.
Max. external rim diameter: 134mm

Base diameter: 70mm

Height: 98.15mm.

External decoration The neck ornament is bordered top and bottom by horizontal scored lines; within there
are two blank bands with a central band of closely spaced oblique scores bordered by scored horizontal lines.
The belly has a simple chevron (‘herringbone’) panel consists of bands of oblique scores on the upper edge
with vertical scores beneath. Three scored horizontal lines on the upper body are followed by a chevron panel
mirroring that on the belly. The lower body has a band of six scored horizontal grooves that extend to the foot.
Comment There is extensive, but reasonably even, wear over the external surface; wear to the foot and base
further indicate that this was from use prior to deposition. The decorative arrangement can be widely
paralleled and Sheridan (1993, fig. 20) has identified several examples including one from Kilmurry, Co.
Kilkenny (Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, fig. p176:92).
Abercromby 1912, volume 1, fig. 315
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 90, no. 102, fig. p178

Vase Tradition: vases
Vessel 5. 1928:440
Complete and largely intact tripartite vase but now with four sherds detached from the rim; filler has been
applied to some cracks. This is a very fine, elegant vessel with expertly applied decoration. There is a high
(45.13mm), sharply everted round-topped rim, a short cavetto neck, angular belly and straight to very gently
concave body that narrows to an unfooted flat base. The fine fabric has a smooth external finish and there is a
low content of dolerite and chlorite schist inclusions (≤ 6 x 4mm). Colour: buff to grey-buff/dark grey/greybuff. Rim thickness: 7.65mm; neck: 8.05mm; body: N/A; weight: 1,065g.
Max. external rim diameter: 178mm Max. external belly diameter: 160mm Base diameter: 92.8mm
Height: 153.6mm.

Internal decoration The internal rim face is divided into three broad circumferential panels. The upper and
lower panels consist of a lozenge motif formed by opposed oblique broad whipped cord lines; the lower
extends over the junction with the neck. The middle panel is defined by pairs of continuous whipped cord lines
with a central running false relief chevron formed by sharp, opposed triangular impressions. Closely spaced Vshaped impressions occur along the outer rim edge.
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External On the upper part of the outer rim surface is a high chevron motif formed by opposed oblique broad
whipped cord lines. The lower rim, neck and belly have alternating bands of horizontal whipped cord
impressed lines and false relief chevrons formed with alternating triangular impressions. The body is divided
by three triple rows of whipped cord lines into three high panels. The upper is of contiguous, filled, whipped
cord lozenges, The second consists of partly filled triangles created by a chevron of three to four lines of
oblique whipped cord lines: this cleverly creates small, blank, alternating triangles. The lower panel, that
extends to the foot, is of opposed, alternating whipped cord filled and blank triangles. The same whipped cord
implement was used throughout; this appears to be c. 18mm in length.
Comment Although undated Brindley (2007, fig. 61:i) placed this vessel in her Stage 2 (1920–c.1830 cal. BC).
Sheridan (1993, 57) identified this as belonging to a distinctive group of fine, angular, tripartite vases (see
Discussion above). From the description published by Graves (1852–53, 301), who did not illustrate it, this may
be the vessel discovered on 16 January 1854 (apparently at, or near, the ‘rath’): “Having been prevented
yesterday from going to the hill, the men worked by themselves, and at night brought me down by far the
most perfect and beautiful urn yet found. It is impossible to give an idea of the rich beauty of the patterns
which adorn this splendid work of art. In shape it differs from all the others, resembling two urns, one placed
on the top of the other.”
Abercromby 1912, volume 2, fig. 541b
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 90, no. 402, fig. p238
Sheridan 1993, 57, fig. 26

Vessel 6. 1928:432
Complete and largely intact lugged bipartite vase but with filler applied around a single refitted rimsherd. The
pointed, everted rim has a broad (17.43mm) internal bevel; there is a concave neck and short rounded belly
narrowing to a low, footed flat base. The belly is accentuated by five evenly spaced applied vertical lugs. The
fine fabric has a generally smooth external slurry finish and there is a low content of quartzite and mica
inclusions (≤ 5 x 3mm). There is some chipping on the rim and surface wear to the outer body surface and the
base. Colour: red- to buff to brown-buff/N/A/grey-brown. Neck/body thickness: N/A; weight: 518g.
Max. external rim diameter: 130.5 x 135.4mm (distorted, probably after deposition)
Base diameter: 68mm
Height: 108.5mm.

Internal decoration on the rim bevel is evenly, but irregularly, divided into four narrow circumferential panels
defined by scored lines and filled with short radial and slightly oblique impressed lines.
External The rim and upper part of the neck are plain.; the lower neck has three very gently oblique, broad
scored lines. The belly has three—and occasionally four—low pointed ribs pressed up by deep scored
horizontal lines; these are marked, along the top edge and occasionally on the lower, by short, closely spaced
vertical or oblique impressions. Five evenly spaced vertical applied lugs occur on the belly; the outer faces each
have three deep vertical scores. Most of the body is covered with vertical bands of scored, nested chevron
motif but over part of the circumference this is replaced with a nested, vertical zigzag motif.
Comparisons see No. 12
Graves 1852–53, pl. 1:5
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 90, no. 462, fig. p253

Vessel 7. NMI 1928:433
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Intact bipartite vase but with areas of applied filler on vertical and horizontal cracks. Small, neat, if slightly
crudely made vessel with a sharply everted angular rim that has a broad (18.52mm) internal bevel. The
inturned neck is straight to slightly concave neck; the flat, faceted, belly narrows through a straight to very
gently concave body to a flat, footed, short pedestal base. There appears to be a low content of quartzite, mica
and occasional sandstone inclusions (≤ 5 x 3mm). Colour: light brown-buff/N/A/light grey-brown. Neck/body
thickness: N/A; weight: 558g.
Max. external rim diameter: 131.5 x 122mm (distorted, probably after deposition but the oval base suggests
that it originally had an oval shape)
Base diameter: 61.8 x 58.8mm
Height: 101.2mm.
Internal decoration on the rim bevel is divided into three circumferential bands by two deep, irregularly scored
lines; these are filled with short lentoid stab marks. On the inner band these are generally radial while those on
the other bands are oblique. The flat outer rim edge has close set vertical scores.
External The outer face of the rim is plain. The neck is divided into four bands defined by deep scored
horizontal lines. The upper two and the lowermost of these are filled with close set lentoid to teardrop-shaped
stab marks (made with the same implement used on the bevel);the third band, which is slightly higher, has two
rows of close set, rounded triangular stab marks. The flat broad facet of the belly has a band framed by two
irregular, deeply scored horizontal lines; on a single short section of the circumference (c. 70mm long) this is
filled with close set vertical to slightly oblique scored lines. A row of (now very faint) triangular impressions
occur on the pedestal.
Graves 1852–53, pl. 2:8
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 90, no. 463, fig. p253

Vessel 8. NMI 1928:434A
Substantially intact bipartite vase but with several areas of applied filler; there is a single detached sherd. The
fabric, finish and decoration are of good quality. The everted rim has a broad inward sloping face. The gently
convex neck widens to a narrow rounded belly which has a single pinched-up rib; the gently convex body
narrows to a slight foot. The hard fabric has a loose matrix but the external surface has been carefully
smoothed slurry finish; there is a high content of inclusions, principally dolerite (≤ 4.2mm). Colour: orange to
light brown/dark grey/grey-brown. Body thickness: 7.95mm; weight: 575g.
Max. external rim diameter: 134.2 x 138.2mm (distorted in grave but also by crude reconstruction)
Max. belly diameter: 146mm
Base diameter: 60.9 x 59.5mm
Height: 108mm.

Internal decoration on the rim face consists of rows of short oblique scores along the inner and outer edge
bordering a wider band of close set, deep radial scores.
External A row of false relief chevrons, formed by alternating triangular impressions, occurs on the flat outer
edge of the rim. The outer face of the rim has two narrow panels of opposed scores bordered with scored
horizontal lines. On the neck a panel of elongated false relief chevrons is banded top and bottom by bands of
herringbone formed by opposed rows of oblique scores. Along the upper face of the rib is a band of oblique
scores while the under face has a band of herringbone. The middle of the rib is accentuated with a deep
horizontal scored line. The body has two further panels of elongated false relief chevrons bordered by narrow
bands of oblique scores and herringbone.
Comment Another sherd from the same habitat is clearly from another vessel (see Group I below).
Graves 1852–53, pl. 2:9
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Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 90, no. 464, fig. p253

Vessel 9. NMI 1928:436
Substantially intact bipartite vase partly restored with refitted sherds and areas of applied filler; two sherds are
detached from the body. Although now worn the external surface appears to have been smoothed over while
the internal surface is rough; the base is abraded. The everted rim has a broad (23.34mm) inward sloping face.
The gently convex neck widens to a rounded belly and a gently concave body narrows sharply to a slight foot.
The hard fabric has a loose matrix but the external surface has a carefully smoothed slurry finish; there is a
medium content of quartzite, mica and occasional sandstone inclusions (≤ 5 x 3mm). Colour: grey- to brownbuff/dark grey/grey-brown. Neck thickness: 9.19–10.80mm; body: 7.88mm; weight: 697g.
Max. external rim diameter: 160 x 151mm (originally slightly oval but distorted in grave)
Max. belly diameter: 164–165mm
Base diameter: 65.22 x 64.04mm
Height: 120.95mm.

Internal decoration on the rim consists of three deep, broad, rounded grooves forming two circumferential
‘ribs’.
External On the neck eight deep, broad, rounded grooves give a slightly ‘rilled’ appearance; these form narrow
bands that are filled with (now) faint, shallow oblique scores. A slightly wider band on the belly a chevron
motif of close set opposed scores. Narrow bands of faint oblique scores, mirroring those on the neck, fill the
body but with two wider panels of single scored chevrons, and oblique lattice scores.
Graves 1852–53, pl. 2:11
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 90, no. 465, fig. p253

Vessel 10. NMI 1928:447
Large portion of a fine quality bipartite vase now in large sherds and many fragments (one large rim/bodysherd, three base-anglesherds, one base-angle fragment, six bodysherds, 48 fragments and 69 crumbs).
The everted rim has a broad, slightly convex, inward sloping face. The gently convex neck widens to a rounded
belly and a gently concave body narrows to an unfooted flat base. The hard, friable fabric with a loose matrix.
The inclusions consist of “Large angular fragments (up to 5 x 4mm) of Caledonian hornblende-appinite, most
probably obtained from the local drift in pebble form” (Sheridan 1993, 72). The external surface has been
carefully smoothed. Colour: orange-brown/dark grey/orange-brown. Neck thickness: 6.11mm; body: 5.74–
6.80mm; weight: 256g.
Max. external rim diameter: c. 110mm
Height: N/A.

Max. belly diameter: 164–165mm

Base diameter: c. 70mm

Internal decoration on the outer edge of the rim face consists of short oblique scores.
External The upper two-thirds of the vessel is covered with a chevron motif of alternating oblique scores
forming a loose herringbone pattern. The blends neatly into large filled triangles forming a filled running
chevron on the lower body.
Comment Sheridan (1993), based on analysis by James Brindley, suggested that the ultimate source of the
inclusions were c. 25km to the northeast in the Kilranelagh-Kiltegan area. While the decoration is unusual good
parallels are provided by vases from Bealick, Co. Cork, Corradrum, Co. Galway, and Letterkeen, Co. Mayo (Ó
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Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 94, 111, 122, nos 474, 519, 554, figs p255, p264, p272). All three are dated within
Brindley’s (2007, 254–59) Stage 1 (c. 2020//1990–1920 cal. BC).
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 91, no. 466, fig. p253
Sheridan 1993, 72

Vessel 11. BM 1920. 11–9, 2
Intact but partly restored bipartite vase (see Comment); damage to the rim and a vertical split in the upper
body, are clearly indicated in Graves (1852–53, pl. 1:1) illustration. The everted rim has a broad inward sloping
face. The gently convex neck widens to a rounded belly and a gently convex body narrows sharply to a flat
unfooted base. The external surface has been carefully smoothed. Colour: orange-brown/dark grey/orangebrown. Neck/body thickness: N/A; weight: N/A.
Max. external rim diameter: 131mm

Base diameter: 58mm

Height: 117mm.

Internal decoration on the rim consists of a close set chevron motif of opposed scored lines.
External A row of short scores occurs along the outer edge of the rim; on the outer face is a band of close set
vertical scores with, beneath, narrow bands of chevron and short vertical scores defined by scored horizontal
lines. The main panel on the neck consists of a fringed vertical line motif; Below, on the belly, is a panel filled
with two rows of short vertical scores bordered by narrow bands of close set chevrons. A high panel on the
upper body is fringed with rows of U-shaped, thumbnail, impressions and is filled with an open oblique lattice
of broad scored lines. The lower body has five narrow bands of short vertical or oblique scores and a wider
panel with two rows of close set chevrons.
Comment In his treatment of this vessel Ó Ríordáin (1959, 32) noted that it was damaged by fire in the British
Museum during the Second World War: “The upper body is greatly discoloured and blackened”. Comparison
with Graves’ (1852–53, pl. 1:1) illustration suggests that it is this, rather than original, damage that resulted in
the application of a strip of flat wire and filler.
Graves 1852–53, pl. 1:1
Ó Ríordáin 1959, 32, pl. I:1
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 91, no. 461, fig. p253

Vessel 12. BM 1920. 11–9, 3
Intact, partly restored bipartite vase of medium quality but with a well smoothed external surface. The
pointed, everted rim has a flat inward sloping bevel. The gently convex neck widens to a rounded belly and the
convex body narrows sharply to a flat pedestal base. Colour: red-brown/N/A/red-brown. Neck/body thickness:
N/A; weight: N/A.
Max. external rim diameter: 111mm

Base diameter: 50mm

Height: 114mm.

Internal decoration Two opposed rows of short oblique scores form a running chevron on the bevel.
External The neck and outer rim face has a row of overlapping filled triangles of scored lines; these are
highlighted, above, by an intermittent arrangement of oblique scored lines. The lower neck has three bands
crudely defined by deeply scored horizontal lines; the upper bands are filled with closely set vertical to slightly
oblique scores. The lower band, which extends onto the belly, has two opposed rows of short oblique scores
forming a running chevron mirroring that on the rim bevel. The lower belly and the main part of the body are
divided into high, vertical panels by pairs of close set, scored vertical lines filled with short, close set scores.
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The main panels irregularly composed, opposed filled triangles and, occasionally, by broad, vertical, chevron
motifs of broad scores. A band of irregular chevron occurs on the lower body. The pedestal has a band of
intermittent, lightly scored, horizontal lines and a row of close set vertical scores.
Comparisons see No. 6; Drumanespick, Co. Cavan (Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 92, no. 469, fig. p254)
Graves 1852–53, pl. 2:7
Ó Ríordáin 1959, 32–33, pl. I:2
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 91, no. 460, fig. p253

Vessel 13. BM 1920. 11–9, 4
Small (miniature) intact bipartite vase in very good condition. The rim is rounded and sharply everted with an
inward sloping bevel. The neck is straight and slopes outwards to a short rounded belly while the straight-sided
body narrows sharply to a flat unfooted base. There are five evenly spaced, applied vertical lugs on the belly.
Colour: N/A/N/A/ N/A. Neck/body thickness: N/A; weight: N/A.
Max. external rim diameter: 90mm

Base diameter: 38mm

Height: 67mm.

Internal decoration on the bevel consists of four rows of short incised lines; the two inner rows are defined by
deep, scored circumferential lines.
External The decoration is neatly applied and carefully arranged. A row of oblique scores occurs on the flat
outer rim face. The neck and most of the body have narrow looped bands bordered with deep scored lines and
filled with close set scored lines; the scores are oblique and are arranged in alternating directions. These bands
appear to deliberately imitate rope or cable. Above the belly these are arched while beneath they are
pendant; a narrow pinched-up rib occurs on the belly. The looped bands are arranged in panels to coincide
with the evenly spaced, applied vertical lugs. The lugs are decorated with scored lines. The pedestal of the
base has three narrow bands defined by scored horizontal lines and filled with close set oblique scores.
Comparisons A similar vessel came from the cemetery at Toberagnee (Lyles Hill), Co. Antrim (Ó Ríordáin and
Waddell 1993, fig. p252:454)
Graves 1852–53, 298, pl. 3:13
Ó Ríordáin 1959, 32, pl. II:3
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 91, no. 459, fig. p253

Associated material
The blade of a bronze razor-knife (CCM07 85B) was recovered in a fill of fine sand immediately beneath the
‘large’ capstone of what appears to have been a fine polygonal cist (Graves 1852–53, 298); the vase (No. 13)
was identified at a slightly lower level. An account of the fortuitous re-discovery of this, and the pebbles
apparently associated with Vessel 17 (below), was provided by P. O’Neill (2006, 39).
Length: 88.31mm; maximum width: 23.95; maximum thickness: 3.10mm; weight: 24g.
Small, generally oval, bronze blade that is much corroded but now conserved; one face is well-preserved.
There is a broad flat midrib that extends to narrow flanged edges. Only a small portion of the edge of the
implement is preserved but this appears to be thicker than the evident cutting edge and it appears that it may
have had only a single blade. At the butt there is a small central projection flanked by two roughly
hemispherical indentations: while it is tempting to see these are remnant rivet holes with a central tang none
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of these has preserved edges and they do not appear to be genuine features. The blade more probably had a
broad tang. The object is similar to razors/ razor knives from, for example, Carrowjames, Co. Mayo (Raftery
1938–39; Kavanagh 1991, fig. 28:20–21), each with a single rivet hole in the tang, two more from Kilmore, Co.
Westmeath (Prendergast 1960; Kavanagh 1991, fig. 30:31–32), that each have a pair of rivet holes set in a
broad tang, and a simple tanged example from Altmore, Co. Tyrone (Kavanagh 1991, fig. 29:28). Most of these
have very thin, undifferentiated, cross-sections but the Altmore example has a thin, lozenge-shaped section,
while one of the Kilmore blades (Kavanagh 1991, no. 31) has a broad flat midrib similar to that of Ballon Hill.
Comment This grave was found on 23 June 1853 although the label on the presentation case states ‘Found on
Ballon Hill, Co. Carlow – June 24th 1853 by J. R. Smith’. Graves (1852–53, 298) described it as “lamellar15
javelin-head, or dagger-blade of bronze .... very much corroded”. A larger vessel ("of less striking form and
ornamental design", probably No. 17) was inverted on the cist base. Both vessels contained small quantities of
cremated bone while three small smooth pebbles came from the mouth of the larger example (see below).

Vessel 14. NMI 1928:431
Intact plain vase but with three sherds detached from the base and some filler on vertical cracks. This thickwalled plain vessel is oval in shape. As this is a consistent feature of the mouth, belly and base, and given the
irregular shape of the rim, it appears to reflect careless manufacture. The rim is rounded but with an irregular
and intermittent internal bevel. The pot has a biconical profile, a rounded, inturned neck, rounded belly and
body and a flat base with a slight foot. The external surface is well-smoothed but in inner is rough.
Colour: buff to red-buff/dark grey/buff. Body thickness: c. 11.53mm; weight: 1,102g.
Max. external rim diameter (oval): 130.1 x 136.4mm
Max. external diameter (belly): 147.2 x 152.1mm
Base diameter: 85.3 x 87.9mm
Height: 135.1mm.

Comment At Moone, Co. Kildare, a similar plain intact pot was positioned beside the head of a crouched
juvenile inhumation: a contemporary cremation also occurred in the pit grave (Hackett 2009; Grogan and
Roche 2009a). The arrangement of the burial and its presence within the Moone cemetery of bowl associated
graves suggests some affinity with the Bowl Tradition. A small number of plain vessels of this type have been
recorded including examples from unknown contexts (Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, fig. p289: 644, 646).
Graves 1852–53, pl. 1:4
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 91, no. 630, fig. p286

Vessel 15. NMI 1928:439
This is an unusual, intact ribbed vase; it has undergone two stages of ‘repair’, the first consisting of a coarse,
cement-like application to the ribs while the second is of the same buff-brown filler used on most of the other
vessels. The rim is everted and the inward sloping face is worn and irregular. The neck is straight and upright
while the body is gently convex and narrows gradually to a flat, unfooted base. The neck has four applied
horizontal ribs or cordons producing a rilled effect; the cordons are undercut sharply providing the appearance
of overlapping. The vessel is thin-walled of light, porous fabric. Where preserved the outer surface is very
smooth and was finished with fine slurry while the inner is rough; there is some internal sooting near the rim.

15

Graves appears to use the term ‘lamellar in its basic sense—a thin sheet of metal.
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There is a medium content of crushed dolerite inclusions (frequently over 7.95mm). Colour: buff to yellowbuff/N/A/grey-brown. Body thickness: N/A; weight: 1,025g.
Max. external rim diameter (oval): c. 164 x 174mm

Base diameter: 89mm

Height: 164–65mm.

Internal decoration is present on one part of the internal rim face; this is faint (and much less prominent than
indicated by Ó Ríordáin and Waddell’s illustration (1993, fig. p283).
External A chevron of running open triangles occurs on the broad outer face of the lowermost cordon.
Comment It is possible that this is the vessel found by J. Richardson Smith on 23 December 1853. According to
his diary entry for that date, published by Graves (1852–53, 300) “Tried the west, or upper side of the rath, and
soon found traces of great fires, and two very deep pits. The charcoal lay in deep beds; we found an urn seven
inches high, of a curious pattern, and ornamented by six raised hoops.” However, some caution is required
with this identification as Richardson Smith counted six, not four, ‘hoops’ while the vessel, at 165mm high, is
smaller than the ‘seven inches’ (177.8mm) he suggested. Unfortunately Graves did not publish an illustration
of this pot.
Abercromby 1912, volume 2, fig. 541a
Graves 1852–53, 300
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 91, no. 609, fig. p283

Other vessels
Group I. 1928:434B
This is represented by a single necksherd found with a bipartite vase (No. 8 above) but clearly not from that
vessel. Although this is a small sherd (21.9 x 14.2mm) the fabric and finish are consistent with the other food
vessels in the collection. The external surface is smooth and apparently burnished—a feature not noted on any
of the other vessel. The loose textured fabric had hard surfaces and a medium content of dolerite inclusions (≤
4mm). Colour: dark orange/dark grey-black/dark grey-black. Neck thickness: 8.4mm; weight: 2g.
External decoration Shallow scored lines on the external surface appear to represent a lattice pattern.

Group II. Apparently not preserved.
In addition to several complete vessels Graves (1852–53, pl. 3:12) illustrated what appears to be a single
rimsherd. This appears to measure c. 45 x 30mm. The engraving shows what appears to be an even top
surface, possibly a simple rim, and a gently convex body. While requiring considerable caution this may
indicate a simple bowl.
External decoration A row of what appear to be large U-shaped impressions occurs immediately beneath the
‘rim’ with a similar row on the ‘neck’; these are interspersed with two bands of close-set oblique scores.
Comment Similar rows of U-shaped impressions occur on Vessel 3 (an intact tripartite bowl, above).

Vase Tradition: vase urns
Vessel 16. 1928:443
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Elegant, complete, but broken, vase urn that includes the intact base and a large part of the body as well as a
large portion of the rim. The sharply everted has a flat top and a rounded outer edge. The short concave neck
expands into a deep, rounded belly. The body is gently concave and tapers sharply to a narrow footed base.
The hard, loose-textured fabric has a medium content of crushed dolerite, sandstone and quartzite inclusions
(≤ 4.5mm); while these are visible on the external surface it had been carefully smoothed. Brindley (2007, 337)
noted the similarity to vase fabric and its inadequacies for constructing a larger vessel. Slight traces of sooting
occur on the lower internal body surface. Colour: orange-buff to pink/dark grey/light grey-brown. Neck
thickness: 9.20mm; belly: 11.30mm; body: 8.55mm; weight: 2,238g.
Max. external rim diameter (oval): 190mm

Base diameter: 87mm

Height: 208mm.

Internal decoration Short, broad, radially set lines of whipped cord occur on the inner face of the rim.
External The neck and belly are divided into eight similar sized panels by broad, shallow lines. The upper neck
panel has vertical and oblique thumbnail impressions while the lower has segments of similar ornament
alternating with thick oblique lines of whipped cord. Similar oblique, and occasionally horizontal, lines of
whipped cord fill the upper three panels on the belly. The next two panels have vertically arranged, deep
thumbnail impressions (made by a person with large, possibly male, hands). Beneath is another panel with
oblique whipped cord lines; this is divided from the body by particularly well-defined groove. The body has
loosely arranged short, horizontal to oblique lines: some of these are of whipped cord (apparently the same
implement as that employed on the neck and belly) while others were created by a toothed implement with
close-set rounded teeth. Over most of the circumference this decorative arrangement extends to the base but
in one area, representing about one third of the surface, the decoration only occurs on upper part of the body
leaving a deliberately blank area.
Comment Although undated Brindley (2007, 204–5, fig. 72) placed this vessel in her Stage 1 of vase urn
development (1850/30–1800 cal. BC). The precise, somewhat bulbous profile is unusual but some comparison
can be made with an example from Caltragh, Co. Galway (Brindley 2007, 343, no. 46, fig. 158-IV). Brindley
(2007, 337) also pointed out the similar form of a vase from Ballyoskill, Co. Kilkenny (Prendergast and Ryan
2011; see especially Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1993, 116, no. 531, fig. p267)
Brindley 2007, 337, no. 13, fig. 158-II:13
Graves 1852–53, pl. 2:6

Vessel 17. 1928:446
This is a large intact vase urn in fragile condition16. Some buff-brown filler has been applied to vertical cracks. It
has a flat-topped, slightly inward sloping, high upright rim and a vertical neck with a prominent pinched-up
cordon. From a short angular belly the tall body narrows to a flat unfooted base. The hard, loose textured
fabric has a medium content of mainly dolerite inclusions (≤ 12.1mm). There is fine sooting on, and just below,
the rim and on the internal surface; this is a residue from the firing process. Colour: orange-brown/dark
grey/dark grey-brown to black. Neck thickness: 9.75mm; body: 10.84mm; weight: N/A 17.
Max. external rim diameter: 295mm

Base diameter: 120mm

Height: 345mm

Neck height: 85mm.

Internal decoration The rim top has radial and oblique, mainly tear-shaped, stab marks. There are two internal
cordons on the neck: both have rows of deep triangular stab marks.
16

While it was possible to view the interior of the vessel the condition prevented detailed examination.

17

This vessel is too fragile to weigh.
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External The high outer face of the rim has two rows of deep, oblique triangular to quadrangular impressions
while two similar rows occur on the neck above the cordon, with a single row of horizontal stab marks
beneath. There is a single row of quadrangular stab marks on the outer face of the cordon. The upper edge of
the belly has a band of close-set vertical lines of whipped cord. Immediately beneath the belly is a single
horizontal whipped cord line: the overlap point, where the line began and ended, is clearly identifiable. The
upper body has two rows of deep triangular stab marks with a panel of steep oblique lattice of deep scored
lines. Beneath this is a panel of filled alternating triangles framed above and below by a single row of triangular
stab marks. The main portion of the body, extending to the foot, is filled with a steep oblique lattice motif.
Comment It is possible, although not certain, that this was the vessel found inverted in the base of the same
cist as Vessel 13 (above) and described, but not illustrated, by Graves (1852–53, 298). Although undated
Brindley (2007, 206, fig. 76-I) placed this vessel in her Stage 2 of vase urn development (1800–1700 cal. BC).

Associated material
In describing this discovery Graves (1852–53, 298) states: “At a greater depth [than Vessel 13 above] in the
sand was found a larger urn inverted, of less striking form and ornamental design. On raising this larger vessel
from its inverted position, beneath it were seen, placed in a triangular position, three small smooth pebbles,
surrounded by a few pieces of burned bones, and a little impalpable white powder; of the pebbles one was
white, one black, and the third (which is much smaller than the other two) of a greenish tinge, spotted with a
darker shade.” The small display case containing the bronze razor-knife (see Vessel 13 above; P. O’Neill 2006,
39) had neat sunken compartment for three other items, two smooth pebbles and a third, smaller empty
compartment. The two extant examples match the description of the black (CCM07 85C) and white pebbles
(CCM07 85D) described by Graves. On the basis of Graves description, and the size of the empty compartment,
the third pebble may have had dimensions of c. 45 x 24mm.
Pebble (CCM07 85C) is black and spherical with an extremely smooth, almost polished, surface; it has an oval
cross-section slightly flattened on one face. Despite the fine surface this appears to be a naturally water-rolled
pebble. Length: 36.12mm; width: 28.47mm; thickness: 19.99mm; weight: 29g.
Pebble (CCM07 85D) is rounded, disc-shaped and light cream-brown in colour with a smooth, almost polished,
surface; it has a flattened oval cross-section. Despite the fine surface this appears to be a naturally waterrolled pebble, possibly of quartzite. Length: 32.96mm; width: 34.15mm; thickness: 12.37mm; weight: 21g.
Comment Small smooth pebbles have been reported in association with a number of early Bronze Age burials.
These include a ‘white’ pebble (40 x 30mm) from grave 1 in a flat cemetery at Martinstown, Co. Meath, with a
single bowl or vase sherd (Prendergast and Lucas 2011, 360–61); a D-shaped yellow quartz pebble from an
encrusted urn burial in the Mound of the Hostages cemetery at Tara, Co. Meath (burial 34, 32mm diameter,
O’Sullivan 2005, 185); and a polished stone from cist 3 in the flat cemetery at Donaghmore, Co. Meath (Roche
1995), with bowl sherds.
Brindley 2007, 337, no. 14, fig. 158-II:14
Graves 1852–53, 298
Collared urn
Vessel 18. 1928:441
Part of the rim and upper neck of collared urn; these have been heavily restored to present a complete
circumference. It has a wide (19.48–21.23mm), flat-topped, slightly inward sloping, rim and a high, gently
concave, collar and an upright, very gently concave neck. The thick-walled coarse fabric has a high content of
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large angular sandstone and dolerite inclusions (≤ 8.5mm). Although coarse both internal and external surfaces
were smoothed. Fire blackening, a residue from the firing process, survives on part of the rim and collar.
Colour: buff-orange to dark brown/N/A/ grey-brown. Collar thickness: c. 15.93mm; neck: 12.71mm; weight:
N/A.
Max. current rim diameter: c. 255mm

Surviving height: 129mm

Collar height: 81–84.5mm.

External decoration Three circumferential lines of thick twisted cord occur on the rim top. A well-defined
lattice of thick, alternating, vertical and oblique twisted cord lines occurs on the collar. The neck has two rows
of large, sub-rectangular bone impressions.
Comment This appears to be the vessel found on 2 January 1854 (on the west or ‘upper’ side of the ‘rath’):
“Resumed diggings, charcoal still abundant; in the afternoon found the rim of an urn of a very handsome
pattern. It stood reversed, but that portion of it which had been uppermost was gone; as the rim seems too
solid to have decayed away, this interment was probably disturbed before. The part of the urn, which
remained, was filled with large bones and charcoal. " (Graves 1852–53, 300).
Kavanagh 1976, 345, fig. 18:22

Cordoned urns
Vessel 19. 1928:442
Heavily restored portion of the rim and neck of a large cordoned urn; the visible pottery represents about onethird of the rim circumference. It has a pointed rim with a broad inward sloping bevel. The thick, compact
fabric has uneven surfaces and a medium content of angular dolerite and possibly shale inclusions (≤ 6.35mm).
Colour: buff-orange to dark brown/N/A/ grey-brown. Neck thickness: 16.35mm; neck: 12.7mm; weight: N/A.
Max. current rim diameter: c. 320mm

Surviving height: 78mm

Collar height: 81–84.5mm.

External decoration consists of six (surviving) widely spaced (7.6–12.5mm apart) horizontal lines of heavy
(2.95mm wide) twisted cord.
Comment While Kavanagh (1976, 345) included this vessel in her corpus of collared urns it is more probably a
cordoned urn.
Kavanagh 1976, 345, fig. 18:21

Vessel 20. 1928:444
This is a large, almost complete, cordoned urn with just small amounts of buff-brown filler. The round-topped
rim has a steep concave internal bevel; a narrow applied cordon occurs on the outer edge of the rim forming a
narrow lip. The pot has a gently convex profile and the belly is accentuated by two narrow, pointed, applied
cordons. Well-made vessel of good quality, loose-textured, fabric and the exterior was finished with fine slurry.
There is a low to medium content of angular dolerite inclusions (≤ 9.59mm). Thumb and forefinger pinch
marks are still visible on the upper cordon. The body tapers gently to a flat unfooted base. Colour: buff to pinkbuff to grey-brown/N/A/ grey-brown. Weight: 7,350g
Max. external rim diameter: 345mm

Base diameter: 129mm

Height: 323mm.
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Internal decoration Single, irregularly applied, lines of heavy twisted cord occur on the inner and outer edge of
the bevel.
External There are single horizontal lines of heavy twisted cord immediately above and beneath the applied
cordon. The neck has a single tall open chevron pattern formed by a single line of twisted cord.
Comment This was found (23 June 1853) in an inverted position at a depth of 1.80m; there was no indication
of protection so it appears to have been deposited in a pit. Graves (1852–53, 298) reported that the “sod, or
scraugh, which had been used to cover the mouth of the vessel, and prevent the bones which it contained
from falling out, still held together.”
Open chevrons of single (Ballyrainey, Co. Down) or double lines (Pollacorragune, Co. Galway and Rath, Co.
Louth) (Kavanagh 1976, nos 22, 27, 41) form part of one of the key cordoned urn motifs although filled, or
more complex chevrons, are more common.
Graves 1852–53, 298, pl. 1:3
Kavanagh 1976, 358, fig. 26:8

Vessel 21. 1928:445
Plain cordoned urn now represented by 15 sherds (nine rimsherds, two necksherds, four cordonsherds, four
fragments and one crumb) refitting to form a substantial part of the rim and neck. At some stage the sherds
were incorporated into a (now broken) complete plaster reconstruction. The vessel has a broad (17.65–
18.65mm), flat-topped rim with both inward and outward projections. The very gently convex neck retains a
single rounded applied cordon at the base (the junction with the belly. A very distinctive coil break occurs on
two of the cordonsherds indicating that the rim and neck were made as a single unit and attached to the belly:
the point of attachment was reinforced and partly masked by the cordon. The external surface was finished
with fine slurry after the application of the cordon. Very smooth compact fabric with a low to medium content
of dolerite inclusions (≤ 6 x 4mm). There is internal sooting on the neck in parts forming an irregular band c.
32mm beneath the rim; this is probably residual from the firing process. Colour: buff to light brown-buff/dark
grey/brown-buff. Neck thickness: 12.57–15.01mm; body: c. 13.07mm; weight: 758g.
Max. current rim diameter: c. 250mm

Neck height: 54–58mm.

Comment Plain cordon urns are an occasional aspect of the tradition and include examples from Smarmore,
Co. Louth, and Knockast, Co. Westmeath (Kavanagh 1976, nos 40, 55).
Kavanagh 1976, 358, fig. 27:9

Possible further pottery from Ballon Hill
BM 1920, 11-9, 1
This tripartite vase was presented to the British Museum with Vessels 11–13; however, as it was not referred
to or illustrated by Graves (1852–53) or Ó Ríordáin (1959) its derivation from Ballon Hill is uncertain.
Ó Ríordáin and Waddell 1983, 154, fig. p212:269 (described as a bowl variant)
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Appendix 2- The metal report

A collection of bronze, iron and stone artefacts from the Ballon Hill area of Co. Carlow
Summary
This small collection of artefacts acquired by the Lecky family of Ballykealey House, Co. Carlow,
adjacent to Ballon Hill were donated to the National Museum of Ireland in 1928. The Bronze Age
items include a sword, two socketed axes and an end-loop spearhead, while there are also two iron
axes and a rowel spur of the medieval period. A small Bronze Age razor-knife, found in a burial in the
nineteenth century, is separately in the Carlow County Museum. Although only a small number of
artefacts are represented these throw considerable light on settlement in the area and their use
period extends from the middle Bronze Age—overlapping with the Ballon Hill cemetery complex—to
the first stages of the Iron Age in the eighth century BC.
Background
In 1928 a small collection of bronze artefacts was donated to the National Museum of Ireland by
Colonel Frederick Beauchamp Lecky; this consisted of a “bronze leaf-shaped sword, socketed bronze
spear-head with side loops, two socketed bronze axes, point of a bronze sickle, clay loom-weight18,
human bones, &c” (Mahr 1930, 74)19. At the same time Lecky had donated a large collection of
ceramics from a series of investigations on Ballon Hill (Mahr 1930, 73–74; N. O’Neill 2012; see
Grogan and Roche 2014). The only information about the material was that these were “other finds
made on, or in close vicinity of, the place” (i.e. Ballon Hill; Mahr 1930, 74). Writing at the time of the
Ballon Hill investigations, carried out by Mr. J. Richardson Smith in 1853–54, Graves (1852–5320, 298)
noted that “bronze spear-heads of the usual form have been frequently found in the
neighbourhood, two of which, dug up near the base of the hill, are in Mr. Leckey's [sic]
possession.”21
While there is no reason to doubt the general provenance ascribed to the collection neither is
there any definitive evidence to associate them directly with Ballon. As the objects represent two
very distinct phases of the Bronze Age it is improbable that they were all found together so it
appears probable that there were, at the very least, two find spots. Eogan (1965, 45), in detailing the
sword, reflected this cautionary position referring the artefact as being found “on, or nr. Ballon Hill”.
He was less circumspect in dealing with the two socketed axes which are referred to as being from
“Ballon Hill” (Eogan 2000, 73, 200).
Separately, a small bronze razor-knife and two smooth pebbles (CCM07 85:B-C), from a burial in
the Ballon Hill cemetery during J. Richardson Smith’s 1853 investigations, were acquired by the then
Old Carlow Society in 1997 (P. O’Neill 2006, 39; Grogan and Roche 2014); these are now in the
Carlow County Museum.
Date and discussion: the middle Bronze Age
The collection contains a fine bronze spearhead (S.A. 1928:451); this has a small blade and open
loops on the lower part of the short socket (‘side-looped’) that would have facilitated the more
secure attachment of the spearhead to a wooden shaft. Production of earlier small end-looped
spearheads began towards the end of the early Bronze Age during the Inch Island-Arreton
technological phase in the seventeenth century BC (Burgess 1980, 122–25, fig. 3.11), and overlap
18

This is, in fact, a stone line sinker (1928:449), see Catalogue.
Mahr does not refer to any of the iron objects that formed part of the donation.
20
To avoid confusion it should be noted that periodicals are often published later than the years for which they are issued.
21
While Graves refers to two spearheads only one of these was presented to the Museum.
19
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with the closely related side-looped spearheads which are securely dated to the middle Bronze Age
(c. 1600–1300BC) and form part of the Killymaddy-Acton Park technological phase (Eogan 1964,
268–72; Burgess 1980, 126–29, fig. 3.12). Regrettably, the major corpus of these, and other Irish
middle Bronze Age weapons (Ramsey 1989), remains unpublished but there are certainly well over
600 spearheads of this period of which the most common are those with kite-shaped blades
(Ramsey 1995; Davies 2012). Mount (2001) in his analysis of the discovery patterns and curation of
earlier Bronze Age artefacts in the region recorded these and many of the principal middle Bronze
Age artefacts (Table 1).
County
Carlow
Kildare
Kilkenny
Wexford
Wicklow
Waterford
Total

Flanged axe
1
1
2
1
2
1
8

Palstave
6
9
2
0
10
2
29

Rapier I
1
1
0
0
1
0
3

Rapier II
0
2
1
1
0
0
4

Spear end
1
1
0
0
0
0
2

Spear side
5
5
0
1
2
1
14

Spear basal
2
8
2
0
0
0
12

Total
16
27
7
3
15
4
72

Table 1 Middle Bronze Age artefacts from southeast Leinster (information from Mount 2001; Burgess and
Gerloff 1981).

Characteristic features of this phase, in addition to the end- and side-looped spearheads, include
the earliest palstave axes and rapiers. The spearheads and rapiers were cast in stone moulds
including examples from the eponymous Killymaddy, Co. Antrim, hoard. Here moulds bear matrices
for side-looped spearheads; one of these has matrices for such a spearhead as well as a Group II
rapier and narrow blades, probably razor-knives; there are two other moulds for similar spearheads
as well as for non-socketed knobbed sickles (Coghlan and Raftery 1961). As noted, these moulds
were also used to cast small, thin, bronze blades generally called razors or razor-knives (Kavanagh
1991); one of these implements (CMM07 85B) was recovered from a grave in the Ballon Hill funerary
complex and provides a closer link between the cemetery and a least one of the artefacts in this
collection (Grogan and Roche 2014; see Catalogue).
There are a small number of associated spearhead finds including the hoard of three such
spearheads from Tattenamona, Co. Fermanagh (Eogan 1983, 24, no. 2, fig. 4B). Elsewhere, Eogan
(1983, 6) has suggested that these spear types could have been in use “down to say the eighth
century”. This was based on the apparent association of a side-looped spearhead with a Class 8A
socketed axe in a hoard from Ballinliss, Co. Armagh (Eogan 1983, 57, no. 43, fig. 21A); however, he
rejected another similar association at Ardcath, Co. Meath, with a Class 9D socketed axe (the same
type as one of the Ballon Hill axes, see below), on the basis of their incompatible dates (Eogan 1983,
188–89, no. 17, fig. 107A; Eogan 2000, 74, no. 516). Certainly, the manufacture of side-looped
spearheads had ceased by the beginning of the late Bronze Age. The issue here is whether objects of
very varied dates (c. 1600–1300BC and c. 900–800BC) could actually have been deposited together?
It is possible that the ‘curation’ of older objects—perhaps as family heirlooms—and their eventual
deposition with current types was an occasional part of the treatment of bronzes; it is also possible
that the earlier types represent fortuitous discoveries in the late Bronze Age.
Another feature of the middle Bronze Age is the change from highly decorated funerary pottery,
such as the collared and especially cordoned urns from Ballon Hill, to the use of largely plain
domestic vessels as accompaniments to cremation burials (Grogan 2004). During the early Bronze
Age in Ireland gravegoods, apart from pottery vessels, are comparatively rare, such as the “portion
of a thin lamellar javelin-head, or dagger-blade of bronze”22 found in the same grave as vessel 13
22

Spearheads are not known from Bronze Age graves in Ireland so this was probably part of a dagger or even a razor-knife.
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from Ballon Hill (Graves 1852–53, 298; Grogan and Roche 2014). The only persistent association
consists of small razor-knives, and to a lesser extent fine faïence beads, found with cordoned urn
burials (Kavanagh 1976; 1991; Waddell 2010, 161–64, fig. 4.20). As noted above, the hoard of stone
moulds from Killymaddy, Co. Antrim, had matrices for razor-knives, side-looped spearheads and a
knobbed sickle.
During this period unaccompanied cremations, mainly in pits, also become more common
(Grogan 2004). It has been suggested (Grogan and Roche 2014) that some, at least, of the small
cremation cists, pits and apparently unprotected cremations in the Ballon Hill cemetery complex
could date to this, or an even later, period in the Bronze Age.
During the succeeding Bishopsland Phase, the final stage of the middle Bronze Age c. 1400–
1200BC (Eogan 1964, 272–88; Burgess 1980, 149–55) there are several technological developments,
such as the production of the first socketed axes. The period is also characterised by a renewed
interest in personal ornaments including a variety of gold items such as the large torcs from hoards
Coolmanagh, Co. Carlow (Manning and Eogan 1979), and ‘near Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford (Eogan
1983, 45–46, no. 30, fig. 15G), as well as individual finds from Kingsfurze (‘Tipper’), Co. Kildare, and
‘near Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny, and Gorey, Co. Wexford (Eogan 1967).
The late Bronze Age material: description and date
The sword (S.A. 1928:454) belongs to (Eogan’s 1965, 10–13) Class 4; this is based on features such as
the blade ridges, ricasso and slim blade shape. Unfortunately the flange and terminal of the hilt are
not preserved which precludes closer classification. Class 4 swords belong to the final stages of the
late Bronze Age—the Dowris Phase (Eogan 1964); in his assessment of the Irish Bronze Age swords
Eogan (1965, 13) suggested a date range of c. 750–600 BC but more recent research would indicated
an earlier, and narrower, range of c. 900–800 BC for this type (Needham et al. 1997). One of the subtypes—Class 4c—shows some early Iron Age (Hallstatt C) influence so some production must have
continued into at least the early part of the eighth century BC to overlap with the manufacture of
true Hallstatt C Irish Class 5 swords.
Class 4 are the most numerous sword type with over 450 recorded discoveries. They have a very
wide distribution although there are very few from the southeast (Eogan 1965, fig. 88). There are
just two others from Carlow—both from the River Barrow, and one of them reputedly “found with
many others in the River Barrow near Carlow” (Eogan 1965, 45)—while there is a single possible
example from the Knockmaon hoard, Co. Waterford (Eogan 1983, 163–64, no. 144, fig. 91), and
another, possibly from New Ross, in Co. Wexford. There is a single unclassified example from Co.
Wicklow and none from Kilkenny so the Ballon example is on the extreme southeastern edge of the
distribution.
1
County
2
3
4
4d
5
Others
0
Carlow
0
0
3
1
0
0
1
Kildare
2
1
4
0
1
0
0
Kilkenny
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Wexford
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
Wicklow
0
0
0
0
0
1
Waterford 0
0
0
1*
0
0
0
1
Total
2
1
8
1
1
2
* Blade only, from the Knockmaon hoard (Eogan 1983, no. 144)

Total
4
9
0
1
1
1
16

Table 2 Late Bronze Age swords by Class from Waterford and southeast
Leinster (Eogan 1965).

A feature of the Irish swords is their frequent deposition in rivers (Cooney and Grogan 1999, 165–
67, fig. 8.14). Of the thirteen swords from Carlow and Kildare six were recovered from the River
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Barrow. While this certainly indicates settlement concentration along the river valley it is also
probable that the Barrow was seen as an appropriate repository for votive offerings at a regional
level. The recovery of this number of artefacts is certainly a reflection of the extensive Barrow
drainage, especially in the 1920s and 30s. A similar pattern occurs on the River Nore: of the eight
swords from county Laois five came from river drainage.
The socketed axes (S.A. 1928: 452–53) are of Eogan’s (2000) Class 17 and Class 9D respectively.
These, too, belong to the final stages of the Bronze Age and should date to the ninth-eighth
centuries BC. Class 9D axes have facetted bodies and cast ridges or moulding around the socket
mouth (Eogan 2000, 73–75); these features, in various forms, characterise the whole of Class 9 of
which there are over 200 extant examples. Reference has already been made to Class 9D in relation
to the Ballon Hill spearheads (above) and these date, unequivocally, to the Dowris Phase of the late
Bronze Age (c. 950–800BC) and have a widespread distribution but concentrated in the northern half
of the country (Eogan 2000, pl. 117A). Sub-group 9D—29 examples—have a more eastern
distribution that extends into south Leinster and there is another axe from Johnstown, Co. Wexford.
Class 17 (of which there are only three examples) is distinguished by a roughly rectangular crosssection and decoration, in the form of raised cast ridges and pellets, on the axe faces. These features
are shared with Classes 14–16 which, on the basis of dated associations in Britain, belong to the
early Hallstatt C period—the first part of the eighth century BC (Eogan 2000, 196–97). There is little
to be gleaned from the distributions as there are, in total, only 31 axes of Classes 14–17. These
difficulties apply to most of the Irish types; for example, of the 69 Class 9A axes 42 are known only to
be from ‘Ireland’.
Beyond these axe types there is, however, considerably more regional information from the
other classes. There are a further 18 Class 11 axes from Co. Carlow, and a total of 66 socketed axes
of all types from southeast Leinster and Waterford (Table 3). The locational information is poor and
of the 20 axes from Carlow, for example, 13 are identified only as being from the county. While
these appear to be impressive numbers they must be set against the national patterns. For example,
Class 11—the characteristic Dowris Phase ‘bag-shaped’ axe—is the most numerous type with over
1,700 examples; of these a mere 50 (2.94%) come from this region.
County
2A 3
5 7A 8
9
11A 11B 11C 11D 11E 11F 11G 11M 12 17 Total
Carlow
0
0
0 0
0
1
7
5
1
2
0
1
2
0
0
1
20
Kildare
1
3
0 0
2
2
5
2
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
18
Kilkenny
0
0
0 0
0
0
3
0
2
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
8
3
3
Wexford
0
0
0 0
0
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
10
1
Wicklow
0
1
1 1
1* 1* 1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
8
2
2
Waterford 0
0
0 0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
Total
1
4
1 1
3
5
21
9
4
5
4
3
3
1
1
1
66
*These are both from the Kish hoard (Eogan 1983, 173, no. 155, fig. 96)
1
From a possible hoard from ‘Co. Wicklow’ (Eogan 1983, 174, no. 156, fig. 95)
2
Both from the Knockmaon hoard (Eogan 1983, 163–64, no. 144, fig. 91) and the only socketed axes from the county
3
The Ballyvadden hoard produced single examples of Class 11A and 11B (Eogan 1983, 170–71, no. 152, fig. 95A)

Table 3 Late Bronze Age socketed axes by Class from southeast Leinster and Co. Waterford (information from
Eogan 2000)

The evidence from individual items is somewhat augmented by the associated finds—hoards—
from the region. These include Kish, from south county Wicklow, and another located only to the
county, Grange, Co. Kildare, Ballygowan (Reade), Co. Kilkenny (Eogan 1983, nos 155–56, 92–93) . Of
particular interest amongst this group is the tanged sickle from Ballygowan of a type represented by
the Ballon Hill fragment; ironically the Co. Kilkenny example is missing its blade tip (see below).
There are also bronze hoards from Wexford—Ballyvadden (with axes of both Class 11A and 11B) and
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Forth Commons (Eogan 1983, nos 152, 154)—and another at Knockmaon in southeast Waterford
(Eogan 1983, no. 91); as noted earlier this contained a possible Class 4 sword as well as axes of
Classes 11A and 11B.
The Grange, Ballygowan and Ballyvadden hoards all contained annular solid, or occasionally
hollow, bronze rings—thought to form part of decorative horse harness. These are characteristic of
Eogan’s (1974; 1983) late Bronze Age Midlands ‘province’ and the Ballyvadden examples form an
extreme southeastern outlier to the main distribution.
A number of gold artefacts have also come from the southeast. This includes so-called dress
fasteners from Kilrathmurry and Knockpatrick, Co. Kildare (Eogan 1994, 143). There are small, thick,
penannular rings (‘hair rings’ or ‘ring money’) from Bagenalstown and ‘Co. Carlow, ‘Co. Wexford’ and
the hillfort at Rathgall, Co. Wicklow (Eogan 1994, 137–38; Raftery 1976, 342), and penannular
bracelets from Tullow, Co. Carlow, Grange, Co. Kildare, Co. Wexford, and two from ‘Co. Wicklow’
(Eogan 1994, 148–52). Two elaborate short cylindrical ‘boxes’ came from ‘near Enniscorthy’, Co.
Wexford (Eogan 1983, 171–72, no. 153, pl. V). There are two similar objects, as well as two dress
fasteners and a penannular bracelet, from the important Ballinesker, Co. Wexford, hoard; Cahill
(1994; 2001) has argued convincingly that these ‘boxes’ are, in fact, ‘ear spools’, ornaments inserted
into large opening in the earlobe. Another significant gold hoard—two dress fasteners and three
penannular bracelets—recorded as being from ‘near New Ross, Co. Waterford’ 23 (Eogan 1983, 164–
65, no. 145, fig. 56B), serves to emphasise the distinct character of the south Wexford-east
Waterford area during the period (see Grogan 2005; fig. 9.2).
The bronze sickle (S.A. 1928:457) from Ballon Hill is probably, but not certainly, of late Bronze Age
date; it is not possible, for example, to determine the typology of the sickle but the presence of a
midrib and low ridges defining the blade are suggestive of this date. It certainly adds to an overview
of life in the area encompassing evidence for advanced agricultural technology. About thirty bronze
sickles are recorded from Ireland although there has been little primary research since Fox’s (1939;
1941) corpus work. The earliest examples, indicated by the Killymaddy moulds, mentioned above,
date to the middle Bronze Age. Un-socketed sickles continue into the Bishopsland phase and are
represented, for example, in the eponymous hoard from Co. Kildare (Eogan 1983, 36–38, no. 16, fig.
16:9). There are a variety of socketed types (Waddell 2010, 274, fig. 7.33) while a tanged, and
possibly late, example came from the Ballygowan (Reade) hoard in Co. Kilkenny (Eogan 1983, 95–96,
no. 93, fig. 50:5).
Medieval material
The collection contains two iron shaft-hole implements, an axe and an axe hammer (S.A. 1928:456–
57). These have slim bodies and splayed, or gently splayed, blades. While similar objects (of both
types) came from the crannog site at Lagore, Co. Meath (Hencken 1950, 107–109, fig. 40A-B), these
are nineteenth century finds pre-dating the excavations and neither is from a stratified or associated
context. A similar problem occurs with axes “from the spoil of two dredging campaigns on the River
Blackwater in Cos Armagh and Tyrone” (Bourke 2001, 63); however, the large number of axes—140
examples were recovered—provided the basis for extensive typological analysis and comparative
studies. The Ballon Hill axes fit into Bourke’s (2001, 64, 66–67, 88, figs 7–9) Class 12 which has a
significant number of Irish parallels, including the Lagore axes referred to above. One of the latter
(Hencken 1950, fig. 40A) is an axe-hammer similar to the Ballon Hill example (S.A. 1928:456),
although, like two recovered from the Blackwater (Bourke 2001, fig. 1:7–8), it has a thickened sleeve
extending above and below the shaft-hole. While no precise chronology has been developed for iron
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New Ross is, of course, in Wexford and the original location may have been a simple geographical error.
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axes Class 12, and similar types, appear to have a broad date range of c. 1000–1400AD (Andy Halpin
pers comm.).
A late medieval iron rowel spur (S.A. 1928:458) has gently curved heel bands, to fit below the
wearers ankles, with a figure-of-eight terminal. An elaborate complete buckle with chamfered edges
is attached to the lower loop. There is a long, gently S-shaped (‘swan neck’), tang with a five-pointed
rowel that still rotates freely. This type of spur dates to the seventeenth century (Andy Halpin, pers
comm.); the excellent condition suggests that this may be an heirloom rather than a chance
discovery. It could certainly date to the period around 1649 when the Ballykealey estate was granted
to the Lecky Family.
The stone net or line sinker (S.A. 1928:449) is a simple disc-shaped artefact with a central
hourglass perforation. While these have a lengthy currency there is nothing dateable about this
example but it may be of post-medieval date.
Conclusions
While the collection is small it is nevertheless possible to glean a little further information with
regard to the Ballon Hill area. The Bronze Age objects indicate settlement in the vicinity, at least, of
the hill and the sword indicates the presence of an individual of high status—a member of the
warrior aristocracy. Indeed, it could be argued from the paucity of bronze artefacts from all but high
status habitation sites that the axes and sickle, too, were possessions of a local elite.
The date ranges for the objects suggest at least some overlap with the use of the cemetery
complex at Ballon Hill. At the other end of the chronology they also hint at activity extending to the
very end of the Bronze Age and into the first stages of the Iron Age—the Hallstatt C period in the
first few decades of the eighth century BC.
Two aspects of medieval life are represented. The iron axes indicate settlement activity while the
line sinker, although impossible to date, demonstrates fishing probably in a larger river such as the
Slaney. The rowel spur has more military connotations and certainly dates from around the period,
in the mid-seventeenth century, when the Leckys came into possession of the Ballykealey estate
including Ballon Hill itself.
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Catalogue
Middle Bronze Age
Bronze side-looped spearhead (S.A. 1928:451)
Length: 207.34mm; max. blade length: 132.13mm; width: 51.15mm; socket dimensions: length: 67.58m;
mouth: 30.54 x 29.28mm (external), 27.60 x 26.93mm (internal); weight: 259g
This has an elongated triangular blade with a low rounded midrib. A slight ridge runs along the blade edges
and as a rounded features at the blade base. The thin-walled cylindrical socket narrows gradually towards the
base and flares slightly at the edges. Two, low, rounded loops with lunate openings occur 13mm above the
socket mouth. The spearhead was neatly cast and most of the flashing, apart from within the loops, has been
well-smoothed. It is in good condition with some slight damage to the blade. There is no evidence for edge
sharpening, or wear within the loops.
Comment Side-looped spearheads are considered to be an Irish type dating to the early part of the middle
Bronze Age (c. 1600–1500BC; Ramsey 1995). These were cast in stone moulds including an example from the
mould hoard at Killymaddy, Co. Antrim. One of these has matrices for such a spearhead as well as a Group II
rapier and narrow blades, probably razor-knives; there are two other moulds for similar spearheads as well as
for non-socketed knobbed sickles (Coghlan and Raftery 1961). Graves (1852–53, 298) refers to two spearheads
in the Lecky collection; the whereabouts of the other example is unknown.
Mahr 1930, 74
Bronze razor-knife blade (CCM07 85B)
This was recovered in a fill of fine sand immediately beneath the ‘large’ capstone of what appears to have
been a fine polygonal cist (Graves 1852–53, 298); the vase (No. 13) was identified at a slightly lower level. An
account of the fortuitous re-discovery of this, and the pebbles apparently associated with Vessel 17 (below),
was provided by P. O’Neill (2006, 39).
Length: 88.31mm; maximum width: 23.95; maximum thickness: 3.10mm; weight: 24g.
Small, generally oval, bronze blade that is much corroded but now conserved; one face is well-preserved.
There is a broad flat midrib that extends to narrow flanged edges. Only a small portion of the edge of the
implement is preserved but this appears to be thicker than the evident cutting edge and it appears that it may
have had only a single blade. At the butt there is a small central projection flanked by two roughly
hemispherical indentations: while it is tempting to see these are remnant rivet holes with a central tang none
of these has preserved edges and they do not appear to be genuine features. The blade more probably had a
broad tang. The object is similar to razors/ razor knives from, for example, Carrowjames, Co. Mayo (Raftery
1938–39; Kavanagh 1991, fig. 28:20–21), each with a single rivet hole in the tang, two more from Kilmore, Co.
Westmeath (Prendergast 1960; Kavanagh 1991, fig. 30:31–32), that each have a pair of rivet holes set in a
broad tang, and a simple tanged example from Altmore, Co. Tyrone (Kavanagh 1991, fig. 29:28). Most of these
have very thin, undifferentiated, cross-sections but the Altmore example has a thin, lozenge-shaped section,
while one of the Kilmore blades (Kavanagh 1991, no. 31) has a broad flat midrib similar to that of Ballon Hill.
Comment This grave was found on 23 June 1853 although the label on the presentation case states ‘Found on
Ballon Hill, Co. Carlow – June 24th 1853 by J. R. Smith’. Graves (1852–53, 298) described it as “lamellar24
javelin-head, or dagger-blade of bronze .... very much corroded”. A larger vessel ("of less striking form and
ornamental design", probably No. 17) was inverted on the cist base. Both vessels contained small quantities of
cremated bone while three small smooth pebbles came from the mouth of the larger example (see below).
Graves (1852–53, 298)
Late Bronze Age
Late Bronze Age sword (S.A. 1928:454)
Present length: 375mm; maximum blade length: 335.5mm; width: 32.29mm; thickness: 6.45mm; weight: 323g
The tang and hilt terminal are not preserved and the blade is broken about one-third of the length from the
tip; the break, and damage to the blade edges, appears to be ancient. The short leaf-shaped blade has a
pointed oval cross-section and slight ridges run parallel to the blade edges; there is a low, broad, rounded
midrib. There is a short straight ricasso at the junction between the widely splayed, angular, hilt terminal. The
surviving portion of the butt has four rivet holes, one of which retains the flattened stump of a rivet. There is
no surviving evidence for blade sharpening (although this is much damaged) but the two lower rivet holes are
worn and stretched.
24

Graves appears to use the term ‘lamellar in its basic sense—a thin sheet of metal.
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Comment This belongs to Eogan’s (1965, 10–13) Class 4. This is the most common, and widely distributed type
with over 450 examples (Eogan 1965, fig. 88). However, there are very few from the southeast—just two other
examples occur in Carlow (Eogan 1965, 45, nos 95, 97), both apparently from the River Barrow, and a single,
possible Class 4, sword from the Knockmaon hoard in Co. Waterford, and another from Co. Wexford (possibly
New Ross) (Eogan 1965, 86, 161, nos. 270, 613; 1983, 163–64, fig. 91)—and none from counties Kilkenny and
Wicklow. The Ballon example is therefore on the extreme southeastern edge of the distribution.
Class 4 swords belong to the final stages of the late Bronze Age—the Dowris phase (Eogan 1964); recent
research has indicated a date range of c. 1000/950–800 BC for this period (Needham et al. 1997).
Eogan 1965, 45, no. 96, fig. 16
Mahr 1930, 74
Decorated late Bronze Age socketed axe (S.A. 1928:452)
Present length: 82.22mm; socket dimensions: width at mouth (external): 48.5 x 35.7mm 1; (internal) width:
35.13 x 22.95mm; depth: 60.52mm; weight: 260g
The axe has a rectangular profile; the oval mouth has a prominent biconical moulding and a single slight ridge
beneath. The socket has four low narrow ridges (‘haft-ridges’) that extend about two-thirds of the was up the
interior—these were to make the wooden head of the axe haft more secure. The body expands gradually, and
then more sharply into the wide cutting edge. The flared sides of the blade have flattened outer faces; these
are completely free of patination and they appear to have been filed in modern times. The cross-section is a
flattened oval with two narrow facets along the edges. The face has four, evenly spaced, vertical ridges linked
by lozenges at the base just above the cutting edge. A pouring jet joint—part of the casting process—survives
on one side of the lip of the mouth. The axe was well-cast but poorly finished; it has a ‘brassy’ colour and may
have a high tin content. It is in moderate condition with extensive smooth wear on the faces and the external
mouth of the socket.
Comment This belongs to Eogan’s (2000) Class 17 which, together with the similar Classes 14–16, on the basis
of dated associations in Britain, belong to the early Hallstatt C period—the first part of the eighth century BC
(Eogan 2000, 196–97).
Eogan 2000, 200, no. 1971, pl. 105
Mahr 1930, 74
Late Bronze Age socketed axe (S.A. 1928:453)
Present length: 57.4mm; axe thickness: 38 x 28mm; width of cutting edge: 45.5mm; socket dimensions: Mouth
(external): 37.94 x 28.1mm; (internal): 27.82 x 18.76mm; depth: 39.92mm; weight: 112g
The axe has a squat, almost rectangular profile with an oval mouth that has a slightly projecting moulded lip
with a single channel beneath. The cross-section is a flattened oval with broad, poorly defined, facets along the
edges. It has a single, thin loop and the blade expands only slightly from the body. The axe is of poor quality
and one side of the mouth was not fully cast. Slight, broad, ridged, vertical scores occur on one face; these may
represent crude attempts at finishing.
Comment This belongs to Eogan’s (2000) Class 9D dating to the Dowris Phase of the late Bronze Age (c. 950–
800BC).
Eogan 2000, 73, no. 510, pl. 30
Mahr 1930, 74
Late Bronze Age sickle (S.A. 1928:457)
Surviving length: 75.62mm; maximum width: 21.78mm; thickness: 2.87mm; weigh: 16g.
This is the curved tip of a sickle blade. It has a low, rounded, midrib and slight ridges run parallel to the blade
edge and back. This was well-cast and finished although there is damage to the edge and back. The blade was
broken in antiquity; there is no evidence for edge sharpening.
Mahr 1930, 74
Medieval iron material
Shaft-hole axe (S.A. 1928:455)
Present length: 156.26mm; estimated original length: 157mm; width (at butt): 39. 64mm; thickness: 35.31mm;
weight: 500g.
The upper edge is generally straight, but rises gently towards the blade. The lower edge is sharply concave and
the blade expands to a broad, gently concave, cutting edge. The butt is very gently concave. The shaft-hole is
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of oval form. There is extensive corrosion especially on the blade face, part of which has flaked off; the cutting
edge has not survived.
Shaft-hole axe-hammer (S.A. 1928:456)
Length: 153.76mm; width (at butt): 39. 08mm; thickness: 36.12mm; cutting edge width: 63.33mm; shaft-hole:
34.09 x 21.71mm; weight: 803g.
The upper edge is straight while the edge is gently concave and the blade expands to a broad, gently concave,
cutting edge. The butt is flat. The oval shaft-hole is set towards the centre of the axe. There is extensive
corrosion especially within the shaft-hole.
Rowel spur (S.A. 1928:458)
Length: 165.5mm; weight: 114g.
Gently curved heel bands (with a gently rounded lozenge-shaped cross-section) to fit below the wearers ankles
with a obliquely-angled figure-of-eight terminal. An elaborate complete buckle with chamfered edges is
attached to the lower loop on one side but the corresponding strap end has not survived. There is a long,
gently S-shaped, tang with a five-pointed rowel that still rotates freely.
Comment Although rowel spurs were in use from at least the thirteenth century this particular type is of
seventeenth century date (Andy Halpin, pers comm.). This artefact is in excellent condition.
Other
Stone disc-shaped net or line sinker (S.A. 1928:449)
Present dimensions: 110.93 x 100.17mm; maximum thickness: 19.06mm; central perforation, maximum
dimensions (outer): 24 x 22mm; (inner): 10.87 x 10.38mm; weight: 271g.
Disc-shaped sinker with flattened, ground edges, and a central hourglass perforation. About one-third of the
circumference has broken off and there is extensive damage to one face.
Comment Inexplicably, Mahr (1930, 74) described this as a “clay loom-weight”.
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1. Introduction
This report was commissioned by the Ballon Hill Archaeology Project to present an analysis of the
unburnt human bone held by the National Museum of Ireland from Ballon Hill, Co. Carlow. This bone
was recovered in the mid to late 19th century, along with numerous pottery vessels and other
artefacts, during antiquarian explorations or ‘diggings’ on the hill by the then land owner’s brotherin-law J. Richardson Smith. A number of publications on these ‘diggings’ were also published by
James Graves in 1853, 1855 and 1867 based on first-hand accounts and dairies of J. Richardson
Smith. The bone was held by the Smith family until the 1920’s when it was donated to the National
Museum of Ireland where it has since remained.

The archaeology of human remains yields concrete information about people from remote periods
and uncovers information which would otherwise simply be unobtainable. Paleaodemography is the
study of early populations, encompassing population size, structure, density and dynamics. Further,
the demographic profile of any community, the health of the individuals within it and even their
physical characteristics are all inextricably linked to the social and physical environments they
inhabited (O’Sullivan et al, 2002).

2. Aims & Objectives
The aims of a human bone assessment are varied. To begin with it includes factual data about the
assemblage (quantity, nature and condition of remains). In addition, the intended aim of a skeletal
assessment is to determine age, sex, stature, and any pathological conditions from which the
individuals may have suffered. These include disease, trauma, congenital disorders, dietary
deficiencies and occupational or stress markers. Assessments need to establish whether the material
is sufficiently important to merit further study but also;
“...makes osteological data available to other osteologists: it can be used as a source of comparative
data by those preparing bone reports on other assemblages or by those writing research papers, or
it might feature in reviews or meta-analyses of aspects of osteological work. A third function of the
bone report is to alert osteologists to the existence of a research collection that might be of interest
to them.” (BABAO, 2004)

3. Methodology
Eight fragments of human bone were presented for analysis. These disarticulated bone fragments
were analyzed individually. No adhesive products harmful to human bone were used during the
analysis and gloves were worn at all times. Calipers, Osteo-metric board and camera are the tools
used in this form of analysis.
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4 Osteological Analysis
Osteological analysis includes an assessment of preservation, minimum number of individuals (MNI),
age at death, gender and stature. It also examines the remains for evidence of trauma, disease and
occupational stress markers.

4.1 Preservation
Skeletal preservation can depend upon a number of factors, including the age and sex of the
individual as well as the size, shape and robusticity of the bone. Burial environment (and resulting
taphonomic processes), post-depositional disturbance and treatment following excavation,
however, have the greatest impact on bone condition. Preservation of human skeletal remains is
assessed subjectively, depending upon the severity of bone surface erosion and post-mortem
breaks, but disregarding completeness.
Preservation was assessed using a grading system of five categories: very poor, poor, moderate,
good and excellent. Excellent preservation implied no bone surface erosion and few if any breaks,
whereas very poor preservation indicated complete or almost complete loss of the bone surface due
to erosion and severe fragmentation (Hendersen, 1987).

Bag Number

No. of
Fragments

Adult

Juvenile

Preservation

SA 1928:459

Left Tibia

1

*

-

Moderate

SA 1928:465

Occipital

1

*

-

Moderate

SA 1928:461

Left Parietal (2)

1

*

-

Moderate

SA 1928:462

Left Fibula

1

*

-

Moderate

SA 1928:463

Left Parietal

1

*

-

Moderate

SA 1928:464

Right Parietal (1)

1

*

-

Moderate

SA 1928:465

Skull frag(chipped from
Occipital)

1

*

-

Very Poor

SA 1928:466

Left Tibia (part of
the tibia above)

1

*

-

Moderate

SA1928:460

Left Femur

1

*

-

Moderate

Table 1: Summary of the Disarticulated remains
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4.2 Minimum Number of Individuals (MNI)
One adult left Femur, left Tibia, left Fibula, right parietal, occipital, two left parietals and an
unspecific, minute skull fragment were present for analysis. As two left parietals were present this
represents the remains of two individuals and thus an MNI of two (Table 1)

4.3 Assessment of Age
The determination of age relies on the development and degeneration of bones and teeth. Different
stages of development and degeneration have been mapped using data gathered from individuals of
known age (Cox & Mays, 2000). Methods used to determine age rely on the preservation of the
dentition and hips and are most precise when used to assess the developing skeleton, due to the
fact that the growth of bones and teeth follows a relatively predictable course up to the age of
thirty. However, the degeneration of the skeleton, which is assessed according to the severity of
wear on the teeth, hips and ribs, may also depend on the sex, occupation, lifestyle and health of the
individual analysed. The effect of wear on the teeth and bones tends to vary increasingly with
advancing age; as a result, age cannot be reliably determined beyond 46 years.
Age categories are divided into; foetus (up to 40 weeks in utero), neonate (around the time of birth),
infant (following birth to 1 year), juvenile (1-12 years), adolescent (13-17 years), young adult (17-25
years), young middle adult (26-35 years), old middle adult (36-45 years) and mature adult
(46+years). Due to the absence of the pelvis and skull/mandible age could only be determined by the
complete fusion of the femur, tibia and fibula and produced a minimum of 25years +.
Age categories are divided into; foetus (up to 40 weeks in utero), neonate (around the time of birth),
infant (following birth to 1 year), juvenile (1-12 years), adolescent (13-17 years), young adult (17-25
years), young middle adult (26-35 years), old middle adult (36-45 years) and mature adult
(46+years). Age was determined by the complete fusion of the femur, tibia and fibula and produced
a minimum of 25years +.

4.4 Sex Determination
Sex assessment relies on the presence of the skull and pelvis, the morphology of which are sexually
dimorphic, as described by White et al, (2012). Metric analysis of certain aspects of the post cranial
skeleton may also indicate and or support a gender assignment. Of the bones present for analysis
here the tibia and femur potentially produce suitable metric data. However due to poor preservation
of the articular aspects of these bones reliable measurements were not possible. The sexually
dimorphic aspects of the skull used in this form of assessment were also not preserved thereby
disallowing a gender assignment.
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4.5 Stature
Stature is estimated via the complete length of the long bones. However as none of the long bones
(Femur, Tibia and Fibula) were in a suitable state of preservation a complete measurement could not
be realised and so stature was not estimated.

5 Discussion & Summary
While the preservation of the bone itself was moderate the percentage remaining of the skeletons
entire was poor. The assemblage includes skull fragments representing two individuals and a single
left leg.
The left femur displayed moderate to extreme damage to both the proximal and distal epiphyses
with the medial condyle partially destroyed and some minor damage to the lateral condyle. There
was no evidence of disease or trauma. A cut mark was identified at the distal end of the shaft
posterio/laterally. It is however, considered to be post or peri-mortem in nature as there was no
evidence of healing and possibly relates to the initial excavation of the burial;
“Dug about 10 yards from the masonry at the top of the hill…the man turned up with a spade a piece
of bone: apparently not burned” (Excerpt from the original excavation field notes of Mr Graves, 30th
July 1855).
Mention is made in the same notes to some sharp force trauma on a femur but nothing of this kind
was identified and so is probably not the same femur. The burial was also noted as having been
decapitated which does not correspond to the skeletal elements present even in the event that
these are not representative of one individual. However it does give some indication of the
excavation style and resulting possible damage to the bone.
The left tibia displayed moderate damage to the proximal epiphysis with a postmortem break at the
proximal end of the shaft. This break was subsequently repaired with glue by persons unknown. This
probably occurred at the time of catalogue as the practice of gluing human bone is no longer
recommended. There was no evidence of squatting facets, no disease or trauma evident.
The left fibula displayed complete damage to the proximal epiphysis. The sharp nature of the break
may potentially indicate some form of cut mark. However as bone can break in a vertical alignment
and that the bone has been in storage and handled for some time it is more likely that this was a
post-mortem break smoothed by handling. The proximal end of the shaft was moderately damaged
to the mid-shaft. The distal epiphysis showed minor damage to the posterior aspect only. There was
no disease or trauma evident.
A moderately damaged fragment of the left parietal (1) element of the skull was identified with no
disease, or trauma evident.
A moderately damaged fragment of the left parietal (2) element of the skull with moderate damage
inferiorly and laterally was identified with no disease or trauma evident.
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A fragment of the right parietal element of the skull with moderate damage inferiorly and laterally
was identified with no disease or trauma evident.
An un-sided fragment of the parietal element of the skull was identified with no disease or trauma
evident.
A Fragment of the occipital element of the skull was identified whose inferior aspect was moderately
damaged. At the left side of the lambdoidal suture (junction of the occipital and the parietals) a
small semi-circular groove was identified measuring 0.19cm medio-laterally and 0.55cm superioinferiorly. It is possible that this was due to post mortem bone damage and subsequent handling but
it is also possible that this relates to trauma and/or disease.
Due to the scarcity of surviving bone from this assemblage further information from this analysis
cannot be gleaned save for the technical tests outlined in the following section.

6 Further Recommendations
Particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE)
This technique is used to determine the elemental composition of bone. When the bone sample is
exposed to an ion beam, atomic interactions occur that release EM radiation of wavelengths in the
x-ray part of the electromagnetic spectrum specific to an element. This has the potential to identify
elements within the bone possibly indicating cause of death or otherwise unknown environmental
factors in life. http://www.mrsec.harvard.edu/cams/PIXE.html
Carbon 14 Dating
Largely composed of an organic protein, bone is a connective tissue; collagen and the inorganic
mineral hydroxyapatite, which combine to provide a mechanical and supportive role in the body
(Smith et al. 1983:211). There are two types of bone which can be identified: lamellar bone (cortical
bone) and non-lamellar (trabecular or cancellous bone), found in vertebrae and in long bone
epiphyses (Pritchard 1974:5). Haversian canals, marrow cavities, and the lacuna are the three forms
of cavities present in human bone. It is these that contain the bone cells (osteocytes) from which
canalicuae (small tunnels) extend (Hare 1980:208) and from which samples are taken for C14
analysis. The femur, SA1928:460 and tibia, SA 1928:466 could produce sufficient samples for this
process.
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Plate 1: Anterior view of the left femur

Plate 2: Anterior view of the left tibia
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Plate 3: Lateral view of the left fibula

Plate 4: Left parietal (1) superior view

Plate 6: Occipital, superior view, with
detail of semi-circular groove

Plate 5: Right parietal superior view

Plate 7: Left parietal (2) superior view
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Appendix 4- The burnt human bone report

Ballon Hill,
Ballon,
Co. Carlow
Cremation Report
Laureen Buckley
October 2013.
Introduction
Although a relatively low gentle hill, 450m above sea level, Ballon Hill is an important archaeological
site situated within the renowned historic landscape of south Carlow. It is believed to be the burial
place of the King of Ireland, Cathair Mor, killed in 177A.D. (Journal Kilkenny Archaeological Society
1933, 216). There was evidence for an enclosure and a Rath (SMR CW013-068) on the hill and there
also appears to have been one or more flat cemeteries (SMR CW013-065) as there were reports of
local people finding a large number of urns there in the 19th century (Waddell, 1990, 51-52). In 1853
a Mr. Richardson Smyth undertook excavation financed by his brother-in-law, Frederick Lecky of
Ballykealy House, Co. Carlow (Graves, 1852-53). Three skeletons were found beneath the large
pyramidal stone (Clogan-na-Marabhan), now known as the ‘sliding stone’. He also found evidence
for urns at this and other locations on the hill including the site of the old ‘rath’. There was also
evidence for cists, some with inverted urns and some containing bones and charcoal. One cist was
reported to have contained a bronze dagger blade. This cist also contained a small vase and inverted
urn containing human bone.
A number of vessels were presented at a later stage to the National Museum of Ireland by Colonel
Frederick Beauchamp Lecky. Some cremated bone appears to have been donated at this stage also
but the derivation of these is unknown.
In 2013 a report on the cremated bone in the National Museum of Ireland was commissioned by the
Ballon Hill Archaeological Project (BHAP). The following is the results of the analysis of the bone.
The Cremation Process
Cremation is a type of funeral rite where the body is burnt on a pyre leaving only bone. There is
evidence from early societies that this bone may have been fully collected as completely as possible
from the pyre or a token sample of the remains may have been taken. The remains were also
deposited in various ways.
When all that is left of the human remains are fragments of bone, then it is important to derive as
much information as possible from them in order to gain knowledge of the cremation ritual as well
as of the individuals themselves.
During cremation the organic parts of the body including the organic part of the bone undergoes a
process of dehydration and oxidation. An efficient cremation is one in which all the organic content
is burnt off and only the inorganic part of the bone remains. The inorganic part generally recrystallizes to form a more stable structure resulting in warping of the bone (Thompson 2005) and
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this occurs in temperature above 7000C. The re-crystallization means that fully cremated remains
survive for millennia in a well preserved condition.
Examination of cremated remains involves a description of colour and texture of the bone as this
helps determine the efficiency of the cremation. Efficiently cremated bone is white in colour and
usually has a chalky texture. Less well cremated bone, where the temperature of the pyre was not
high enough or where oxygen flow was restricted, or where the body was not burning for long
enough, has a blue or a blue/black colour. The pyre only serves to ignite the body but it is body fats
that keep it burning and determine the temperature of cremation although the temperature will not
be maintained evenly across the body. In addition bones can become fully cremated after burning at
a lower temperature for longer and will look the same as those cremated at a higher temperature
for a shorter time.
In a complete cremation the bone fragments are then graded by size in order to determine the
degree of fragmentation. Although fragmentation of the bone occurs continuously post-deposition,
due to compression pressures and also during the disturbance of excavation and processing, it is still
possible to assess whether or not the bones were deliberately crushed as part of the cremation
ritual. A high proportion of relatively large fragments would suggest that the bones were not
deliberately crushed after the cremation whereas a small deposit of relatively small fragments could
indicate a ritually crushed token deposit. However there are other factors to bring into account such
as post-depositional disturbance, how the remains were discovered, and the treatment of the
remains during the excavation, processing and post-excavation stages. Even storage of the material
may affect the fragmentation.
Each fragment of bone is then examined and identified if possible. The degree of identification of
fragments is generally dependent on fragment size. Larger fragments are usually easier to identify
although phalanges often are found intact among the smaller fragments. Successful identification
depends on the number of distinguishing features present on the bone fragments as well as
knowledge of the thickness and expected cross section of particular bones. However bones shrink
and warp during the cremation process and sometimes it is not possible to specifically identify long
bone fragments. Bones of the skull especially the petrous portions of the temporal bones, are easily
identifiable and are therefore extremely useful in determining the minimum number of individuals
and in distinguishing juveniles from adults.
The minimum number of individuals present can then be determined by the numbers of specific
skeletal elements. It is possible to distinguish juveniles from adults from the thickness of the bone
fragments, the presence or not of unfused epiphyses and by the fragmentation of the teeth. Adult
teeth crowns tend to shatter during the cremation process but unerupted juvenile teeth tend to
survive intact as they are protected by the jaw bones. It is usually possible to age juveniles if enough
teeth are present.
Results
The descriptions and weights of the individual samples of cremated bone are given in the catalogue
and a summary is provided here. Without knowing the circumstances of the finding of each sample,
the interpretation of the results is limited. We do not know if these bones are from one urn or are a
random sample of larger fragments of bone from the site.
A total of twelve large individual fragments and 39 small fragments of cremated bone represented
all the remains from the site. The total weight of bone recovered was 132g. This is much less than
the expected 800-1200g from a full adult cremation. (McKinley 1989). It cannot be said that this is a
token deposit as it probably does not represent the full cremation deposit.
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The bone was mainly white or grey in colour indicating that all or nearly all of the organic part of the
bone had been burnt off. This means the bone was fully or efficiently cremated. The warping and
fissure formation on the bone indicates that it had reached temperatures of at least 700oC. The
largest fragment present was 112mm in length with most of the other large fragment being between
50-100mm long. The sample of small fragments consisted mainly of moderate sized pieces more
than 15mm in length with very few very small fragments present.
Again the fragmentation of the bone cannot be interpreted as the source of the bone is unknown
but it is very likely that only larger fragments were kept either from the one cremation or were
picked from several cremations.
It was possible to identify 117g (89%) of the sample. The high identification rate is due to the large
fragment sizes. There was one fragment of skull present but the remainder consisted of long bones.
In a full cremation the proportion of the various areas of the skeleton are usually: Skull 18.2%, Axial
skeleton (vertebrae, ribs, pelvis) 23.1%, Upper limb 20.6%, Lower limb 38.1% (McKinley 1989). If all
the cremated bone fragments from this site are considered to be from one cremation then the
proportions of identified bone are: Skull 6.95, Axial, 0%, Upper limb 51.9% and Lower limb 41.2%.
Clearly the more identifiable bones or portions of long bones have been collected at the expense of
the smaller fragmentary bones of the vertebrae ribs and bones of the hands and feet. There was also
a complete lack of dental remains. The question that cannot be answered is whether the selective
sampling of the cremation occurred in antiquity or during the excavation. In the 19th century and
indeed during the first half of the 20th century cremated bone was not considered useful and
sometimes would not even be collected.
A summary of the details of the bone fragments is given in Table 1 below:
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The size and thickness of the bone and the fact that the observable epiphyses were fused indicated
that the bone was all adult bone. There was no indication of juvenile or infant individuals present.
There was no repetition of areas of bones therefore the minimum number of individuals present was
one adult. The sex of the individual was undetermined.
Summary
The cremated remains from this site consisted of 132g of cremated bone. This is much less than
would be expected to be found from an adult cremation. The nature of the fragments suggest that
only large identifiable pieces were collected although at what stage this sampling occurred is
unknown since the origin of the bone is unknown. The bone was efficiently cremated with all the
organic content burnt off and some of the bone fragments had attained a temperature of at least
700oC during the cremation process. As the fragments were large it was possible to identify 89% of
the sample. The remains appear to represent one adult individual. There was not enough
information to determine the sex of the individual.
Discussion
At least part of Ballon Hill contained a Bronze Age flat cemetery with a mixture of grave types.
Typically Bronze Age flat cemeteries previously found in Ireland were located on gravel ridges and
consisted of cists as well as pit burials and the burial rites included inhumation as well as cremation.
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Unfortunately it is also typical of other such cemeteries with some of the site being partially
destroyed before archaeological techniques could be employed to excavate the burials. This is
certainly due to the fact that nothing remains above ground, hence the term flat cemetery. There
were so many cremation burials and urns being found on Ballon Hill that the only excavation
occurred in the mid-19th century long before scientific excavation techniques were employed and
certainly before the value of cremated remains could be appreciated. They were thought to be
worthless dust and were often thrown away, with valuable information being lost.
Gravel ridges were relatively easy for the people of the Bronze to dig, hence their use for burial
locations. Burials are frequently found during excavation of sand and gravel from quarries and
several have been found on the eskers of the central plain of Ireland in this manner.
Similar mixed Bronze Age cemetery sites have previously been excavated in Ireland. A flat cemetery
found at Strawhall, Co. Carlow, (Mount, 1998) contained two pit burials and a seven-sided cist, all of
which contained cremations in inverted encrusted urns.
The cemetery at Brownstown, Co. Kildare, (Mount ibid) contained six pit burials, one of which was
stone-lined. These contained six inhumations, three adults, an adolescent, a juvenile and an infant
(Buckley 1998). There were also two cremation burials in encrusted urns representing a minimum of
three adults. Four of the inhumations were associated with bowl food vessels, one of the encrusted
urns also was associated with a vase and a plano-convex knife was found in association with the
cremation of two adult males. This site appears to have been an extensive cemetery probably of
some importance. It was located in a quarry unfortunately and it seems that over the years urns
were found but broken by quarry activity so that only a portion of the graves were reported and
subsequently analysed.
The site at Graney West, Co. Kildare was also a flat cemetery found in a quarry. Again some burials
may have been lost and the full extent of the cemetery may not have been found as the burials were
reported in a piecemeal fashion. A total of two cists and a pit burial were found.
One cist contained two inhumations of two males accompanied by two bowls. The second cist
contained the cremation of an adolescent also with a bowl and the pit burial contained a crouched
inhumation of an older male (Mount 1998).
Other cemeteries at Oldtown, Co. Kildare and Ploopluck, Co. Kildare consisted entirely of pit burials
containing inhumations although one from Oldtown also had a cremation associated with it. Most of
these were associated with bowls (Mount ibid).
A Bronze Age flat cemetery at Keenoge dated to 2280BC-1520BC, contained six cist burials and eightten pit burials, containing a total of 26 individuals. Seven contained pottery and one contained
bronze and flint artefacts. Finds included nine complete bowl food vessels, one or two vase urns,
one encrusted urn, a jet necklace, one bronze razor and a flint scraper (Mount 1997).
Thus it can be seen that Bronze Age cemeteries often contain a mixture of cists and pit burials with
both types containing either inhumations or cremations and occasionally both. It has been said that
individual cists or group of cists are more likely to be found by ploughing and are not in fact isolated
but part of a larger burial complex that has not been fully excavated (Mount 1998 p58). Mount also
suggests that pit burials become more common in the Bronze Age as the right of burial was acquired
by more individuals and not as elite as it was in the Neolithic period. The Bronze Age flat cemetery at
Edmonstown, Co. Dublin contained four cist burials and 17-19 pit burials (Mount 1993). The cist
building tradition seems to have been maintained for a minority of individuals. The analysis of 25
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burials from this site revealed two inhumations, one a young male and one an adolescent, with the
23 cremations including at least eight adults at least three of which were male and one was female,
four juveniles and four infants (Buckley 1993).
Although not located nearby in Carlow or Kildare, another important site for comparison with Ballon
Hill is the site of Drumahoe in County Derry (Buckley 2009). This flat cemetery was disturbed by pipe
laying and so was partially damaged and the full extent was not excavated as it was outside the area
of disturbance. It contained a mixture of pit and cist burials with both cremations and inhumations
present. The theory that cists were kept for the elite is in keeping with the findings at Drumahoe
where both of the cists with the inhumations were buried at a much deeper level than the cists with
the cremations and the pit burials. If the cists were kept for a select few, then the adult male in the
deep cist must have been very special indeed to deserve such a burial monument. There are many
features that mark this cist as being different to most Bronze Age cists. The deep level of burial, the
quality of the structure, the bed of white quartz pebbles deliberately found to line the cist; the large
capstone and overlying cairn of stones over this all suggest that this was a superior cist for an
important person. The contents of the cist also suggest an elite person. He was a tall, mature male,
with no major injuries or pathological conditions during life apart from some wear and tear of the
joints. He was buried with a piglet at his feet and a new bronze dagger in a sheath of leather and
bark in his hands. The decayed organic matter in the area of the hands and lower arms suggests that
flowers may have been placed in the grave. This was clearly the burial of an elite individual.
Burials with bronze daggers are very rare with the closet parallel to Drumahoe being found in
Scotland. An excavation at Seafield West, Inverness, Scotland (Cressy and Sheridan 2003), revealed a
Bronze Age cemetery with a number of high status graves. These included wooden coffins containing
crouched inhumations, a stone cist, a pit burial, one other possible pit burial containing an
inhumation all within a ring ditch as well as another cist and pit burials containing cremations and
remains of an urn. One of the wooden coffins was a boat-shaped hollow tree trunk and it contained
a Bronze dagger in an oak and leather scabbard. Unfortunately the soil conditions in Scotland do not
allow for preservation of bone and so it is not possible to compare the individual buried with the
individual from the cist at Drumahoe. It was estimated however that the dagger had been placed
behind the back of the individual which is different to Drumahoe where the dagger was placed in the
hands of the adult male.
However the most recent discovery of a high status Bronze Age grave at Forteviot near Perth,
Scotland has remarkable similarities to the cist at Drumahoe. The cist had a large capstone and was
originally covered by a low cairn. The remains of a birch bark coffin were found and as at Drumahoe
it was found lying on a bed of quartz pebbles. In addition the burial at Forteviot contained a bronze
dagger with a gold gilt band and organic material found is thought to be the remains of a bunch of
flowers. This burial has remarkable similarities to Drumahoe but again the problem of preservation
meant that little remained of the skeleton. The skeleton of Drumahoe is of extreme importance
therefore as it is the only relatively well preserved remains of an elite individual from this period.
(Pitts 2010). The high status of the individual from Forteviot is beyond doubt as the burial was
associated with a ceremonial site.
Ballon Hill was probably also a high status site with its imposing views of nine counties from the
summit. The mixture of cists and pit burials is certainly similar to other high status Bronze Age
cemeteries and some of the features found at Drumahoe, such as very deep cists were also
reportedly present at Ballon Hill. Other indicators of high status graves at Ballon Hill include the
three inhumations found under the pyramidal stone.
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An unusual five sided cist at Ballon Hill was found to contain a bronze dagger blade near the top.
Although this represents a significant comparison to Drumahoe, the Ballon Hill cist did not contain
an inhumation but contained a small lugged vase and an inverted urn filled with bone and associated
with three pebbles placed in a triangle.
It is unfortunate that so much material has been lost from Ballon Hill. If the cremated bone had been
collected a full analysis would have revealed much more information and comparative material for
deeper understanding of these intriguing flat cemeteries from Bronze Age Ireland.
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Catalogue of Cremated bone
1928:467
This fragment was part of the proximal end of a left femur consisting of the superior part of the
head, the neck and part of the proximal end of the shaft, all in one piece. Most of the greater
trochanter was missing. The bone was grey in colour and there were cracks on the surface. The
cancellous bone was exposed.
The fragment was 98.80mm in length and weighed 19.8g
1928:468
This piece of cremated bone was identified as the proximal third of a right humerus. The proximal
epiphysis was fused and intact and the humeral head diameter measured 43.58mm.
The bone was grey/white in colour and was relatively intact with some cancellous bone visible.
There were fissures in the cortical bone which were longitudinal on the lateral and posterior surfaces
and curved on the anterior surface of the bone. There was fine cracking on the head of the humerus.
The piece was 101mm in length and weighed 22.7g.
1928: 469
This fragment was identified as the partial head of a femur. In fact it fitted with the fragment 1928:
467 to form an almost complete femur head with head diameter 42.48mm. The bone was
grey/cream in colour with cracks on the surface.
It was 47.83mm long and weighed 11.3g
1928:470
This piece of cremated bone was white in colour, well calcined and the bone was slightly warped. It
was identified as the distal half of an ulna shaft.
It was 79.30mm in length and weighed 5.3g.
1928:471
This fragment of cremated bone was grey coloured, warped and with some horizontal cracking on
the surface. It was identified as the mid-shaft area of a fibula.
It was 86.83mm in length and weighed 8.1g.
1928:472
This fragment of cremated bone was grey in colour. There were a small amount of horizontal and
some vertical cracks on the bone surface but most of the fissures were curved concentric cracks. The
bone was 4-5mm thick. The flat surface indicated that it was from an adult humerus, the medial
surface from the proximal half of a bone, possible the same bone as 1928:468 identified above.
The fragment was 93.94mm in length and weighed 12.0g.
1928: 473
This fragment of cremated bone was white in colour. There were a number of concentric fissures as
well as horizontal cracks in the bone. The bone was identified as the distal end of the shaft of a
humerus, possibly a left bone.
The fragment was 65.80mm in length and weighed 10.3g.
1928: 474
This piece of cremated bone was white/grey in colour and exhibited slight warping. There were
some vertical and concentric fissures on the surface. It appeared to be a fragment from the midshaft of a lower arm bone, possibly a radius.
The fragment was 76.32mm in length and weighed 4.8g.
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1928: 475
This fragment of white coloured cremated bone was a piece of unidentified long bone. There were
no fissures or cracks on the surface.
The fragment was 67.15mm in length and weighed 4.7g.
1928: 476
This piece of cremated bone was white in colour. It was a fragment of skull, intact not split through
the diplöe. There were small cracks on the endocranial surface and a large crack on the ectocranial
surface. It was identified as the right side of the squamous frontal bone with part of the coronal
suture visible.
It was approximately 63mm in length and weighed 8.1g.
1928:477
This fragment of cremated bone was grey in colour and warped. There were lots of horizontal
fissures on the surface. It was identified as a fragment of fibula shaft.
It was 112.06mm in length and weighed 9.0g.
1928: 478A
This fragment of cremated long bone was white/grey in colour. There were a few horizontal fissures
on the surface. Although it could not be identified fully it was possible a lower arm bone.
The fragment was 73.46mm in length and 5.6g in weight.
1928:478B
This sample of cremated bone consisted of a collection of smaller fragments. The bone was white in
colour and there was some warping. A few fragments had fissures visible but most had not.
The fragmentation of the sample is given in the table below with the largest fragment 36.09mm in
length.

Most of the fragments were of moderate size (16-25mm). The bone could not be identified fully
although it seemed to be fragments of long bone.
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